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COPYRIGHT AND RESTRICTIONS

The copyright law of the United States (Title 17, United States Code) governs the making of photocopies or other reproductions of copyrighted materials. The various state privacy acts govern the use of materials that document private individuals, groups, and corporations.

Under certain conditions specified in the law, libraries and archives are authorized to furnish a reproduction if the document does not infringe the privacy rights of an individual, group, or corporation. These specified conditions of authorized use include:

- non-commercial and non-profit study, scholarship, research, or teaching
- criticism, commentary, or news reporting
- as a NPS preservation or security copy
- as a research copy for deposit in another institution

If a user later utilizes a copy or reproduction for purposes in excess of "fair use," the user may be personally liable for copyright, privacy, or publicity infringement. This institution's permission to obtain a photographic, xerographic, digital, or other copy of a document doesn't indicate permission to publish, exhibit, perform, reproduce, sell, distribute, or prepare derivative works from this document without first obtaining permission from the copyright holder and from any private individual, group, or corporation shown or otherwise recorded.

Permission to publish, exhibit, perform, reproduce, prepare derivative works from, sell, or otherwise distribute the item must be obtained by the user separately in writing from the holder of the original copyright (or if the creator is dead from his/her heirs) as well as from any individual(s), groups, or corporations whose name, image, recorded words, or private information (e.g., employment information) may be reproduced in the source material. The holder of the original copyright isn't necessarily the National Park Service. The National Park Service is not legally liable for copyright, privacy, or publicity infringement when materials are wrongfully used after being provided to researchers for "fair use."

This institution reserves the right to refuse to accept a copying order if fulfillment of the order is judged in violation of copyright or federal or state privacy or publicity law.
**HISTORY**

Passage of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) dramatically altered the way all federal agencies—including the National Park Service—were required to approach and execute environmental planning and management. While responsibility for environmental planning and compliance duties originated in the superintendent’s office, Yosemite National Park's Environmental Planning and Compliance (EP&C) Branch of the Project Management Division was established in 1999 to ensure all projects taking place in the park comply with the National Environmental Policy Act, the National Historic Preservation Act, and other laws and regulations as set forth in the National Park Service Director's Order #12.

To further enhance the purpose and policy of NEPA, Executive Order 11514 (1970) directed federal agencies to develop procedures to ensure that the public can review, understand, and comment on environmental impacts in a timely manner. During the public scoping period, the public is encouraged to provide concerns and comments that will determine the range of issues addressed in a plan’s alternatives. A description of the proposal, including a statement of the purpose and need for the project and a list of project goals, is provided by the park. The public is then asked to respond with comments, concerns, and suggestions relating to these goals.

The growth of the Project Management Division and, subsequently the EP&C Branch is linked to the development of the Yosemite’s long-range conceptual General Management Plan (GMP). The 1980 GMP was released to the public on October 31, 1980, after a six-year planning process which included extensive public involvement. The primary goals of the 1980 GMP are to reclaim priceless natural beauty, reduce cars and congestion, allow natural processes to prevail, reduce crowding, and promote visitor understanding and enjoyment. Implementation projects were developed to realize the goals of the GMP; these projects required scoping, environmental review, compliance, and permitting.

One of the objectives of the GMP was to remove nonessential employee housing from Yosemite Valley. The Yosemite Valley Housing Plan (1992) was designed to address this objective. This plan proposed improvements to NPS, concessions, and visitor services housing in the valley. The Yosemite Valley Housing Plan Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (SEIS) for the General Management Plan proposed five alternatives for housing 1,359 employees. The preferred alternative provided primary housing for over 900 employees at a new development site in Foresta. When this alternative did not meet with public approval, a revised Yosemite Valley Housing Plan SEIS was released and was open for public comment from late 1996 through March 1997.

In 1993 the park invited public input for the Valley Implementation Plan (VIP). The VIP objectives also furthered the implementation of the GMP, including removing unnecessary structures, restoring and protecting recovered land, relocating other facilities out of sensitive or hazardous areas, and reducing traffic congestion in Yosemite Valley. Public input received centered around the issues of transportation, employee housing, restoration of recovered lands, day use limits/reservation systems, and the improvement of interpretive services.
The Draft VIP was scheduled for release in February 1997, but was delayed by record flooding of the park in early January, 1997. After the release of the draft in November 1997, a series of open houses and workshops were held throughout California, as well as walking tours of sites where specific actions were proposed. Over 3,800 comment letters were received regarding the Draft VIP SEIS and analyzed by staff at the National Park Service’s Denver Service Center.

Designated “Highwater 97A”, the 1997 flood severely damaged Yosemite Valley infrastructure, campgrounds, guest lodging, and employee housing facilities. Park planners sought advice from within the agency and from the President’s Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ). Project management determined that redesigning and rebuilding employee housing and guest lodging at Yosemite Lodge would be a separate planning process from the VIP, and this was pursued as the Yosemite Lodge Design Concept Plan (DCP). The intent of the DCP was to quickly restore services at the Lodge and implement the provisions of the 1980 GMP. This included removing facilities from the newly-defined floodplain, restoring riparian habitat, reducing the number of lodging units, consolidating concession housing, providing additional employee support functions, and reducing in the overall footprint of the Lodge complex.

Site plans for the Lodge were modified because of the extent of flooding and the need to replace more employee housing than originally proposed. The most significant changes were the complete relocation of employee housing out of the floodplain to the eastern portion of Camp 4 (Sunnyside Campground) and placement of new guest cabins, roadways, and parking lots north of Northside Drive in the Swan Slab bouldering and climbing area. After site walk-throughs with NPS and concession services staff, representatives of the environmental and climbing communities expressed strong negative reactions to the encroachment of facilities into the Swan Slab area, the amount of new development, the aerial extent of the new proposal, and removal of the Lodge gas station.

Based on this initial input, changes were made to the preliminary VIP design. The Draft Yosemite Lodge Design Concept Plan/Environmental Assessment (DCP/EA) was prepared and released to the public for a 30-day review and comment period. Numerous revisions were made to the project, including deferring the proposed closure of Northside Drive back to the VIP. In July 1997, the park released a Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) on the Lodge DCP/EA. Park staff continued working on ways to address unresolved issues that had been raised during the public comment phase.

On May 26, 1998, the group Friends of Yosemite Valley, along with the American Alpine Club, Access Fund, and several other climbing organizations and prominent climbers filed suit in US District Court in San Francisco against the National Park Service over the Yosemite Lodge DCP (Friends of Yosemite v. Babbitt). They alleged that the NPS had failed to prepare an environmental impact statement on the project and to consider reasonable alternatives to the proposed action. They also claimed that the park violated the NPS Organic Act, the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), and the Administrative Procedures Act. Based on negotiated limits to the scope of action on the Lodge project, plaintiffs did not seek a preliminary injunction, and work at the Lodge continued.
The NPS further modified the Lodge DCP and issued a Modified FONSI on August 3, 1998. The main modification was to defer any action on employee housing at Yosemite Lodge to the Yosemite Valley Housing Plan. This decision would allow consideration of the potential impacts of employee housing at Yosemite Lodge together with the impacts of other housing-related issues in the same environmental document.

On August 20, 1998 the Sierra Club filed a related complaint (Sierra Club v. United States), charging violations of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, the National Environmental Policy Act, and the Administrative Procedures Act, and filed for a preliminary injunction. The issues were argued before Judge Charles Breyer on October 1, 1998. All construction work was stopped at Yosemite Lodge with Judge Breyer granting the plaintiff’s request for a preliminary injunction; however, demolition of existing flood-damaged buildings was not contested, and therefore continued.

Following the judge’s ruling, Yosemite management asked the judge for a remand to fold most elements of the Lodge DCP into the Draft VIP Environmental Impact Statement, then in preparation for re-release. The issue of employee housing was to be included in the Yosemite Valley Housing Plan/SEIS, due for completion in early fall. The new planning document for Yosemite Valley would be an Addendum to the Draft VIP, to be released in late spring or early summer of 1999. The Environmental Impact Statement for the Yosemite Valley Housing Plan would be released as an Addendum to the Draft Environmental Impact Statement, at the same time as the VIP Addendum, to allow the public to review and comment on both documents together.

However, in late November, 1998 Secretary of the Interior Bruce Babbitt, Regional Director John Reynolds, and Superintendent Stan Albright decided to combine the Yosemite Valley Housing Plan, Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan, Yosemite Lodge DCP and Lower Yosemite Fall Project into one comprehensive plan called the Yosemite Valley Plan (YVP). In this way, all the plans would be covered by a single Environmental Impact Statement. Public concerns identified in the previous plans were brought forward for planning the YVP. Scoping for the new plan was announced on December 16, 1998 and was to close on January 15, 1999. The scoping period was extended to February 1, 1999, because of public protest regarding the short duration of the scoping period, and the fact that it occurred over the holidays. The team reviewing the public scoping comments consisted of five Yosemite NPS employees; all letters were read and scoping level comments were added to a growing database of general and specific comments. The Scoping Comment Analysis Report was made available to anyone interested in reading it. The Draft Yosemite Valley Plan EIS was issued in November 1999; the public comment period closed July 7, 2000.

Meanwhile, flood recovery projects continued. Rehabilitation of El Portal Road (Highway 140), which was severely damaged in the flood, was identified as a GMP project; however, it was not previously funded and its three phases were listed as low priority. Funding through Emergency Relief for Federally Owned Roads (ERFO) allowed emergency repairs immediately after the flood, and these were exempted from NEPA compliance. But the original, aged roadbed needed to be completely rebuilt. Flood recovery funds were an opportunity to complete rehabilitation of El Portal Road, and detailed planning was begun within a short time after the flood.
Park planners began preparation of a Draft El Portal Road Improvements Project Environmental Assessment (EA) in March, 1997 and meetings were held with environmental groups, stakeholders, and Mariposa County Officials and Chamber of Commerce. The plan had two proposed phases: Phase 1 involved emergency stabilization to restore two-way traffic, and Phase 2 consisted of permanent roadbed repairs.

In an action that would ultimately influence future planning efforts, on May 6, 1999, the Sierra Club and Mariposans for Environmentally Responsible Growth (MERG) filed suit, claiming violations of NEPA and the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act (Sierra Club and MERG v. Bruce Babbitt, 69 F. Supp. 2nd 1202). On July 12, 1999, U.S. District Court Judge Anthony Ishii issued his decision in a Memorandum and Order. Yosemite was allowed to complete construction on segments A, B, and C of the road, but Section D could not be completed until the park completed a Comprehensive Management Plan for the Merced Wild and Scenic River. The judge ordered the National Park Service to finalize a Comprehensive Management Plan (CMP) within one year of the issuance of his Order.

The CMP began in June, 1999 with a pre-Notice of Intent scoping period (June 11 - July 14) published in the Federal Register. Responding to complaints from the public that the review period was too short, the NPS granted a two-week extension of the scoping period through July 30, 1999.

Response letters were analyzed by the US Forest Service’s Content Analysis Enterprise Team (CAET). Summary reports identified 101 specific public concerns expressed in over 1000 comments. These summary reports, along with the individual comments organized by topic, were given to the planning team for further analysis and incorporation into the planning process. Based in part on evaluation of public comments, the park decided to prepare an environmental impact statement on the Merced River Plan and not an environmental assessment. In mid-October, a summary of the CAET analysis was put on the park’s planning web page and mailed to over 300 people who sent in scoping comments. The Draft MRP/EIS was scheduled for public review and comment during January and February, 2000. The scope of public input analyzed in the CAET process included all responses submitted during the comment period for the Draft Yosemite Valley Plan as well as public input on previous planning efforts. Thus, comments on the 1992 Draft Yosemite Valley Housing Plan, the 1997 Addendum to the Yosemite Valley Housing Plan, the 1997 Yosemite Lodge Comprehensive Design, the 1997 Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan, the Comprehensive Management Plan for the Merced River, the 2000 Merced River Plan, and the initial scoping phase for the Draft Yosemite Valley Plan were all analyzed, considered, and utilized to craft the Yosemite Valley Plan.

Projects designed to implement the goals of the GMP and YVP were accomplished through flood recovery funding awarded to the park after Highwater 97A. Had it not been for the devastation of the flood, projects such as Lower Yosemite Fall Restoration Project, El Portal Road Reconstruction, Hetch Hetchy Road Drainage Improvements, South Fork Merced River Bridge Replacement, Happy Isles Bridge Removal, East Yosemite Valley Utilities Improvement Plan, Yosemite Valley Wastewater Improvement Project, and construction of the El Portal Resource Management Building would have waited years for available funding to begin implementation.
The above information was drawn from the document, “DRAFT Yosemite Planning/Public Involvement History”, which can be found in Series 1, Subseries B, sub-subseries 3, Folder 48.
SCOPE AND CONTENT

Environmental Planning and Compliance Records

CATALOG NUMBER
YOSE 229582

VOLUME
140.50 Linear Feet (LF)

DESCRIPTION
This collection contains correspondence, memoranda, reports, meeting and field notes, workbooks, and publications. Graphics, maps, architectural drawings, construction plans, and photographs are present in the collection as well as electronic and magnetic media. All material was created in the process of environmental planning and compliance activities.

ORGANIZATION
The collection is organized in four series and further subdivided into thirteen subseries, and six sub-subseries.

PROVENANCE
Materials originated in the Yosemite Project Management Division’s Office of Environmental Compliance. The office grew substantially after the 1997 flood created the need for large-scale recovery projects requiring environmental review and compliance. The records were received by Yosemite National Park Archives between 1999 and 2011 in six accessions: YOSE-06433, YOSE-06546, YOSE-06696, YOSE-06826, YOSE-07151, and YOSE-07205.

RESTRICTIONS
Although this collection is open to the public, some files contain sensitive information and may require a research permit and/or solicitor approval.

ASSOCIATED MATERIALS
Superintendents Records YOSE 232960 (Collection #1008)
Design and Engineering Records (Collection #1019)
Resource Management Records YOSE 229554 (Collection #1002)
Interpretation Division Records (Collection# 1009)
HIERARCHY


   Sub-subseries 2. General Management Plan Correspondence, 1968-1976

Subseries B. Public Involvement Process, 1992-2004


SERIES II: Implementation Projects, 1997-2007


Subseries E. Hetch Hetchy Road and Drainage Improvements, 1997-1999


SERIES III: Fire Management Plan, 1999-2004

SERIES IV: Historic Preservation Officer Records, 2001-2010
SERIES DESCRIPTIONS


Arranged in two subseries and six sub-subseries

Documents relating to Yosemite National Park’s Implementation Plans including: General Management Plan publications and correspondence, Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan, Yosemite Valley Plan, and early Merced River Plan public scoping correspondence; analysis of scoping and resultant reports; Draft Environmental Impact Statements, Draft Environmental Assessments; comment letters and staff response to comment letters; Administrative Record, and public hearings documents.


Organized in two sub-subseries as follows: Sub-series 01: Draft reports, workbooks, summaries, final reports, correspondence; Sub-subseries 02: Copies of correspondence from the Resource Management Records regarding the Master Plan and letters forwarded to the YOSE superintendent from various Department of the Interior offices.

National Park Service (NPS) Director Horace Albright instituted the “Master Plan” concept in 1932 as a means to guide national park development in the 20th century and beyond. In 1969, Yosemite National Park began developing a preliminary draft of a new Master Plan to be released for public review in 1971. A Draft Master Plan and Environmental Assessment were released for public review in 1974, but the plan was not accepted by the public or the NPS Washington office. After congressional hearings in December 1974, the Master Plan was shelved and a new planning process began.

The revised General Management Plan (GMP) represented a planning partnership between a new NPS planning team and the public. The plan and its four alternatives were presented to the park’s constituents in a planning workbook containing fold-out posters for visual reference. Forums were hosted in California and around the country. A planning team analyzed over sixty thousand comments, which were entered into a database created on IBM punch cards. Following two years of intensive public outreach and analysis, the new draft of the GMP was presented in 1978.

Major changes to the GMP were instigated by NPS Director Bill Whalen, delaying planning efforts. The plan was finally released in October 1980. The GMP set five major goals for the park: 1) reclaim priceless natural beauty, 2) markedly reduce traffic congestion, 3) reduce crowding, 4) allow natural processes to prevail, and 5) promote visitor understanding and enjoyment.

The General Management Plan provides overall guidance for planning in the park. Subsequent implementation plans such as the Valley Implementation Plan, Yosemite
Valley Housing Plan, Yosemite Lodge Design Concept Plan, and Yosemite Valley Plan strove to fulfill the specific goals of the GMP.


Records are arranged as received from the office of origin.

Included in this sub-series are draft reports, planning workbooks, summaries, final reports, and correspondence related to the creation of the General Management Plan.

**Sub-series 2. General Management Plan Correspondence, 1968-1976**

Records are arranged chronologically within alphanumeric central file code.

The sub-series contains correspondence with central files coding (see NPS Disposition Records Schedule 19) originally from Resource Management Records regarding the Master Plan. Letters forwarded to the Yosemite superintendent from various DOI offices are also included in the sub-series.

**Subseries B. Public Involvement Process, 1992-2004**

The Subseries is organized into four sub-series.

Original and working copies of public concerns received during official comment periods for the Draft Yosemite Valley Housing Plan (1992), Addendum to the Yosemite Valley Housing Plan (1997), Yosemite Lodge Comprehensive Design (1997), Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan (1997), Merced River Comprehensive Management Plan (2000), Merced River Plan (2000), and Yosemite Valley Plan. Documentation of the public comment analysis process and final analysis reports as well as public outreach material is included.

**Sub-series 1. Original Public Comment Letters, 1992-2004**

This sub-series is grouped by plan and arranged by Yosemite National Park item number. For planning efforts prior to the Yosemite Valley Plan, the National Park Service assigned an item number to each letter preceded by the plan acronym. During scoping for the Yosemite Valley Plan a new item number was assigned to pre-Yosemite Valley Plan comment letters by the Content Analysis Enterprise Team (CAET). Both item numbers are represented on folder titles with CAET item number range first and Yosemite National Park item number range second.

This sub-series contains original public comments from five planning efforts. Listed in chronological order, and with open periods for public comment listed in parentheses, these plans include: the Draft Yosemite Housing Plan/SEIS (August-
September 1992); Addendum to the Draft Yosemite Housing Plan/SEIS (December 6, 1996-April 1, 1997); the Yosemite Lodge Design Concept Plan/Environmental Assessment (April 10, 1997-May 16, 1997); the Draft Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan/SEIS (November 27, 1997-February 23, 1998); the Draft Merced River Comprehensive Management Plan (2000); and the Draft Yosemite Valley Plan (March 28, 2000-July 14, 2000). Along with letters received during the formal comment periods, this sub-subseries also contains letters received outside the formal comment period.


Correspondence and reports are placed at the beginning of the sub-subseries, followed by public comments arranged by comment number.

This sub-subseries contains the original Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan (VIP) scoping letters from 1994, and working copies of VIP scoping letters used by the comment response team. Copies of comment letters received after the release of the Draft VIP from November 1997 to March 1998 comprise the bulk of this sub-subseries. These copies were processed and analyzed by the Denver Service Center. Each letter has an associated Revised Data Entry Form for the Draft Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan/SEIS which identifies characterization fields used in analysis. A small amount of staff correspondence is included as well as the VIP Public Comment Analysis Report.


The subseries is arranged as follows: 1) Assorted working files regarding the initial assessment of previous public comment analysis; interagency partnership including correspondence and court agreement documents; procedure list and schedules for the screening process of public comments; and public comment response team correspondence 2) Staff response to comments; correspondence regarding response team member’s assignments and due dates; and revised drafts of responses to public comments 4) Final CAET narrative reports 5) CAET coded public comments including Pre-Yosemite Valley Plan Comments and Yosemite Valley Plan Draft Comments. Public comment letters are arranged numerically by CAET assigned item number and are split into two conceptual groups: Pre-Yosemite Valley Plan and Yosemite Valley Plan Draft. Pre-Yosemite Valley Plan comments are further broken down into five groups: Y1 - initial scoping phase for the Draft Yosemite Valley Plan; Y2 - Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan; Y3 - 1997 Addendum to the Yosemite Valley Housing Plan; Y4 - 1997 Yosemite Lodge Comprehensive Design; and Y5 - 1992 Draft Yosemite Valley Housing Plan.

Between 1999 and 2000 the National Park Service partnered with the U.S. Forest Service (court agreement number AI 8800-00-001 and AI 8800-99-032) to analyze
public input for Yosemite Valley Plan Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement. Letters, emails, faxes, and public meeting transcripts were analyzed using a process developed by the United States Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, Washington Office Ecosystem Management Staff, and the Content Analysis Enterprise Team (CAET). The scope of public input analyzed in the CAET process include all responses submitted during the comment period for the Draft Yosemite Valley Plan as well as public input on previous planning efforts. Thus, comments on the 1992 Draft Yosemite Valley Housing Plan, the 1997 Addendum to the Yosemite Valley Housing Plan, the 1997 Yosemite Lodge Comprehensive Design, the 1997 Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan, the Comprehensive Management Plan for the Merced River, the 2000 Merced River Plan, and the initial scoping phase for the Draft Yosemite Valley Plan were all analyzed, considered, and utilized to craft the Yosemite Valley Plan.

The public comment analysis process comprised three components: a coding structure, a comment database, and a narrative summary. All public comments relating to earlier planning efforts, or received during the comment period for the Draft Yosemite Valley Plan, were copied by Yosemite National Park and sent to Missoula, Montana where the US Forest Service CAET coding station was established. Initially, a coding structure was developed to help sort comments into logical groups by topic. Letters were broken into comments and each comment was assigned a code derived from a range in topics covered in relevant present and past planning documents, National Park Service legal guidance, and the letters themselves. For each comment in a piece of correspondence, codes were assigned by one staff person, validated by another, and then entered verbatim into a database as quotes from actual public statements. The database was then used to construct a narrative summary. A group of Yosemite employees and members of the BRW/URS Consulting Engineers spent several weeks working with the Content Analysis Team to code letters and enter comments into the database.

Public response comments were also coded for response level. Letters which needed immediate attention or requested information were tracked through the CAET process, summarized, and distributed on a weekly basis. Gary Howard of BRW/URS Consulting Engineers was responsible for making the initial response to these two comment types. Comments that did not require an immediate response were further screened and sent to a Comment Response Task Group for reply.

This sub-subseries contains correspondence, reports, database printouts, public comment letters, and staff responses to comments representing the CAET analysis process.


Records are arranged as received from the office of origin.
A team of Yosemite National Park staff was assembled to facilitate the dissemination of planning information to the public and to formulate broad strategies to promote public involvement from the scoping period for the Yosemite Valley Plan (1998) through the Record of Decision (2001). This team was divided into three groups: the production group, support group, and communications group. The initial “education phase” of public involvement was intended to prepare the public to immediately begin reviewing the Draft Yosemite Valley Plan when it was released for public comment. Public involvement activities and efforts included in-park public education and interpretation, wayside exhibits, open-house exhibits, newsletters, fact sheets, internet services and web page development, media relations and press packets.

This sub-subseries contains correspondence and meeting minutes of the Communication Team, also referred to as the Staff/Public Involvement Team; documentation of public involvement activities; draft mailing list and a representative sample of mail-back flyers.

Originally there were 7.5 linear feet (6 boxes) of mail-back flyers which were used to collect the addresses of individuals interested in receiving material related Yosemite planning efforts. This information is reflected in the mailing list database that was maintained until July 2000. A sample of original mail-back flyers (.5 linear feet) was retained in the collection and the remaining originals were culled. Representative examples were chosen to reflect variations in received media preferences (i.e., CD-ROM, hard copies, summary reports); items returned due to forwarding notice expiring; items returned with the address corrected by addressee; notification of addressee being deceased; items with substantial comments added (all retained), and email request, phone request, postcard or other means of request.

**SERIES II. Implementation Projects, 1997-2007**

This Series is organized in eleven subseries.

Implementation Projects are site-specific projects tiered from implementation plans. The majority of projects were in response to damage incurred after record flooding in the park in January 1997 and were funded by flood recovery monies.


The subseries is arranged by original binder titles. The binder contents are followed by Flood Recovery Quarterly Reports, correspondence, and Environmental Assessments and Findings of No Significant Impact for various areas of Yosemite National Park.

On January 1-3, 1997, the combination of an early snow pack and a warm tropical storm resulted in the biggest flood in Yosemite in 42 years. Resulting damage to the park’s infrastructure was unprecedented; three of the four access roads into the park (Highway 140, Highway 120, and the Hetch Hetchy Road) were impassable. The Yosemite Valley
The sewer system experienced heavy damage; all of the water well systems were damaged or destroyed. Hundreds of campsites, lodging units, and concessionaire employee housing units were severely damaged. The estimated cost for flood repair and restoration was $178,053,000.

After the flood, a US Forest Service Type 1 Incident Command Team, a Yosemite Management Team, NPS staff from the Denver Service Center and representatives from the Federal Lands Highway Program assessed damage and estimated repair costs. The Type 1 Team was eventually replaced by two smaller teams and finally by an in-park recovery team. Environmental compliance was overseen by Mark Butler, Yosemite’s Physical Scientist within the Resources Division; the office was consolidated into the Flood Recovery Team and grew quite substantially to address the multiple Flood Recovery projects. A Reopening Task Group was formed early in the incident to evaluate each park area for suitability for reopening to staff and visitors.

Those making the real property damage assessments recorded their findings and recommendations on a Damage Assessment form which included headings such as Assessment ID, Jurisdiction, Alternate ID, Damage Category, Damage Type, Severity, Damage Description, Recommended Action, Procurement Method, Net Construction Cost, and Maps of Damaged Area. Various versions of assessment forms include: Yosemite National Park Damage Assessment January, 1997; Yosemite Damage Identification Report Yosemite Highwater Incident ’97 (1/8/97 IDREPT); and Yosemite National Park Highwater 97 Damage Assessments (1/28/97). Additional assessment forms include: Federal Highway Administration Central Federal Lands Division Damage Site Reports (DSR); Western Region Housing Inspections (form Rev. 08/28/92); and United States Department of the Interior National Park Service Package Estimating Detail (Form 10-802 Rev. 1-76). Over fifty Park Service staff members and other specialists completed the Damage Assessment forms.

The forms pertained to specific areas or buildings; once completed, these forms were given an alphanumeric code (such as V001-V010 for Valley assessment sites 1-10) and placed in a binder with the code written on a tab. The binders were labeled by area affected, such as “Yosemite Valley #1 through #4”, “El Portal #1 and #2”, “High Country Parkwide”, “Mather/Wawona”, “Concessioner”, “Repair Damage (Insurance Buildings)”, “ERFO” (Emergency Relief for Federally Owned Roads), and “Other”. A binder labeled “Ansel Adams Gallery” contains the report Accessibility Evaluation for Ansel Adams Gallery (2002); it is unclear if this project was flood-related. Included with some of the Yosemite Valley and El Portal forms are color photographs of the flood-damaged areas and buildings.

The subseries contains reports and publications, including: A Report to Congress/Yosemite Flood Recovery Action Plan (September 1997); Yosemite National Park Flood Recovery Quarterly Reports (December 1997 through September 1999); Detailed Assessment Report/Yosemite National Park Highwater 97A (March 1997); Environmental Considerations for Planned Safety Improvements During Emergency Repair of El Portal Road Between Parkline and Pohono Bridge (April 1997); and The
Merced Canyon Travel Corridor/Yosemite National Park, California (July 1997). In addition, the following are included: Draft Yosemite Lodge Area Development Concept Plan Environmental Assessment and Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI); Environmental Assessment/FONSI Yosemite Lodge and Camp 4; Environmental Assessment/Finding of No Significant Impact Hetch Hetchy Road and Drainage Improvements; and Evaluation of Historical Significance and Integrity of the Hetch Hetchy Road, Yosemite National Park: Determination of Eligibility for Listing in the National Register of Historic Places.

Present in the subseries is correspondence regarding the Native American Graves and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA) issues, Highway 140 recovery strategy, preparation for Congressional hearings, responses to questions from the hearings, campground redesign issues, historic preservation, environmental compliance issues, recovery costs and funding, construction, and a copy of President Bill Clinton’s letter to the Speaker of the House (March 19, 1997) requesting Fiscal Year 1997 emergency supplemental appropriations. Correspondence appears to be primarily from the office files of Jerry Mitchell (Branch Chief of Cultural Resources/Chief of General Management Plan Implementation).


Records are arranged as received by the office of origin.

Yosemite Falls is the highest waterfall in North America (2,425 feet), consisting of the 1,430-foot Upper Yosemite Fall, which plunges to a 675-foot chain of cascades, flowing to the 320-foot Lower Yosemite Fall.

The Lower Yosemite Fall area has traditionally been the most highly visited natural feature in Yosemite National Park; however, the beauty of the Falls was frequently eclipsed by the congestion of tour buses, shuttle buses, cars, bicyclists and pedestrians. Visitors were subjected to long lines at the inadequate restrooms. Trails were undersized and degraded, which led to damage of the surrounding streamside and forest floor.

The National Park Service considered rehabilitation of the Lower Yosemite Fall area a priority and a workshop was held in 1992 to consider ways to approach improving visitor enjoyment, education and accessibility. In 1995, the National Park Service and the primary nonprofit fund raising organization for the park—The Yosemite Fund—agreed to work jointly on a proposed rehabilitation of the area. Planning for the rehabilitation started in 1997.

The primary components of the project were: removing the parking lot and remnant roadway pedestrian path; creating a meadow/forest opening on the site of the parking lot; rebuilding or removing footbridges and trails; installing educational exhibits highlighting the area’s natural and cultural history; providing wheelchair access to primary viewing areas; demolishing the existing restroom and infrastructure; restoring streamside and forest habitat; constructing a new shuttle bus stop; constructing a new restroom; creating
new entrances, educational exhibits, and a gathering circle for groups; installing amenities such as bike racks, waste receptacles, and a drinking fountain; constructing and installing all new directional signs; opening vistas and rebuilding quiet spaces that invite visitors to linger and learn, and creating informal picnic areas.

In December 1996 the Office of Lawrence Halprin, Inc. (OLH) was selected to design improvements to the area. Halprin is considered an influential landscape architect, known for bringing environmental sensitivity to his designs. Landscape architect Paul Scardina was the main liaison between OLH and the NPS project team, and he authored the bulk of the OLH correspondence present in the subseries.

Leading the NPS project management team was Amy Schneckenburger, who later stepped down and was replaced by Randy Fong as Project Manager (2001). Other members of the project team were Mark Butler, Palmer “Chip” Jenkins, Gary Colliver and Wendy Vittands. NPS staff biologists, botanists, archaeologists, and ethnographers were also involved in consultation and planning.

Yosemite Fund staff members represented in the correspondence are Bob Hansen (President), Tracy Akroyd, and Jerry Edelbrock.

A series of planning workshops were held in the late 1990s, with public scoping taking place in 2000. A consultation and walk-through of the project area with local tribal representatives from the American Indian Council of Mariposa County and the North Fork Mono Rancheria resulted in further scoping measures (July-August 2001) when it was made evident that the location of the new restroom and trail would impact traditional Native American mushroom gathering areas.

The Draft Environmental Assessment was produced by URS Corporation and edited by NPS staff. Draft sections of the Environmental Assessment with annotations/marginalia are part of the collection.

The subseries contains correspondence in the form of memoranda, email, and letters primarily between OLH, Yosemite Fund and the National Park Service. Correspondence also includes consultation with the U.S. Department of Fish and Wildlife, State of California Office of Historic Preservation, and American Indian Council of Mariposa County.


Arranged as follows: 1) Administrative Records for C-99-0707 MMC; 2) Administrative Records for C-99-5219 AWI; 3) Working project files. Records are arranged as received by the office of origin and follow the environmental compliance process.

El Portal Road was closed for five months following severe flood damage in 1997, isolating essential maintenance, administrative, and housing functions in El Portal from
Yosemite Valley. This created interruptions in operations, emergency medical services, and visitor access. Reconstructing El Portal Road became a top priority for the NPS. In August of 1997 Yosemite planners released the El Portal Road Improvements Environmental Assessment in preparation for construction of 7.5 miles of road from west of the park boundary to Pohono Bridge. This was a Flood Recovery implementation project funded by three Flood Recovery Packages (900, 930, 936), as well as the Yosemite National Park’s Fee Demonstration and Emergency Relief of Federally Owned Roads (ERFO) funding. Primary funding for El Portal Road construction came from package 936 and was contracted to Kiewit Pacific Construction Company.

In 1998 Mariposa County filed a lawsuit (court case CIV F 98-6062 AWI DLB) against the National Park Service claiming a violation of National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) for failing to consider the significant impact on the economy and community of Mariposa when the NPS decided to condense the construction calendar into a two-year span rather than spread it out over three years with fewer closures. Mariposa County’s lawsuit was dropped in court and their motion for a preliminary injunction was denied. Construction continued along the first 6.5 miles of the El Portal Road.

Another lawsuit was filed against the National Park Service in 1999 (court case CIV F 99-5219 AWI DLB) by the Sierra Club and the Mariposans for Environmentally Responsible Growth (MERG). The plaintiffs argued that the National Park Service had failed to comply with NEPA and violated the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act when developing the Environmental Assessment, Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI), and Biological Assessment for the El Portal Road Construction. The lawsuit resulted in a court injunction against construction in the final mile—referred to as “Segment D”—and an order to prepare a Comprehensive Management Plan for the Merced Wild and Scenic River.

The park completed its first Merced River Plan (MRP) in 2000; litigation by the same plaintiff group resulted in an order to prepare a new Comprehensive Management Plan. The park then completed the Revised MRP in 2005. At that time, the court declared that the injunction on Segment D had vacated with the publication of the Revised MRP. However, the Revised MRP was also challenged and found invalid. The park then prepared a court-mandated Comprehensive Management Plan for 2009. The National Park Service’s argument that repair, rehabilitation, and resurfacing work within the Merced corridor should proceed in advance of the publication of the new MRP in 2009 was accepted by the court. In 2007, an Environmental Assessment and FONSI were published for the Reconstructing Critically Eroded Sections of El Portal Road project.

This subseries contains project files from 1997 to 2007 related to the planning, design, construction, and resource monitoring of the El Portal Road Improvement Project. This subseries also consists of duplicate sets of administrative records from the El Portal Road Improvements Project relating to the completion of the Environmental Assessment, Biological Assessment, and FONSI. One set of administrative records was originally assembled in 1997 in binders that were referred to as “Books” and titled “C 99-0707 MMC.” The other set of administrative records was duplicated for use in the lawsuit.
between Mariposa County and MERG vs. the National Park Service and included documents related to the litigation and settlement of this lawsuit in 1999. Material types include correspondence, reports, oversized construction plans, photographs, and negatives.

**Subseries D. Mirror Lake Trail Reconstruction Project, 1989-2000**

Arranged as received by the office of origin, Environmental Planning and Compliance, following the environmental compliance Process.

After record flood levels in January of 1997, over 3,600 feet of the Mirror Lake Trail was destroyed. Yosemite National Park’s Office of Flood Recovery proposed to reconstruct and relocate approximately 5,460 feet of the Mirror Lake Loop Trail. The Draft Environmental Assessment for the Mirror Lake Loop Trail Reconstruction Project was released for public comments on August 28, 1998. This comment period was open through September 15, 1998. The Final Environmental Assessment/Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) report was released on September 28, 1998.

This subseries contains records relating to the completion of the FONSI report in accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) guidelines. Record types include correspondence, reports, and photographs which document natural and cultural compliance efforts, public involvement, and internal review.

**Subseries E. Hetch Hetchy Road and Drainage Improvements, 1997-1999**

The subseries is arranged as follows: correspondence; public comments; internal review comments; project management plans; Evaluation of Historical Significance; FONSI Report; reference material. Records are arranged as received by the office of origin and follow the environmental compliance process.

Hetch Hetchy Road was damaged in the January 1997 flood primarily because of poor drainage and associated erosion problems. The City of San Francisco funded the improvements and the Office of Flood Recovery oversaw National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and Section 106 compliance. An Environmental Assessment was released in September 1998 followed by a Finding of No Significant Impact report in October of 1998.

This subseries contains correspondence and reports relating to the completion of the Environmental Assessment and the FONSI report in accordance with NEPA guidelines. Many of the records relate to the Evaluation of Historical Significance for the Hetch Hetchy region.

Arranged as follows: correspondence; internal scoping comments and public scoping comments; work schedule; consultation with external agencies; Draft Environmental Assessment; internal reviews; FONSI; public comments; reference material.

South Fork Bridge spans the South Fork of the Merced River and is located on the Wawona Road (Highway 41) within the Wawona developed area. The South Fork Merced River Bridge Replacement Project fell under the Yosemite Valley Plan as an example of an implementation project. The bridge was declared critically deficient in 1992 by the Federal Highways Administration. An Environmental Assessment and Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) were developed in 1996 for the South Fork Bridge Replacement Project. The project was deferred and it was determined a new Environmental Assessment was necessary due to additional damage caused by the high water incident of 1997. A Record of Decision (ROD) on the Merced Wild and Scenic River Comprehensive Management Plan was signed in August 2000 and revised in November 2000. An additional lawsuit prevented the further progress of this project until a July 2004 decision that allowed it to move forward. An updated Environmental Assessment was released for public comment in April 2003 and a revised FONSI was signed on July 24, 2003.

This subseries includes correspondence, Project Management Information System (PMIS) project detail sheets, reports, photographs, negatives, digital media, and ledger-sized construction plans relating to the completion of the final 2003 Environmental Assessment and FONSI for South Fork Merced River Bridge Replacement Project, in accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) guidelines.


Records are arranged as received by the office of origin and follow the environmental compliance process.

The flood of 1997 left the resource management office buildings located in Yosemite Valley severely damaged. The NPS Office of Flood Recovery proposed to construct an approximately 8,500 square foot, two-story building adjacent to the existing maintenance/warehouse complex at Railroad Flat in the El Portal administrative site in Yosemite National Park, Mariposa County, California. The building was proposed to serve as the Resources Management Center for Yosemite National Park, and as a temporary location for the Office of Flood Recovery. The project was to be funded by Flood Recovery Package 903. The Construct Resource Management Building Environmental Assessment was released on July 28, 1998, for a thirty-day public comment period. The Final Environmental Assessment and Finding of No Significant Impact was approved in January 1999.

This subseries contains records relating to the completion of the Environmental Assessment and the FONSI report in accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) guidelines. Record types include correspondence, reports, and oversized
construction plans which document natural and cultural compliance efforts, public involvement, and internal review.


Arranged as follows: correspondence; scoping; public scoping comments; work schedules; consultation with external agencies; Draft Environmental Assessment; internal reviews; public comments; FONSI and Section 7 of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act; Yosemite Fund grant request; reference material. Records are arranged as received by the office of origin and follow the environmental compliance process.

The Happy Isles Gauging Station and Bridge Removal Project was a Flood Recovery implementation project under two larger National Environmental Policy Act planning documents: The Yosemite Valley Plan and the Merced River Plan. It was initiated after structural damage occurred during the high water incident of 1997 and the bridge was deemed unsafe by the Federal Highways Administration. The removal of the damaged Happy Isles Bridge would undermine the structural integrity of the USGS Happy Isles Stream Gauge. In order for the gauge to remain in operation the Yosemite Fund funded the relocation of the gauge to the opposite bank of the river.

This subseries contains correspondence, reports, and ledger-sized construction plans relating to the completion of the Environmental Assessment and the Finding of No Significant Impact report in accordance with NEPA guidelines.


Records are arranged as received by the office of origin.

The Yosemite Valley Wastewater Improvement Project began in 1998. The project was initiated in response to the Yosemite Valley flood in 1996, which inundated many of the wastewater management infrastructure systems, causing damage to integral equipment which compromised the system. Managed by the Office of Flood Recovery, the project lasted from 1998 to 2002 and was funded primarily through Flood Recovery Package 955.

This subseries contains project management records which include initial project proposals, manuals, bid schedules, and work progress correspondence that document the initial planning stages of the Yosemite Valley Wastewater Management Facility Flood Recovery Project. The Draft Project Manual in Folders 1 and 2 lays out the guidelines for the Project. Detailed meeting minutes outline project progress and updates. Various product proposals are represented; however, the main product vendor is Tesco. Tesco pump controller proposals and specifications, along with details of the construction contract award process to Butts Construction, and related correspondence, supplemented with a submittal log, comprise the bulk of this subseries.

The subseries is arranged as received from Environmental Science Associates (ESA). Records are arranged by type of decision document in the following order: Communication (COM), Meetings (MTGS), Client/Public Comments (CPC), Environmental Assessment (EA), Agency Decision Documentation (ADD), Agency Consultation (CNSL), Reference Material (REF), and Project Management (PM).

The Cascades Diversion Dam Removal Project was initiated in 2001. In the mid-1980s, after 68 years of operation, the hydroelectric facility associated with the dam was taken offline due to decay. The dam was classified as a high-hazard structure due to further damages sustained in the 1997 flood as well as deterioration associated with age. Initial scoping for the potential removal of the Cascades Diversion Dam began on April 18, 2001. An environmental assessment for the Cascades Diversion Dam Removal Project was released for public review on February 21, 2003. The public review period closed on March 24, 2003. The Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) was released in May 2003. Environmental Science Associates was contracted by the National Park Service to assist in the production of the Final Environmental Assessment and supply the park with an administrative record.

This subseries contains records relating to the creation of the Cascade Diversion Dam Environmental Assessment and FONSI in accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) guidelines. Document types include correspondence, VHS tapes, low quality black and white photograph reproductions, reports, and oversized maps. ESA coded each record with an Administrative Record Database Organization Submission Form. This is a two-page form with checklists which identify the document category, type of decision document, project name, primary author, publication date, location terms, and keywords. These fields were used to create a database of all documents and records included in Cascades Diversion Dam Removal Project Environmental Assessment Administrative Record. A hard copy of this database is located in folder 2 of this subseries.


Records are arranged as follows: Correspondence; project management; scoping and project schedule documents; press releases; public scoping comments; consultation with external agencies; Draft Environmental Assessment; internal reviews; public comments; FONSI; plans and maps; reference material. Records are arranged as received by the office of origin.

Deteriorating conditions of Yosemite Valley’s sewer system led the State of California to issue Yosemite National Park a Cleanup and Abatement Order (Number 5-00-70) in August of 2000 mandating that Yosemite correct the leaking and failing sewage collection system. The Yosemite Valley Plan (YVP) identified existing utility infrastructure serving east Yosemite Valley as being inadequate because of its age,
condition, inadequate capacity, and inappropriate location in environmentally sensitive locations. In July 2003 the National Park Service released the East Yosemite Valley Utilities Improvement Plan Environmental Assessment. The public comment period on the Environmental Assessment was open on July 18 and was extended to September 2, 2003. This resulted in a Finding of No Significant Impact Statement (FONSI) filed in December 2003. Work began in 2004. The East Yosemite Valley Utilities Improvement Project was drafted to comply with the conditions outlined in the first Merced River Plan (2000), and would assist in implementation of actions called for in the YVP. The East Yosemite Valley Utilities Improvement Plan relied upon the YVP Environmental Impact Statement and Record of Decision to meet National Environmental Protection Act (NEPA) compliance. The project was only partially completed when these records were rescinded in the court of law. In a settlement agreement filled October 29, 2009, between Friends of Yosemite and the National Park Service, court case number 1:00-CV-06191-AWI-DLB, the court declared that Utilities Improvement Plan EA and FONSI could proceed as allowed by court orders. Most projects outlined in the report were completed; however, some were enjoined and the NPS was expressly prohibited from completing these projects.

This series contains correspondence, reports, electronic media, and ledger-sized construction plans relating to the completion of the Environmental Assessment and FONSI report in accordance with NEPA guidelines.

**SERIES III. Fire Management Plan, 1999-2004**

Records are arranged as received by the office of origin.

Revision of the 1990 Yosemite Fire Management Plan was initiated in 1999 due to new fire management guidelines issued by the National Park Service in November of 1998 and subsequently by the release of the 2001 Federal Fire Policy and National Fire Plan. The Draft Yosemite Fire Management Plan/EIS was released on May 10, 2002. The public comment period began on June 18 and lasted through August 27, 2002. The National Park Service received 143 comments that were processed and analyzed by members of the Fire Management Planning Team. The Final Yosemite Fire Management Plan was released in March 2004. After a 30-day comment period the Record of Decision was released.

This series contains records relating to the completion of the Final Yosemite Fire Management Plan in accordance with the NEPA guidelines. It includes public scoping letters and comments received in response to the Draft Yosemite Fire Management Plan; internal reviews; consultation; and correspondence regarding work schedules, final printing, project management, and public involvement. Files from the NEPA coordinator, Jerry Mitchell, comprise the bulk of this series. The collection includes electronic media and one VHS tape.

**SERIES IV. Historic Preservation Officer Records, 2001-2010**

Arranged as follows: 1) project files including: Lower Yosemite Falls Project, Cascades Dam, Merced River Plan core team, and Cultural Landscape Inventory for El Portal; 2)
archival research; 3) reference publications, including inventory; 3) electronic/magnetic media. Records are arranged as received by the office of origin.

This series contains records collected and created by Historic Preservation Officer Jeannette Simons, 2001-2010. It primarily consists of reference material, including reports and documents collected from the Yosemite National Park Archives. Correspondence and personal notes are included as well as internal review comments on environmental assessments for various projects. This series contains photographs, negatives, electronic media, and magnetic media.
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Folder 0070. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-671 to Y2-680/YNP# VIP-0071 to VIP-0080, 1997
Folder 0071. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-681 to Y2-690/YNP# VIP-0081 to VIP-0090, 1997

Folder 0072. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-691 to Y2-700/YNP# VIP-0091 to VIP-0100, 1997

Folder 0073. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-701 to Y2-710/YNP# VIP-0101 to VIP-0110 (VIP-p-001), 1997

Folder 0074. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-711 to Y2-720/YNP# VIP-0111 to VIP-0120, 1997

Folder 0075. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-721 to Y2-730/YNP# VIP-0121 to VIP-0130, 1997

Folder 0076. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-731 to Y2-740/YNP# VIP-0131 to VIP-0140, 1997

Folder 0077. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-741 to Y2-750/YNP# VIP-0141 to VIP-0150, 1997

Folder 0078. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-751 to Y2-760/YNP# VIP-0151 to VIP-0160, 1997

Folder 0079. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-761 to Y2-770/YNP# VIP-0161 to VIP-0170, 1997

Folder 0080. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-771 to Y2-780/YNP# VIP-0171 to VIP-0180, 1997

SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 1: BOX 4

Folder 0081. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-781 to Y2-790/YNP# VIP-0181 to VIP-0190, 1997

Folder 0082. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-791 to Y2-800/YNP# VIP-0191 to VIP-0200, 1997

Folder 0083. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-801 to Y2-809 (Y2-845 to Y2-851 included in VIP-0209)/YNP# VIP-0201 to VIP-0210, 1997

Folder 0084. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-810 to Y2-819/YNP# VIP-0211 to VIP-0220, 1997
Folder 0085. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-820 to Y2-829/YNP# VIP-0221 to VIP-0230, 1997

Folder 0086. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-830 to Y2-839/YNP# VIP-0231 to VIP-0240, 1997

Folder 0087. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-840 to Y2-856/YNP# VIP-0241 to VIP-0250, 1997

Folder 0088. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-857 to Y2-866/YNP# VIP-0251 to VIP-0260, 1997

Folder 0089. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-867 to Y2-875/YNP# VIP-0261 to VIP-0270, 1997

Folder 0090. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-876 to Y2-885/YNP# VIP-0271 to VIP-0280, 1997

Folder 0091. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-886 to Y2-895/YNP# VIP-0281 to VIP-0290, 1997

Folder 0092. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-896 to Y2-905/YNP# VIP-0291 to VIP-0300, 1997

Folder 0093. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-906 to Y2-915/YNP# VIP-0301 to VIP-0310, 1997

Folder 0094. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-916 to Y2-925/YNP# VIP-0311 to VIP-0320, 1997

Folder 0095. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-926 to Y2-935/YNP# VIP-0321 to VIP-0330, 1997

Folder 0096. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-937 to Y2-945/YNP# VIP-0332 to VIP-0340, 1997

Folder 0097. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-946 to Y2-965/YNP# VIP-0341 to VIP-0350, 1997

Folder 0098. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-966 to Y2-976/YNP# VIP-0351 to VIP-0360, 1997

Folder 0099. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-977 to Y2-986/YNP# VIP-0361 to VIP-0370, 1997
Folder 0100. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-987 to Y2-994/YNP# VIP-0371 to VIP-0380, 1997

Folder 0101. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-995 to Y2-1003/YNP# VIP-0381 to VIP-0390, 1997

Folder 0102. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1004 to Y2-1011/YNP# VIP-0391 to VIP-0400, 1997

Folder 0103. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1012 to Y2-1020/YNP# VIP-0401 to VIP-0410, 1997

Folder 0104. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1021 to Y2-1030/YNP# VIP-0411 to VIP-0420, 1997

Folder 0105. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1031 to Y2-1040/YNP# VIP-0421 to VIP-0430, 1997

Folder 0106. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1041 to Y2-1048/YNP# VIP-0431 to VIP-0440, 1997

Folder 0107. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1049 to Y2-1056/YNP# VIP-0441 to VIP-0450, 1997

Folder 0108. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1057 to Y2-1066/YNP# VIP-0451 to VIP-0460, 1997

Folder 0109. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1067 to Y2-1076/YNP# VIP-0461 to VIP-0470, 1997

Folder 0110. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1077 to Y2-1086/YNP# VIP-0471 to VIP-0480, 1997

SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 1: BOX 5

Folder 0111. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1087 to Y2-1364/YNP# VIP-0481 to VIP-0489, 1997

Folder 0112. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1365 to Y2-1374/YNP# VIP-0491 to VIP-0500, 1997

Folder 0113. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1375 to Y2-1094/YNP# VIP-0501 to VIP-0510, 1997

Folder 0114. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1095 to Y2-1104/YNP# VIP-0511 to VIP-0520, 1997
Folder 0115. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1105 to Y2-1114/YNP# VIP-0521 to VIP-0530, 1997

Folder 0116. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1115 to Y2-1124/YNP# VIP-0531 to VIP-0540, 1997

Folder 0117. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1125 to Y2-1134/YNP# VIP-0541 to VIP-0550, 1997

Folder 0118. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1135 to Y2-1144/YNP# VIP-0551 to VIP-0560, 1997

Folder 0119. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1145 to Y2-1145/YNP# VIP-0561 to VIP-0570, 1997

Folder 0120. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1155 to Y2-1164/YNP# VIP-0571 to VIP-0580, 1997

Folder 0121. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1165 to Y2-1174/YNP# VIP-0581 to VIP-0590, 1997

Folder 0122. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1175 to Y2-1184/YNP# VIP-0591 to VIP-0600, 1997

Folder 0123. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1185 to Y2-1193/YNP# VIP-0601 to VIP-0610, 1997

Folder 0124. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1194 to Y2-1202/YNP# VIP-0611 to VIP-0620, 1997

Folder 0125. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1203 to Y2-1210/YNP# VIP-0621 to VIP-0630, 1997

Folder 0126. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1211 to Y2-1219/YNP# VIP-0631 to VIP-0640, 1997

Folder 0127. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1220 to Y2-1229/YNP# VIP-0641 to VIP-0650, 1997

Folder 0128. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1230 to Y2-1239/YNP# VIP-0651 to VIP-0660, 1997

Folder 0129. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1241 to Y2-1249/YNP# VIP-0662 to VIP-0670, 1997
Folder 0130. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1250 to Y2-1258/YNP# VIP-0671 to VIP-0680, 1997

Folder 0131. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1259 to Y2-1268/YNP# VIP-0681 to VIP-0690, 1997

Folder 0132. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1269 to Y2-1277/YNP# VIP-0691 to VIP-0700, 1997

Folder 0133. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1278 to Y2-1283/YNP# VIP-0701 to VIP-0710, 1997

Folder 0134. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1284 to Y2-1291/YNP# VIP-0711 to VIP-0720, 1997

Folder 0135. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1292 to Y2-1300/YNP# VIP-0721 to VIP-0730, 1997

Folder 0136. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1301 to Y2-1309/YNP# VIP-0731 to VIP-0740, 1997

Folder 0137. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1310 to Y2-1319/YNP# VIP-0741 to VIP-0750, 1997

Folder 0138. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1320 to Y2-1329/YNP# VIP-0751 to VIP-0760, 1997

Folder 0139. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1330 to Y2-1337/YNP# VIP-0761 to VIP-0770, 1998

SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 1: BOX 6

Folder 0140. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1338 to Y2-1347/YNP# VIP-0771 to VIP-0780, 1997

Folder 0141. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1348 to Y2-1378/YNP# VIP-0781 to VIP-0790, 1997-1998

Folder 0142. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1379 to Y2-1388/YNP# VIP-0791 to VIP-0800, 1997-1998

Folder 0143. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1389 to Y2-1398/YNP# VIP-0801 to VIP-0810, 1998

Folder 0144. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1399 to Y2-1408/YNP# VIP-0811 to VIP-0820, 1997-1998
Folder 0145. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1409 to Y2-1418/YNP# VIP-0821 to VIP-0830, 1998

Folder 0146. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1419 to Y2-1427/YNP# VIP-0831 to VIP-0840, 1998

Folder 0147. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1428 to Y2-1436/YNP# VIP-0841 to VIP-0850, 1998

Folder 0148. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1437 to Y2-1446/YNP# VIP-0851 to VIP-0860, 1998

Folder 0149. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1447 to Y2-1456/YNP# VIP-0861 to VIP-0870, 1998

Folder 0150. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1457 to Y2-1466/YNP# VIP-0871 to VIP-0880, 1998

Folder 0151. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1467 to Y2-1476/YNP# VIP-0881 to VIP-0890, 1998

Folder 0152. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1477 to Y2-1486/YNP# VIP-0891 to VIP-0900, 1998

Folder 0153. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1487 to Y2-1495/YNP# VIP-0901 to VIP-0910, 1998

Folder 0154. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1496 to Y2-1505/YNP# VIP-0911 to VIP-0920, 1998

Folder 0155. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1506 to Y2-1515/YNP# VIP-0921 to VIP-0930, 1998

Folder 0156. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1516 to Y2-1525/YNP# VIP-0931 to VIP-0940, 1998

Folder 0157. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1526 to Y2-1535/YNP# VIP-0941 to VIP-0950, 1998

Folder 0158. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1536 to Y2-1545/YNP# VIP-0951 to VIP-0960, 1998

Folder 0159. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1546 to Y2-1555/YNP# VIP-0961 to VIP-0970, 1998
Folder 0160. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1556 to Y2-1565/YNP# VIP-0971 to VIP-0980, 1998

Folder 0161. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1566 to Y2-1575/YNP# VIP-0981 to VIP-0990, 1998

Folder 0162. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1576 to Y2-1585/YNP# VIP-0991 to VIP-1000, 1998

Folder 0163. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1593 to Y2-1603/YNP# VIP-1509 to VIP-1518, 1998

Folder 0164. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1604 to Y2-2584/YNP# VIP-1519 to VIP-1528, 1998

Folder 0165. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1613 to Y2-1623/YNP# VIP-1529 to VIP-1538, 1998

Folder 0166. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1624 to Y2-1633/YNP# VIP-1539 to VIP-1548, 1998

Folder 0167. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1634 to Y2-1643/YNP# VIP-1549 to VIP-1558, 1998

Folder 0168. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1644 to Y2-1653/YNP# VIP-1559 to VIP-1568, 1998

**SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 1: BOX 7**

Folder 0169. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1654 to Y2-1663/YNP# VIP-1569 to VIP-1578, 1998

Folder 0170. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1664 to Y2-1675/YNP# VIP-1579 to VIP-1590, 1998

Folder 0171. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1676 to Y2-6335/YNP# VIP-1591 (1,064 signature petition - 80 pages), 1998


Folder 0173. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1686 to Y2-1696/YNP# VIP-1602 to VIP-1611, 1998

Folder 0174. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1697/YNP# VIP-1612 (24-page booklet), 1998
Folder 0175. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1698 to Y2-1707/YNP# VIP-1613 to VIP-1622, 1998

Folder 0176. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1708 to Y2-1717/YNP# VIP-1623 to VIP-1632, 1998

Folder 0177. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1718 to Y2-1726/YNP# VIP-1633 to VIP-1642, 1998

Folder 0178. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1728 to Y2-1733/YNP# VIP-1643 to VIP-1652, 1998

Folder 0179. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1734 to Y2-1743/YNP# VIP-1653 to VIP-1662, 1998

SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 1: BOX 8

Folder 0180. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1744 to Y2-1753/YNP# VIP-1663 to VIP-1672, 1998

Folder 0181. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1754 to Y2-1763/YNP# VIP-1673 to VIP-1682, 1998

Folder 0182. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1764 to (none)/YNP# VIP-1683 to VIP-1692, 1998

Folder 0183. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# (none)/YNP# VIP-1693 to VIP-1702, 1998

Folder 0184. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# (none)/YNP# VIP-1703 to VIP-1712, 1998

Folder 0185. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# (none)/YNP# VIP-1713 to VIP-1722, 1998

Folder 0186. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# (none) to Y2-1813/YNP# VIP-1723 to 1732, 1998

Folder 0187. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1814 to Y2-1823/YNP# VIP-1733 to VIP-1742, 1998

Folder 0188. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1824 to Y2-1834/YNP# VIP-1743 to VIP-1752, 1998
Folder 0189. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1835 to Y2-1844/YNP# VIP-1753 to VIP-1762, 1998

Folder 0190. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1845 to Y2-1854/YNP# VIP-1763 to VIP-1772 (1767 not in log), 1998

Folder 0191. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1855 to Y2-1864/YNP# VIP-1773 to VIP-1782, 1998

Folder 0192. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1865 to Y2-1874/YNP# VIP-1783 to VIP-1792, 1998

Folder 0193. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1875 to Y2-1884/YNP# VIP-1793 to VIP-1802, 1998

Folder 0194. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1885 to Y2-1894/YNP# VIP-1803 to VIP-1812, 1998

Folder 0195. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1895 to Y2-1904/YNP# VIP-1813 to VIP-1822, 1998

Folder 0196. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1905 to Y2-1914/YNP# VIP-1823 to VIP-1832, 1998

Folder 0197. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1915 to Y2-1924/YNP# VIP-1833 to VIP-1842, 1998

Folder 0198. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1925 to Y2-1934/YNP# VIP-1843 to VIP-1852, 1998

Folder 0199. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4510 to Y2-1943/YNP# VIP-1853 to VIP-1862, 1997-1998

Folder 0200. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1944 to Y2-1953/YNP# VIP-1863 to VIP-1872, 1998


Folder 0202. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4515 to Y2-4524/YNP# VIP-1883 to VIP-1892, 1998


Folder 0207. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1621 to Y2-2013/YNP# VIP-1933 to VIP-1942, 1998


SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 1: BOX 9


Folder 0214. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2071 to Y2-2080/YNP# VIP-1001 to VIP-1010, 1998

Folder 0215. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2081 to Y2-2090/YNP# VIP-1011 to VIP-1020, 1997-1998

Folder 0216. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2091 to Y2-2100/YNP# VIP-1021 to VIP-1030, 1998

Folder 0217. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2101 to Y2-2110/YNP# VIP-1031 to VIP-1040, 1998

Folder 0218. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2111 to Y2-2120/YNP# VIP-1041 to VIP-1050, 1998
Folder 0219. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2121 to Y2-2129/YNP# VIP-1051 to VIP-1060 (missing 1059), 1998

Folder 0220. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2130 to Y2-2136/YNP# VIP-1061 to VIP-1070, 1997-1998

Folder 0221. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2138 to Y2-2147/YNP# VIP-1071 to VIP-1080, 1998

Folder 0222. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2148 to Y2-2157/YNP# VIP-1081 to VIP-1090, 1997

Folder 0223. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2158 to Y2-2167/YNP# VIP-1091 to VIP-1100, 1997-1998

Folder 0224. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2168 to Y2-2177/YNP# VIP-1101 to VIP-1110, 1998

Folder 0225. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2178 to Y2-2187/YNP# VIP-1111 to VIP-1120, 1998

Folder 0226. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2188 to Y2-2197/YNP# VIP-1121 to VIP-1130, 1998

Folder 0227. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2198 to Y2-2207/YNP# VIP-1131 to VIP-1140, 1998

Folder 0228. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2208 to Y2-2217/YNP# VIP-1141 to VIP-1150, 1998

Folder 0229. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2218 to Y2-2227/YNP# VIP-1151 to VIP-1160, 1998

Folder 0230. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2228 to Y2-2237/YNP# VIP-1161 to VIP-1170, 1998

Folder 0231. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2238 to Y2-2247/YNP# VIP-1171 to VIP-1180, 1998

Folder 0232. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2248 to Y2-2257/YNP# VIP-1181 to VIP-1190, 1998

Folder 0233. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2258 to Y2-2267/YNP# VIP-1191 to VIP-1200, 1998
Folder 0234. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2268 to Y2-2277/YNP# VIP-1201 to VIP-1210, 1998

Folder 0235. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2278 to Y2-2287/YNP# VIP-1211 to VIP-1220, 1998

Folder 0236. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2288 to Y2-2297/YNP# VIP-1221 to VIP-1230, 1998

Folder 0237. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2298 to Y2-2307/YNP# VIP-1231 to VIP-1240, 1998

**SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 1: BOX 10**

Folder 0238. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2308 to Y2-2317/YNP# VIP-1241 to VIP-1250, 1998

Folder 0239. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2318 to Y2-2357/YNP# VIP-1251 to VIP-1260, 1998

Folder 0240. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2327 to Y2-2346/YNP# VIP-1261 to VIP-1270, 1998

Folder 0241. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2347 to Y2-2351/YNP# VIP-1271 to VIP-1281 (missing 1274), 1998

Folder 0242. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2352 to Y2-2360/YNP# VIP-1282 to VIP-1290, 1998

Folder 0243. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2361 to Y2-2371/YNP# VIP-1291 to VIP-1300, 1998

Folder 0244. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2372 to Y2-2380/YNP# VIP-1301 to VIP-1310, 1998

Folder 0245. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2381 to Y2-2390/YNP# VIP-1311 to VIP-1320, 1998

Folder 0246. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2391 to Y2-2400/YNP# VIP-1321 to VIP-1330, 1998

Folder 0247. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2401 to Y2-2410/YNP# VIP-1331 to VIP-1340, 1998

Folder 0248. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2411 to Y2-2420/YNP# VIP-1341 to VIP-1350, 1998
Folder 0249. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2421 to Y2-2437/YNP# VIP-1351 to VIP-1367, 1998

Folder 0250. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2438 to Y2-2447/YNP# VIP-1368 to VIP-1377, 1998

Folder 0251. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2448 to Y2-2457/YNP# VIP-1378 to VIP-1387, 1998

Folder 0252. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2458 to Y2-2467/YNP# VIP-1388 to VIP-1397, 1998

Folder 0253. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2468 to Y2-2477/YNP# VIP-1398 to VIP-1407, 1998

Folder 0254. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2478 to Y2-2487/YNP# VIP-1408 to VIP-1417, 1998

Folder 0255. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2488 to Y2-2497/YNP# VIP-1418 to VIP-1427, 1998

Folder 0256. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2498 to Y2-2507/YNP# VIP-1428 to VIP-1437, 1998

Folder 0257. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2508 to Y2-2517/YNP# VIP-1438 to VIP-1447, 1998

Folder 0258. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2518 to Y2-2527/YNP# VIP-1448 to VIP-1457, 1998

Folder 0259. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2528 to Y2-2538/YNP# VIP-1458 to VIP-1467, 1998

Folder 0260. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2539 to Y2-2548/YNP# VIP-1468 to VIP-1477, 1998

Folder 0261. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2549 to Y2-2558/YNP# VIP-1478 to VIP-1487, 1998

Folder 0262. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2559 to Y2-2570/YNP# VIP-1488 to VIP-1498, 1998

Folder 0263. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2571 to Y2-1592/YNP# VIP-1499 to VIP-1508, 1998

_FOLDER 0265. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2585 to Y2-2594/YNP# VIP-2014 to VIP-2023, 1998

_FOLDER 0266. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2595 to Y2-2604/YNP# VIP-2024 to VIP-2033, 1998

_FOLDER 0267. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2605 to Y2-2614/YNP# VIP-2034 to VIP-2043, 1998

SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 1: BOX 11

_FOLDER 0268. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2615 to Y2-2624/YNP# VIP-2044 to VIP-2053, 1998

_FOLDER 0269. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2625 to Y2-2633/YNP# VIP-2054 to VIP-2063, 1998

_FOLDER 0270. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2634 to Y2-2634/YNP# VIP-2064 to VIP-2073, 1998

_FOLDER 0271. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2644 to Y2-2653/YNP# VIP-2074 to VIP-2083, 1998

_FOLDER 0272. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2654 to Y2-2663/YNP# VIP-2084 to VIP-2093, 1998

_FOLDER 0273. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2664 to Y2-2672/YNP# VIP-2094 to VIP-2103, 1998

_FOLDER 0274. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2673 to Y2-2682/YNP# VIP-2104 to VIP-2113, 1998

_FOLDER 0275. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2683 to Y2-2692/YNP# VIP-2114 to VIP-2123, 1998

_FOLDER 0276. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2693 to Y2-2702/YNP# VIP-2124 to VIP-2133, 1998

_FOLDER 0277. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2703 to Y2-2712/YNP# VIP-2134 to VIP-2143, 1998

_FOLDER 0278. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2713 to Y2-2722/YNP# VIP-2144 to VIP-2153, 1998
Folder 0279. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2723 to Y2-2732/YNP# VIP-2154 to VIP-2163, 1998

Folder 0280. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2733 to Y2-2742/YNP# VIP-2164 to VIP-2173, 1998

Folder 0281. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2743 to Y2-2752/YNP# VIP-2174 to VIP-2183, 1998

Folder 0282. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2753 to Y2-2761/YNP# VIP-2184 to VIP-2193, 1998

Folder 0283. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2762 to Y2-2771/YNP# VIP-2194 to VIP-2203, 1998

Folder 0284. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2772 to Y2-2781/YNP# VIP-2204 to VIP-2213, 1998

Folder 0285. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2782 to Y2-2791/YNP# VIP-2214 to VIP-2223, 1998

Folder 0286. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2802 to Y2-2814/YNP# VIP-2234 to VIP-2243, 1998

Folder 0287. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2825 to Y2-2834/YNP# VIP-2254 to VIP-2263, 1998

Folder 0288. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2835 to Y2-2844/YNP# VIP-2264 to VIP-2273, 1998

Folder 0289. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2845 to Y2-2854/YNP# VIP-2274 to VIP-2283, 1998

SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 1: BOX 12

Folder 0290. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2855 to Y2-2864/YNP# VIP-2284 to VIP-2293, 1998

Folder 0291. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2865 to Y2-2874/YNP# VIP-2294 to VIP-2303, 1998

Folder 0292. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2875 to Y2-2884/YNP# VIP-2304 to VIP-2313, 1998
Folder 0293. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2885 to Y2-2894/YNP# VIP-2314 to VIP-2323, 1998

Folder 0294. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2895 to Y2-2904/YNP# VIP-2324 to VIP-2333, 1998

Folder 0295. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2905 to Y2-2913/YNP# VIP-2334 to VIP-2343, 1998

Folder 0296. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2914 to Y2-2923/YNP# VIP-2344 to VIP-2353, 1998

Folder 0297. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2922 to Y2-2932/YNP# VIP-2354 to VIP-2363, 1998

Folder 0298. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2933 to Y2-4535/YNP# VIP-2364 to VIP-2373, 1998

Folder 0299. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4536 to Y2-4544/YNP# VIP-2374 to VIP-2383, 1998

Folder 0300. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4545 to Y2-2938/YNP# VIP-2384 to VIP-2397, 1998

Folder 0301. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2939 to Y2-2947/YNP# VIP-2398 to VIP-2407, 1998

Folder 0302. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2948 to Y2-2957/YNP# VIP-2408 to VIP-2417, 1998

Folder 0303. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2958 to Y2-2967/YNP# VIP-2418 to VIP-2427, 1998

Folder 0304. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2968 to Y2-2977/YNP# VIP-2428 to VIP-2437, 1998

Folder 0305. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2978 to Y2-2987/YNP# VIP-2438 to VIP-2447, 1998

Folder 0306. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2988 to Y2-2996/YNP# VIP-2488 to VIP-2499, 1998

Folder 0307. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2997 to Y2-4216/YNP# VIP-2500 to VIP-2509, 1998
SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 1: BOX 13

Folder 0308. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4562 to Y2-4571/YNP# VIP-2458 to VIP-2467, 1998

Folder 0309. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4572 to Y2-4581/YNP# VIP-2468 to VIP-2477, 1998

Folder 0310. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4582 to Y2-4591/YNP# VIP-2478 to VIP-2487, 1998

Folder 0311. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4615 to Y2-4606/YNP# VIP-2510 to VIP-2519, 1998

Folder 0312. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4605 to Y2-4214/YNP# VIP-2520 to VIP-2529, 1998

Folder 0313. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4215 to Y2-4223/YNP# VIP-2530 to VIP-2539, 1998

Folder 0314. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4224 to Y2-4233/YNP# VIP-2540 to VIP-2548, 1998

Folder 0315. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4235 to Y2-4243/YNP# VIP-2550 to VIP-2559, 1998

Folder 0316. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4244 to Y2-4254/YNP# VIP-2560 to VIP-2569, 1998

Folder 0317. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4255 to Y2-4265/YNP# VIP-2570 to VIP-2579, 1998

Folder 0318. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4266 to Y2-4274/YNP# VIP-2580 to VIP-2589, 1998

Folder 0319. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4275 to Y2-4758/YNP# VIP-2590 to VIP-2599, 1998

Folder 0320. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4284 to Y2-4293/YNP# VIP-2600 to VIP-2609, 1998

Folder 0321. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4294 to Y2-4302/YNP# VIP-2610 to VIP-2619, 1998

Folder 0322. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4303 to Y2-4312/YNP# VIP-2620 to VIP-2629, 1998
Folder 0323. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4314 to Y2-4323/YNP# VIP-2630 to VIP-2639, 1998

Folder 0324. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4324 to Y2-4333/YNP# VIP-2640 to VIP-2649, 1997-1998

Folder 0325. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4334 to Y2-4343/YNP# VIP-2650 to VIP-2659, 1997

Folder 0326. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4344 to Y2-4353/YNP# VIP-2660 to VIP-2669, 1997

Folder 0327. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4354 to Y2-4363/YNP# VIP-2670 to VIP-2679, 1997

Folder 0328. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4364 to Y2-4370/YNP# VIP-2680 to VIP-2689, 1997

Folder 0329. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4371 to Y2-4380/YNP# VIP-2690 to VIP-2699, 1997

Folder 0330. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4381 to Y2-4390/YNP# VIP-2700 to VIP-2709, 1997

Folder 0331. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4391 to Y2-4400/YNP# VIP-2710 to VIP-2719, 1997

SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 1: BOX 14

Folder 0332. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4401 to Y2-4410/YNP# VIP-2720 to VIP-2729, 1997

Folder 0333. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4411 to Y2-4420/YNP# VIP-2730 to VIP-2739, 1997

Folder 0334. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4421 to Y2-4430/YNP# VIP-2740 to VIP-2749, 1997

Folder 0335. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4431 to Y2-4440/YNP# VIP-2750 to VIP-2759, 1997

Folder 0336. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4441 to Y2-4451/YNP# VIP-2760 to VIP-2769, 1997
Folder 0337. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4452 to Y2-4461/YNP# VIP-2770 to VIP-2779, 1997

Folder 0338. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4462 to Y2-4471/YNP# VIP-2780 to VIP-2789, 1997

Folder 0339. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4472 to Y2-4481/YNP# VIP-2790 to VIP-2799, 1997

Folder 0340. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4482 to Y2-4491/YNP# VIP-2800 to VIP-2809, 1997

Folder 0341. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4764/YNP# VIP-2810 to VIP-2819, 1997

Folder 0342. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4765 to Y2-4772/YNP# VIP-2820 to VIP-2829, 1997

Folder 0343. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4773 to Y2-4782/YNP# VIP-2830 to VIP-2839, 1997

Folder 0344. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4783 to Y2-4792/YNP# VIP-2840 to VIP-2849, 1997

Folder 0345. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4793 to Y2-4805/YNP# VIP-2850 to VIP-2859, 1997

Folder 0346. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4806 to Y2-4814/YNP# VIP-2860 to VIP-2869, 1997

Folder 0347. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4816 to Y2-4825/YNP# VIP-2870 to VIP-2879, 1997

Folder 0348. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4826 to Y2-4835/YNP# VIP-2880 to VIP-2889, 1997

Folder 0349. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4836 to Y2-4845/YNP# VIP-2890 to VIP-2899, 1997

Folder 0350. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4846 to Y2-4594/YNP# VIP-2900 to VIP-2909, 1997

Folder 0351. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4857 to Y2-4668/YNP# VIP-2910 to VIP-2919, 1997
Folder 0352. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4669 to Y2-4678/YNP# VIP-2920 to VIP-2929, 1997

Folder 0353. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4679 to Y2-4624/YNP# VIP-2930 to VIP-2939, 1997

Folder 0354. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4625 to Y2-4698/YNP# VIP-2940 to VIP-2949, 1997

Folder 0355. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4650 to Y2-4708/YNP# VIP-2950 to VIP-2959, 1997

**SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 1: BOX 15**

Folder 0356. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4709 to Y2-4718/YNP# VIP-2960 to VIP-2969, 1997

Folder 0357. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4719 to Y2-4444/YNP# VIP-2970 to VIP-2979, 1997

Folder 0358. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4727 to Y2-4736/YNP# VIP-2980 to VIP-2989, 1997

Folder 0359. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4737 to Y2-4746/YNP# VIP-2990 to VIP-2999, 1997

Folder 0360. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4747 to Y2-3736/YNP# VIP-3000 to VIP-3009, 1998

Folder 0361. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3737 to Y2-3746/YNP# VIP-3010 to VIP-3019, 1998

Folder 0362. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3747 to Y2-3756/YNP# VIP-3020 to VIP-3029, 1998

Folder 0363. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3757 to Y2-3766/YNP# VIP-3030 to VIP-3039, 1998

Folder 0364. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3767 to Y2-3776/YNP# VIP-3040 to VIP-3049, 1998

Folder 0365. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3777 to Y2-3786/YNP# VIP-3050 to VIP-3059, 1998

Folder 0366. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3787 to Y2-3796/YNP# VIP-3060 to VIP-3069, 1998
Folder 0367. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3797 to Y2-3806/YNP# VIP-3070 to VIP-3079, 1998

Folder 0368. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3807 to Y2-3816/YNP# VIP-3080 to VIP-3089, 1998

Folder 0369. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3817 to Y2-3826/YNP# VIP-3090 to VIP-3099, 1998

Folder 0370. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3827 to Y2-3836/YNP# VIP-3100 to VIP-3109, 1998

Folder 0371. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3837 to Y2-3846/YNP# VIP-3110 to VIP-3119, 1998

Folder 0372. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3847 to Y2-3856/YNP# VIP-3120 to VIP-3129, 1998

Folder 0373. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3857 to Y2-3866/YNP# VIP-3130 to VIP-3139, 1998

Folder 0374. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3867 to Y2-3876/YNP# VIP-3140 to VIP-3149, 1998

Folder 0375. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3877 to Y2-3886/YNP# VIP-3150 to VIP-3159, 1998

Folder 0376. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3887 to Y2-3896/YNP# VIP-3160 to VIP-3169, 1998

Folder 0377. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3897 to Y2-3906/YNP# VIP-3170 to VIP-3179, 1998

Folder 0378. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3907 to Y2-3916/YNP# VIP-3180 to VIP-3189, 1998

Folder 0379. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3917 to Y2-3926/YNP# VIP-3190 to VIP-3199, 1998

Folder 0380. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3927 to Y2-3936/YNP# VIP-3200 to VIP-3209, 1998

Folder 0381. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3937 to Y2-3946/YNP# VIP-3210 to VIP-3219, 1998
Folder 0382. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3947 to Y2-3956/YNP# VIP-3220 to VIP-3229, 1998

Folder 0383. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3957 to Y2-3966/YNP# VIP-3230 to VIP-3239, 1998

Folder 0384. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3967 to Y2-3976/YNP# VIP-3240 to VIP-3249, 1998

Folder 0385. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3977 to Y2-3986/YNP# VIP-3250 to VIP-3259, 1998


Folder 0387. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3997 to Y2-4006/YNP# VIP-3270 to VIP-3279, 1998

Folder 0388. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4007 to Y2-4016/YNP# VIP-3280 to VIP-3289, 1998

Folder 0389. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4017 to Y2-4026/YNP# VIP-3290 to VIP-3299, 1998

Folder 0390. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4027 to Y2-4035/YNP# VIP-3300 to VIP-3309, 1998

Folder 0391. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4036 to Y2-4045/YNP# VIP-3310 to VIP-3319, 1998

Folder 0392. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4046 to Y2-4055/YNP# VIP-3320 to VIP-3329, 1998

Folder 0393. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4056 to Y2-4065/YNP# VIP-3330 to VIP-3339, 1998

Folder 0394. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4066 to Y2-4075/YNP# VIP-3340 to VIP-3349, 1998

Folder 0395. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4076 to Y2-4082/YNP# VIP-3350 to VIP-3359, 1998

Folder 0396. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4083 to Y2-4626/YNP# VIP-3360 to VIP-3369, 1998
Folder 0397. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4627 to Y2-4097/YNP# VIP-3370 to VIP-3379, 1998

Folder 0398. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4098 to Y2-4107/YNP# VIP-3380 to VIP-3389, 1998

Folder 0399. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4108 to Y2-4114/YNP# VIP-3390 to VIP-3399, 1998

Folder 0400. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4115 to Y2-4124/YNP# VIP-3400 to VIP-3409, 1998

Folder 0401. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4125 to Y2-4134/YNP# VIP-3410 to VIP-3419, 1998

Folder 0402. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4135 to Y2-4149/YNP# VIP-3420 to VIP-3429, 1998

Folder 0403. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4145 to Y2-4155/YNP# VIP-3430 to VIP-3439, 1998

Folder 0404. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4156 to Y2-4166/YNP# VIP-3440 to VIP-3449, 1998

SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 1: BOX 16

Folder 0405. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4167 to Y2-4176/YNP# VIP-3450 to VIP-3459, 1998

Folder 0406. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4177 to Y2-4185/YNP# VIP-3460 to VIP-3469, 1998

Folder 0407. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4187 to Y2-4196/YNP# VIP-3470 to VIP-3479, 1998

Folder 0408. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4651 to Y2-4630/YNP# VIP-3480 to VIP-3489, 1998

Folder 0409. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4631 to Y2-4639/YNP# VIP-3490 to VIP-3499, 1998

Folder 0410. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4640 to Y2-4645/YNP# VIP-3500 to VIP-3509, 1998

Folder 0411. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4646 to Y2-3418/YNP# VIP-3510 to VIP-3519, 1998
Folder 0412. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3419 to Y2-3427/YNP# VIP-3520 to VIP-3529, 1998

Folder 0413. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3428 to Y2-3437/YNP# VIP-3530 to VIP-3599, 1998

Folder 0414. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3438 to Y2-3447/YNP# VIP-3540 to VIP-3549, 1998

Folder 0415. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3448 to Y2-3457/YNP# VIP-3550 to VIP-3559, 1998

Folder 0416. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3458 to Y2-3467/YNP# VIP-3560 to VIP-3569, 1998

Folder 0417. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3468 to Y2-3477/YNP# VIP-3570 to VIP-3579, 1998

Folder 0418. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3478 to Y2-3487/YNP# VIP-3580 to VIP-3589, 1998

Folder 0419. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3488 to Y2-3497/YNP# VIP-3590 to VIP-3599, 1998

Folder 0420. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3497 to Y2-3507/YNP# VIP-3600 to VIP-3609, 1998

Folder 0421. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3508 to Y2-3517/YNP# VIP-3610 to VIP-3619, 1998

Folder 0422. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3518 to Y2-3527/YNP# VIP-3620 to VIP-3629, 1998

Folder 0423. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3528 to Y2-3537/YNP# VIP-3630 to VIP-3639, 1998

Folder 0424. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3538 to Y2-3547/YNP# VIP-3640 to VIP-3649, 1998

Folder 0425. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3548 to Y2-3556/YNP# VIP-3650 to VIP-3659, 1998

Folder 0426. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3557 to Y2-3566/YNP# VIP-3660 to VIP-3669, 1998
Folder 0427. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3567 to Y2-3576/YNP# VIP-3671 to VIP-3679, 1998

Folder 0428. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3577 to Y2-3586/YNP# VIP-3680 to VIP-3689, 1997-1998

**SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 1: BOX 17**

Folder 0429. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3587 to Y2-3596/YNP# VIP-3690 to VIP-3699, 1998

Folder 0430. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3597 to Y2-3606/YNP# VIP-3700 to VIP-3709, 1998

Folder 0431. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3607 to Y2-3616/YNP# VIP-3710 to VIP-3719, 1998

Folder 0432. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3617 to Y2-3626/YNP# VIP-3720 to VIP-3729, 1998

Folder 0433. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3627 to Y2-3637/YNP# VIP-3730 to VIP-3740, 1998

Folder 0434. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3638 to Y2-3648/YNP# VIP-3741 to VIP-3750, 1998

Folder 0435. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3649 to Y2-3658/YNP# VIP-3751 to VIP-3760, 1997

Folder 0436. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3659 to Y2-3668/YNP# VIP-3761 to VIP-3770, 1998

Folder 0437. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3669 to Y2-3679/YNP# VIP-3771 to VIP-3780, 1998

Folder 0438. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3680 to Y2-3689/YNP# VIP-3781 to VIP-3790, 1998

Folder 0439. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3690 to Y2-3703/YNP# VIP-3791 to VIP-3800, 1998

Folder 0440. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3704 to Y2-3714/YNP# VIP-3801 to VIP-3810, 1998

Folder 0441. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3715 to Y2-3727/YNP# VIP-3811 to VIP-3823, 1998
Folder 0442. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan (originals not found) Y2-4311, Y2-4658, Y2-4657, Y2-4656, Y2-4655, Y2-4654, Y2-4653, Y2-4652, Y2-4601, Y2-6347, Y2-4865, Y2-4866, Y2-4867, Y2-4868, 1998

Folder 0443. Yosemite Lodge Development Concept Plan CAET# Y4-3201 to Y4-3210/YNP# YL 97-001 to YL 97-010; includes summary of comments, 1997

Folder 0444. Yosemite Lodge Development Concept Plan CAET# Y4-3211 to Y4-3221/YNP# YL 97-001 to YL 97-021, 1997

Folder 0445. Yosemite Lodge Development Concept Plan CAET# Y4-3222 to Y4-3231/YNP# YL 97-022 to YL 97-060, 1997

Folder 0446. Yosemite Lodge Development Concept Plan CAET# Y4-3232 to Y4-3241/YNP# YL 97-206 to YL 97-031, 1997

Folder 0447. Yosemite Lodge Development Concept Plan CAET# Y4-3242 to Y4-3251/YNP# YL 97-032 to YL 97-041, 1997

Folder 0448. Yosemite Lodge Development Concept Plan CAET# Y4-3252 to Y4-3261/YNP# YL 97-042 to YL 97-051, 1997

Folder 0449. Yosemite Lodge Development Concept Plan CAET# Y4-3262 to Y4-3271/YNP# YL 97-052 to YL 97-205, 1997

Folder 0450. Yosemite Lodge Development Concept Plan CAET# Y4-3272 to Y4-3283/YNP# YL 97-069 to YL 97-078, 1997

Folder 0451. Yosemite Lodge Development Concept Plan CAET# Y4-3284 to Y4-3293/YNP# YL 97-079 to YL 97-088, 1997

Folder 0452. Yosemite Lodge Development Concept Plan CAET# Y4-3294 to Y4-3303/YNP# YL 97-089 to YL 97-098, 1997

Folder 0453. Yosemite Lodge Development Concept Plan CAET# Y4-3304 to Y4-3314/YNP# YL 97-099 to YL 97-108, 1997

Folder 0454. Yosemite Lodge Development Concept Plan CAET# Y4-3315 to Y4-3324/YNP# YL 97-109 to YL 97-118, 1997

Folder 0455. Yosemite Lodge Development Concept Plan CAET# Y4-3325 to Y4-3335/YNP# YL 97-119 to YL 97-128, 1997

Folder 0456. Yosemite Lodge Development Concept Plan CAET# Y4-3336 to Y4-3345/YNP# YL 97-129 to YL 97-138, 1997
Folder 0457. Yosemite Lodge Development Concept Plan CAET# Y4-3346 to Y4-3355/YNP# YL 97-139 to YL 97-148, 1997
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Folder 0458. Yosemite Lodge Development Concept Plan CAET# Y4-3356 to Y4-3365/YNP# YL 97-149 to YL 97-158, 1997

Folder 0459. Yosemite Lodge Development Concept Plan CAET# Y4-3366 to Y4-3375/YNP# YL 97-159 to YL 97-168, 1997

Folder 0460. Yosemite Lodge Development Concept Plan CAET# Y4-3376 to Y4-3378/YNP# YL 97-169 to YL 97-171, 1997

Folder 0461. Yosemite Lodge Development Concept Plan CAET# Y4-3379 to Y4-3382/YNP# YL 97-172 to YL 97-173, 1997

Folder 0462. Yosemite Lodge Development Concept Plan CAET# Y4-3408 to Y4-3412 and Y4-6339/YNP# YL 97-199 to YL 97-204 and YL 97-081, 1997

Folder 0463. Yosemite Lodge Development Concept Plan CAET# Y4-3383 to Y4-3407/YNP# YL 97-174 to YL 97-198, 1997

Folder 0464. Yosemite Lodge Development Concept Plan late comments YL 97-207 to YL 97-216, 1997

Folder 0465. Yosemite Lodge Development Concept Plan late comments YL 97-217 to YL 97-226, 1997

Folder 0466. Yosemite Lodge Development Concept Plan late comments YL 97-227 to YL 97-232, 1997

Folder 0467. Yosemite Lodge Development Concept Plan late comments [Folder 1 of 2], 1998

Folder 0468. Yosemite Lodge Development Concept Plan late comments [Folder 2 of 2], 1998

Folder 0469. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-4871 to Y5-4890, 1992

Folder 0470. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-4891 to Y5-4910, 1992

Folder 0471. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-4911 to Y5-4920, 1992

Folder 0472. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-4921 to Y5-4930, 1992
Folder 0473. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-4931 to Y5-4940, 1992
Folder 0474. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-4941 to Y5-4950, 1992
Folder 0475. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-4951 to Y5-4960, 1992
Folder 0476. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-4961 to Y5-4970, 1992
Folder 0477. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-4971 to Y5-4980, 1992
Folder 0478. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-4981 to Y5-4990, 1992
Folder 0479. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-4991 to Y5-5000, 1992
Folder 0480. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5001 to Y5-5010, 1992
Folder 0481. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5011 to Y5-5020, 1992
Folder 0482. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5021 to Y5-5030, 1992
Folder 0483. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5031 to Y5-5040, 1992
Folder 0484. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5041 to Y5-5050, 1992
Folder 0485. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5051 to Y5-5060, 1992
Folder 0486. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5061 to Y5-5070, 1992
Folder 0487. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5071 to Y5-5080, 1992
Folder 0488. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5081 to Y5-5090, 1992
Folder 0489. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5091 to Y5-5100, 1992
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Folder 0490. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5101 to Y5-5110, 1992
Folder 0491. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5111 to Y5-5120, 1992
Folder 0492. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5121 to Y5-5130, 1992
Folder 0493. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5131 to Y5-5140, 1992
Folder 0494. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5141 to Y5-5150, 1992
Folder 0495. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5151 to Y5-5160, 1992
Folder 0496. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5161 to Y5-5170, 1992
Folder 0497. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5171 to Y5-5180, 1992
Folder 0498. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5181 to Y5-5190, 1992
Folder 0499. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5191 to Y5-5200, 1992
Folder 0500. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5201 to Y5-5210, 1992
Folder 0501. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5211 to Y5-5220, 1992
Folder 0502. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5221 to Y5-5230, 1992
Folder 0503. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5231 to Y5-5240, 1992
Folder 0504. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5241 to Y5-5250, 1992
Folder 0505. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5251 to Y5-5260, 1992
Folder 0506. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5261 to Y5-5270, 1992
Folder 0507. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5271 to Y5-5280, 1992
Folder 0508. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5281 to Y5-5290, 1992
Folder 0509. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5291 to Y5-5300, 1992
Folder 0510. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5301 to Y5-5310, 1992
Folder 0511. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5311 to Y5-5320, 1992
Folder 0512. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5321 to Y5-5330, 1992
Folder 0513. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5331 to Y5-5340, 1992
Folder 0514. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5341 to Y5-5350, 1992
Folder 0515. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5351 to Y5-5360, 1992
Folder 0516. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5361 to Y5-5370, 1992
Folder 0517. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5371 to Y5-5380, 1992
Folder 0518. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5381 to Y5-5390, 1992
Folder 0519. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5391 to Y5-5400, 1992
Folder 0520. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5401 to Y5-5410, 1992
Folder 0521. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5411 to Y5-5420, 1992
Folder 0522. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5421 to Y5-5430, 1992
Folder 0523. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5431 to Y5-5440, 1992
Folder 0524. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5441 to Y5-5450, 1992
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Folder 0525. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5451 to Y5-5460, 1992
Folder 0526. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5461 to Y5-5470, 1992
Folder 0527. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5471 to Y5-5480, 1992
Folder 0528. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5481 to Y5-5490, 1992
Folder 0529. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5491 to Y5-5500, 1992
Folder 0530. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5501 to Y5-5510, 1992
Folder 0531. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5511 to Y5-5520, 1992
Folder 0532. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5521 to Y5-5530, 1992
Folder 0533. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5531 to Y5-5540, 1992
Folder 0534. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5541 to Y5-5550, 1992
Folder 0535. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5551 to Y5-5560, 1992
Folder 0536. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5561 to Y5-5570, 1992
Folder 0537. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5571 to Y5-5580, 1992
Folder 0538. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5581 to Y5-5590, 1992
Folder 0539. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5591 to Y5-5600, 1992
Folder 0540. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5601 to Y5-5610, 1992
Folder 0541. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5611 to Y5-5620, 1992
Folder 0542. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5621 to Y5-5630, 1992
Folder 0543. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5631 to Y5-5640, 1992
Folder 0544. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5641 to Y5-5650, 1992
Folder 0545. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5651 to Y5-5660, 1992
Folder 0546. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5661 to Y5-5670, 1992
Folder 0547. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5671 to Y5-5680, 1992
Folder 0548. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5681 to Y5-5690, 1992
Folder 0549. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5691 to Y5-5700, 1992
Folder 0550. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5701 to Y5-5710, 1992
Folder 0551. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5711 to Y5-5720, 1992
Folder 0552. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5721 to Y5-5730, 1992
Folder 0553. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5731 to Y5-5740, 1992
Folder 0554. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5741 to Y5-5750, 1992
Folder 0555. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5751 to Y5-5760, 1992
Folder 0556. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5761 to Y5-5770, 1992
Folder 0557. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5771 to Y5-5780, 1992
Folder 0558. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5781 to Y5-5790, 1992
Folder 0559. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5791 to Y5-5800, 1992
Folder 0560. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5801 to Y5-5810, 1992
Folder 0561. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5811 to Y5-5820, 1992
Folder 0562. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5821 to Y5-5830, 1992
Folder 0563. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5831 to Y5-5840, 1992
Folder 0564. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5841 to Y5-5850, 1992
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Folder 0565. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5851 to Y5-5860, 1992
Folder 0566. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5861 to Y5-5870, 1992
Folder 0567. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5871 to Y5-5880, 1992
Folder 0568. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5881 to Y5-5890, 1992
Folder 0569. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5891 to Y5-5900, 1992
Folder 0570. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5901 to Y5-5910, 1992
Folder 0571. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5911 to Y5-5920, 1992
Folder 0572. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5921 to Y5-5930, 1992
Folder 0573. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5931 to Y5-5940, 1992
Folder 0574. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5941 to Y5-5950, 1992
Folder 0575. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5951 to Y5-5960, 1992
Folder 0576. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5961 to Y5-5970, 1992
Folder 0577. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5971 to Y5-5980, 1992
Folder 0578. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5981 to Y5-5990, 1992
Folder 0579. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5991 to Y5-6000, 1992
Folder 0580. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-6001 to Y5-6010, 1992
Folder 0581. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-6011 to Y5-6020, 1992
Folder 0582. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-6021 to Y5-6030, 1992
Folder 0583. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-6031 to Y5-6040, 1992
Folder 0584. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-6041 to Y5-6050, 1992
Folder 0585. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-6051 to Y5-6060, 1992
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Folder 0586. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-6061 to Y5-6070, 1992

Folder 0587. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-6071 to Y5-6080, 1992

Folder 0588. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-6081 to Y5-6090, 1992

Folder 0589. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-6091 to Y5-6100, 1992

Folder 0590. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-6101 to Y5-6110, 1992

Folder 0591. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-6111 to Y5-6114, 1992

Folder 0592. 1992 Housing Plan Sierra Club Yosemite Committee Petition (4,356 signatures) CAET# Y5-6115 pages 1-25, 1992

Folder 0593. 1992 Housing Plan Sierra Club Yosemite Committee Petition (4,356 signatures) CAET# Y5-6115 pages 26-50, 1992

Folder 0594. 1992 Housing Plan Sierra Club Yosemite Committee Petition (4,356 signatures) CAET# Y5-6115 pages 51-75, 1992

Folder 0595. 1992 Housing Plan Sierra Club Yosemite Committee Petition (4,356 signatures) CAET# Y5-6115 pages 76-100, 1992

Folder 0596. 1992 Housing Plan Sierra Club Yosemite Committee Petition (4,356 signatures) CAET# Y5-6115 pages 101-125, 1992

Folder 0597. 1992 Housing Plan Sierra Club Yosemite Committee Petition (4,356 signatures) CAET# Y5-6115 pages 126-150, 1992

Folder 0598. 1992 Housing Plan Sierra Club Yosemite Committee Petition (4,356 signatures) CAET# Y5-6115 pages 151-175, 1992

Folder 0599. 1992 Housing Plan Sierra Club Yosemite Committee Petition (4,356 signatures) CAET# Y5-6115 pages 176-200, 1992

Folder 0600. 1992 Housing Plan Sierra Club Yosemite Committee Petition (4,356 signatures) CAET# Y5-6115 pages 201-225, 1992

Folder 0601. 1992 Housing Plan Sierra Club Yosemite Committee Petition (4,356 signatures) CAET# Y5-6115 pages 226-250, 1992
Folder 0602. 1992 Housing Plan Sierra Club Yosemite Committee Petition (4,356 signatures) CAET# Y5-6115 pages 251-275, 1992

Folder 0603. 1992 Housing Plan Sierra Club Yosemite Committee Petition (4,356 signatures) CAET# Y5-6115 pages 276-300, 1992

Folder 0604. 1992 Housing Plan Sierra Club Yosemite Committee Petition (4,356 signatures) CAET# Y5-6115 pages 301-325, 1992

Folder 0605. 1992 Housing Plan Sierra Club Yosemite Committee Petition (4,356 signatures) CAET# Y5-6115 pages 326-350, 1992

Folder 0606. 1992 Housing Plan Sierra Club Yosemite Committee Petition (4,356 signatures) CAET# Y5-6115 pages 351-375, 1992

Folder 0607. 1992 Housing Plan Sierra Club Yosemite Committee Petition (4,356 signatures) CAET# Y5-6115 pages 376-400, 1992

Folder 0608. 1992 Housing Plan Sierra Club Yosemite Committee Petition (4,356 signatures) CAET# Y5-6115 pages 401-425, 1992

Folder 0609. 1992 Housing Plan Sierra Club Yosemite Committee Petition (4,356 signatures) CAET# Y5-6115 pages 426-450, 1992

Folder 0610. 1992 Housing Plan Sierra Club Yosemite Committee Petition (4,356 signatures) CAET# Y5-6115 pages 451-475, 1992

Folder 0612. 1992 Housing Plan Sierra Club Yosemite Committee Petition (4,356 signatures) CAET# Y5-6115 pages 501-525, 1992

Folder 0613. 1992 Housing Plan Sierra Club Yosemite Committee Petition (4,356 signatures) CAET# Y5-6115 pages 526-550, 1992

Folder 0614. 1992 Housing Plan Sierra Club Yosemite Committee Petition (4,356 signatures) CAET# Y5-6115 pages 551-575, 1992

Folder 0615. 1992 Housing Plan Sierra Club Yosemite Committee Petition (4,356 signatures) CAET# Y5-6115 pages 576-601, 1992

Folder 0616. 1992 Housing Plan Sierra Club Yosemite Committee Petition (4,356 signatures) CAET# Y5-6115 pages 602-627, 1992
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Folder 0617. 1992 Housing Plan Sierra Club Yosemite Committee Petition (4,356 signatures) CAET# Y5-6115 pages 628-653, 1992

Folder 0618. 1992 Housing Plan Sierra Club Yosemite Committee Petition (4,356 signatures) CAET# Y5-6115 pages 654-679, 1992

Folder 0619. 1992 Housing Plan Sierra Club Yosemite Committee Petition (4,356 signatures) CAET# Y5-6115 pages 680-705, 1992

Folder 0620. 1992 Housing Plan Sierra Club Yosemite Committee Petition (4,356 signatures) CAET# Y5-6115 pages 706-731, 1992

Folder 0621. 1992 Housing Plan Sierra Club Yosemite Committee Petition (4,356 signatures) CAET# Y5-6115 pages 732-757, 1992

Folder 0622. 1992 Housing Plan Sierra Club Yosemite Committee Petition (4,356 signatures) CAET# Y5-6115 pages 758-772, 1992

Folder 0623. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-6116 to Y5-6125, 1992

Folder 0624. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-6126 to Y5-6135, 1992

Folder 0625. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-6136 to Y5-6145, 1992

Folder 0626. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-6146 to Y5-6155, 1992

Folder 0627. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-6156 to Y5-6165, 1992

Folder 0628. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-6166 to Y5-6175, 1992

Folder 0629. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-6176 to Y5-6185, 1992

Folder 0630. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-6186 to Y5-6195, 1992

Folder 0631. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-6196 to Y5-6205, 1992

Folder 0632. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-6206 to Y5-6215, 1992

Folder 0633. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-6216 to Y5-6225, 1992

Folder 0634. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-6226 to Y5-6235, 1992

Folder 0635. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-6236 to Y5-6245, 1992

Folder 0636. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-6246 to Y5-6255, 1992
Folder 0637. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-6256 to Y5-6265, 1992
Folder 0638. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-6266 to Y5-6275, 1992
Folder 0639. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-6276 to Y5-6285, 1992
Folder 0640. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-6286 to Y5-6295, 1992
Folder 0641. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-6296 to Y5-6305, 1992
Folder 0642. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-6306 to Y5-6315, 1992
Folder 0643. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-6316 to Y5-6325, 1992
Folder 0644. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-6326 to Y5-6338, 1992
Folder 0645. 1992 Housing Plan: Unlogged comments, 1992
Folder 0646. 1996 Housing Plan CAET# Y3-3001 to Y3-3010/YNP# H-P-00034 to H-O-007, 1996-1997
Folder 0647. 1996 Housing Plan CAET# Y3-3011 to Y3-3020/YNP# H-O-008 to H-O-018, 1996-1997
Folder 0648. 1996 Housing Plan CAET# Y3-3021 to Y3-3030/YNP# H-O-019 to H-G-006, 1997
Folder 0650. 1996 Housing Plan CAET# Y3-3041 to Y3-3050/YNP# H-P-00004 to H-P-00012, 1997
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Folder 0651. 1996 Housing Plan CAET# Y3-3051 to Y3-3060/YNP# H-P-00013 to H-P-00022, 1997
Folder 0652. 1996 Housing Plan CAET# Y3-3061 to Y3-3070/YNP# H-P-00023 to H-P-00030, 1997
Folder 0653. 1996 Housing Plan CAET# Y3-3071 to Y3-3080/YNP# H-P-0037 to H-P-0046, 1996-1997
Folder 0654. 1996 Housing Plan CAET# Y3-3081 to Y3-3090/YNP# H-P-00047 to H-P-00056, 1996
Folder 0655. 1996 Housing Plan CAET# Y3-3091 to Y3-3100/YNP# H-P-00057 to H-P-00066, 1996-1997
Folder 0656. 1996 Housing Plan CAET# Y3-3101 to Y3-3109/YNP# H-P-00067 to H-P-00075, 1997
Folder 0657. 1996 Housing Plan CAET# Y3-3111 to Y3-3120/YNP# H-P-00077 to H-P-00085
Folder 0658. 1996 Housing Plan CAET# Y3-3121 to Y3-3130/YNP# H-P-00086 to H-P-00095
Folder 0659. 1996 Housing Plan CAET# Y3-3131 to Y3-3140/YNP# H-P-00096 to H-P-00106, 1997
Folder 0660. 1996 Housing Plan CAET# Y3-3141 to Y3-3150/YNP# H-P-00107 to H-P-00128, 1997
Folder 0661. 1996 Housing Plan CAET# (various)/YNP# H-P-00110 to H-P-0022, 1997
Folder 0662. 1996 Housing Plan CAET# Y3-3151 to Y3-3160/YNP# H-P-00129 to H-P-00138, 1997
Folder 0663. 1996 Housing Plan CAET# Y3-3161 to Y3-3170/YNP# H-P-00139 to H-P-00147, 1996-1997
Folder 0664. 1996 Housing Plan CAET# Y3-3171 to Y3-3180/YNP# H-P-00148 to H-P-00157, 1997
Folder 0665. 1996 Housing Plan CAET# Y3-3181 to Y3-3190/YNP# H-P-00158 to H-P-00167, 1997
Folder 0666. 1996 Housing Plan CAET# Y3-3191 to Y3-3198/YNP# H-P-00168 to H-P-00175, 1997
Folder 0667. 1996 Housing Plan CAET# Y3-3002/YNP# H-F-00001 letters 1-10, 1996-1997
Folder 0668. 1996 Housing Plan CAET# Y3-3002/YNP# H-F-00001 letters 11-20, 1997
Folder 0669. 1996 Housing Plan CAET# Y3-3002/YNP# H-F-00001 letters 21-30, 1997
Folder 0670. 1996 Housing Plan CAET# Y3-3002/YNP# H-F-00001 letters 31-40, 1997

Folder 0671. 1996 Housing Plan CAET# Y3-3002/YNP# H-F-00001 letters 41-60, 1997

Folder 0672. 1996 Housing Plan CAET# Y3-3002/YNP# H-F-00001 letters 51-60, 1997

Folder 0673. 1996 Housing Plan CAET# Y3-3002/YNP# H-F-00001 letters 61-70, 1997

Folder 0674. 1996 Housing Plan CAET# Y3-3002/YNP# H-F-00001 letters 71-80, 1997

Folder 0675. 1996 Housing Plan CAET# Y3-3002/YNP# H-F-00001 letters 81-90, 1997

Folder 0676. 1996 Housing Plan CAET# Y3-3002/YNP# H-F-00001 letters 91-98, 1997
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Folder 0677. Pre-Yosemite Valley Plan comments received outside of formal comment period, 1996 May-November

Folder 0678. Pre-Yosemite Valley Plan comments received outside of formal comment period, 1996 June-September

Folder 0679. Pre-Yosemite Valley Plan comments received outside of formal comment period, 1996 January-June

Folder 0680. Pre-Yosemite Valley Plan comments received outside of formal comment period, 1996 June-August

Folder 0681. Pre-Yosemite Valley Plan comments received outside of formal comment period, 1996 January-July

Folder 0682. Pre-Yosemite Valley Plan comments received outside of formal comment period, 1996 June-September

Folder 0683. Pre-Yosemite Valley Plan comments received outside of formal comment period, 1996 August-September

Folder 0684. Pre-Yosemite Valley Plan comments received outside of formal comment period, 1996 August-September
Folder 0685. Pre-Yosemite Valley Plan comments received outside of formal comment period, 1996 September

Folder 0686. Pre-Yosemite Valley Plan comments received outside of formal comment period, 1996 September-October

Folder 0687. Pre-Yosemite Valley Plan comments received outside of formal comment period, 1996 September-October

Folder 0688. Pre-Yosemite Valley Plan comments received outside of formal comment period, 1996 September-October

Folder 0689. Pre-Yosemite Valley Plan comments received outside of formal comment period, 1996 August-October

Folder 0690. Pre-Yosemite Valley Plan comments received outside of formal comment period, 1996 September-October

Folder 0691. Pre-Yosemite Valley Plan comments received outside of formal comment period, 1996 September-October

Folder 0692. Pre-Yosemite Valley Plan comments received outside of formal comment period, 1996 September-October

Folder 0693. Pre-Yosemite Valley Plan comments received outside of formal comment period, 1996 September-October

Folder 0694. Pre-Yosemite Valley Plan comments received outside of formal comment period, 1996 September-October
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Folder 0695. Merced River Plan Scoping comment log, 1999

Folder 0696. Merced River Plan Scoping YNP# 1-10, 1999

Folder 0697. Merced River Plan Scoping YNP# 11-20 (12, void), 1999

Folder 0698. Merced River Plan Scoping YNP# 21-30, 1999

Folder 0699. Merced River Plan Scoping YNP# 31-40, 1999

Folder 0700. Merced River Plan Scoping YNP# 41-50, 1999

Folder 0701. Merced River Plan Scoping YNP# 51-60, 1999
Folder 0702. Merced River Plan Scoping YNP# 61-70, 1999
Folder 0703. Merced River Plan Scoping YNP# 71-80, 1999
Folder 0704. Merced River Plan Scoping YNP# 81-90, 1999
Folder 0705. Merced River Plan Scoping YNP# 91-100, 1999
Folder 0706. Merced River Plan Scoping YNP# 101-110, 1999
Folder 0707. Merced River Plan Scoping YNP# 111-120, 1999
Folder 0708. Merced River Plan Scoping YNP# 121-130, 1999
Folder 0709. Merced River Plan Scoping YNP# 131-140, 1999
Folder 0710. Merced River Plan Scoping YNP# 141-150, 1999
Folder 0711. Merced River Plan Scoping YNP# 151-160, 1999
Folder 0712. Merced River Plan Scoping YNP# 161-170, 1999
Folder 0713. Merced River Plan Scoping YNP# 171-180, 1999
Folder 0714. Merced River Plan Scoping YNP# 181-190, 1999
Folder 0715. Merced River Plan Scoping YNP# 191-200, 1999
Folder 0716. Merced River Plan Scoping YNP# 201-210, 1999
Folder 0717. Merced River Plan Scoping YNP# 211-220 (218, void), 1999
Folder 0718. Merced River Plan Scoping YNP# 221-230, 1999
Folder 0719. Merced River Plan Scoping YNP# 231-240, 1999
Folder 0720. Merced River Plan Scoping YNP# 241-250, 1999
Folder 0722. Merced River Plan Scoping YNP# 261-270, 1999
Folder 0723. Merced River Plan Scoping YNP# 271-280, 1999
Folder 0724. Merced River Plan Scoping YNP# 281-290, 1999
Folder 0725. Merced River Plan Scoping YNP# 291-300, 1999
Folder 0726. Merced River Plan Scoping YNP# 301-310, 1999
Folder 0727. Merced River Plan Scoping YNP# 311-320, 1999
Folder 0728. Merced River Plan Scoping YNP# 321-333, 1999
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Folder 0729. Merced River Plan Draft comment log, 2000 January-March
Folder 0730. Draft Merced River Plan YNP# M 1-80, 2000

**SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 1: BOX 28**

Folder 0733. Draft Merced River Plan YNP# M 231-300, 2000
Folder 0734. Draft Merced River Plan YNP# M 301-350, 2000
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Folder 0735. Draft Merced River Plan YNP# M 351-460, 2000
Folder 0736. Draft Merced River Plan YNP# M 461-560, 2000
Folder 0737. Draft Merced River Plan YNP# M 561-630, 2000
Folder 0738. Draft Merced River Plan YNP# M 631-720, 2000
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Folder 0739. Draft Merced River Plan YNP# M 721-810, 2000
Folder 0741. Draft Merced River Plan YNP# M 901-990, 2000
Folder 0742. Draft Merced River Plan YNP# M 991-1030, 2000

**SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 1: BOX 31**
Folder 0743. Draft Merced River Plan YNP# M 1031-1150, 2000
Folder 0744. Draft Merced River Plan YNP# M 1151-1250, 2000
Folder 0745. Draft Merced River Plan YNP# M 1251-1350, 2000
Folder 0746. Draft Merced River Plan YNP# M 1351-1410, 2000

SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 1: BOX 32
Folder 0747. Draft Merced River Plan YNP# M 1411-1520 (1420-1421, mailing list only), 2000
Folder 0748. Draft Merced River Plan YNP# M 1521-1590, 2000
Folder 0749. Draft Merced River Plan YNP# M 1591-1630, 2000
Folder 0750. Draft Merced River Plan YNP# M 1631-1680, 2000

SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 1: BOX 33
Folder 0751. Draft Merced River Plan YNP# M 1681-1710, 2000
Folder 0752. Draft Merced River Plan YNP# M 3001-3125, 2000
Folder 0753. Draft Merced River Plan YNP# M 3126-3204, 2000
Folder 0754. Draft Merced River Plan YNP# M 3205-3243, 2000
Folder 0755. Draft Merced River Plan YNP# M 6001-6080, 2000

SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 1: BOX 34
Folder 0756. Draft Merced River Plan YNP# M 6081-6150, 2000
Folder 0757. Draft Merced River Plan YNP# M 6151-6230, 2000
Folder 0758. Draft Merced River Plan YNP# M 6231-6290, 2000
Folder 0759. Draft Merced River Plan YNP# M 6291-6320, 2000

SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 1: BOX 35
Folder 0760. Draft Merced River Plan YNP# M 6321-6370, 2000
Folder 0761. Draft Merced River Plan YNP# M 6371-6430 (6427, unused number), 2000

**SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 1: BOX 36**

Folder 0762. Draft Merced River Plan YNP# M 6431-6456, 2000
Folder 0763. Draft Merced River Plan YNP# M 6457-6550, 2000
Folder 0764. Draft Merced River Plan YNP# M 6551-6560, 2000
Folder 0765. Late Merced River Plan comments, some sent to CAET [Folder 1 of 3], 2000 March-April

**SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 1: BOX 37**

Folder 0766. Late Merced River Plan comments, some sent to CAET [Folder 2 of 3], 2000 March-April
Folder 0767. Late Merced River Plan comments, some sent to CAET [Folder 3 of 3], 2000 March-April
Folder 0768. Merced River Plan final comments MRPF #1-26, 2000
Folder 0769. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan comment log CAET# YVPD1-30260, 2000
Folder 0770. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1-30, 2000
Folder 0771. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 31-50, 2000
Folder 0772. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 51-60, 2000
Folder 0773. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 61-70, 2000
Folder 0774. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 71-80, 2000
Folder 0775. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 81-90, 2000
Folder 0776. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 91-100, 2000
Folder 0777. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 101-110, 2000
Folder 0778. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 111-120, 2000
Folder 0779. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 121-130, 2000
Folder 0780. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 131-140, 2000

Folder 0781. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 141-150, 2000

Folder 0782. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 151-160 (152 and 153, out of scope), 2000

Folder 0783. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 161-170, 2000

Folder 0784. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 171-180 (178, unused number), 2000

Folder 0785. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 181-190, 2000

Folder 0786. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 191-200, 2000

SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 1: BOX 38

Folder 0787. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 201-210, 2000

Folder 0788. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 211-220, 2000

Folder 0789. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 221-230, 2000

Folder 0790. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 231-240, 2000

Folder 0791. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 241-250, 2000

Folder 0792. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 251-260, 2000

Folder 0793. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 261-270, 2000

Folder 0794. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 271-280, 2000

Folder 0795. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 281-290, 2000

Folder 0796. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 291-300, 2000

Folder 0797. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 301-310, 2000

Folder 0798. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 311-320, 2000


Folder 0800. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 331-340, 2000
Folder 0801. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 341-350, 2000
Folder 0802. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 351-360, 2000
Folder 0803. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 361-370, 2000
Folder 0804. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 371-380, 2000
Folder 0805. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 381-390, 2000
Folder 0806. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 391-400, 2000
Folder 0807. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 401-410, 2000
Folder 0808. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 411-420, 2000
Folder 0809. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 421-430, 2000

**SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 1: BOX 39**

Folder 0810. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 431-440, 2000
Folder 0811. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 441-450, 2000
Folder 0812. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 451-460, 2000
Folder 0813. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 461-470, 2000
Folder 0814. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 471-480, 2000
Folder 0815. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 481-490, 2000
Folder 0816. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 491-500, 2000
Folder 0817. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 501-510, 2000
Folder 0818. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 511-520, 2000
Folder 0819. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 521-530, 2000
Folder 0820. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 531-540, 2000
Folder 0821. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 541-550, 2000
Folder 0822. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 551-560, 2000
Folder 0823. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 561-570, 2000
Folder 0824. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 571-580, 2000
Folder 0825. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 581-590, 2000
Folder 0826. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 591-600, 2000
Folder 0827. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 601-610, 2000
Folder 0828. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 611-620, 2000
Folder 0829. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 621-630, 2000
Folder 0830. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 631-640, 2000
Folder 0831. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 641-650, 2000
Folder 0832. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 651-660, 2000
Folder 0833. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 661-670, 2000
Folder 0834. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 671-680, 2000
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Folder 0835. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 681-690, 2000
Folder 0836. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 691-700, 2000
Folder 0837. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 701-710, 2000
Folder 0838. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 711-720, 2000
Folder 0839. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 721-730 (723, unused number), 2000
Folder 0840. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 731-740, 2000
Folder 0841. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 741-750, 2000
Folder 0842. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 751-760, 2000
Folder 0843. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 761-770, 2000
Folder 0844. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 771-780, 2000
Folder 0845. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 781-790, 2000
Folder 0846. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 791-800, 2000
Folder 0847. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 801-810, 2000
Folder 0848. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 811-820, 2000
Folder 0849. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 821-830, 2000
Folder 0850. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 831-850, 2000
Folder 0851. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 851-860, 2000
Folder 0852. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 861-870, 2000
Folder 0853. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 871-880, 2000
Folder 0854. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 881-890, 2000
Folder 0855. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 891-900, 2000
Folder 0856. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 901-910, 2000
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Folder 0857. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 911-920, 2000
Folder 0858. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 921-930, 2000
Folder 0859. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 931-940, 2000
Folder 0860. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 941-950, 2000
Folder 0861. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 951-960, 2000
Folder 0862. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 961-970, 2000
Folder 0863. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 971-980, 2000
Folder 0864. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 981-990, 2000
Folder 0865. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 991-1000, 2000
Folder 0866. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1001-1010, 2000
Folder 0867. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1011-1020, 2000
Folder 0868. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1021-1030, 2000
Folder 0869. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1031-1040, 2000
Folder 0870. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1041-1050, 2000
Folder 0871. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1051-1060, 2000
Folder 0872. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1061-1070, 2000
Folder 0873. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1071-1080, 2000
Folder 0874. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1081-1090, 2000
Folder 0875. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1091-1100, 2000
Folder 0876. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1101-1110, 2000
Folder 0877. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1111-1120, 2000
Folder 0878. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1121-1130, 2000
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Folder 0879. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1131-1140, 2000
Folder 0880. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1141-1150, 2000
Folder 0881. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1151-1160, 2000
Folder 0882. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1161-1170, 2000
Folder 0883. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1171-1180, 2000
Folder 0884. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1181-1190, 2000
Folder 0885. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1191-1200, 2000
Folder 0886. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1201-1210, 2000
Folder 0887. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1211-1220, 2000
Folder 0888. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1221-1230, 2000
Folder 0889. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1231-1240, 2000
Folder 0890. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1241-1250, 2000
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Folder 0891. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1251-1260, 2000
Folder 0892. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1261-1270, 2000
Folder 0893. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1271-1280, 2000
Folder 0894. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1281-1290, 2000
Folder 0895. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1291-1300, 2000
Folder 0896. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1301-1310, 2000
Folder 0897. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1311-1320, 2000
Folder 0898. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1321-1330, 2000
Folder 0899. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1331-1340, 2000
Folder 0900. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1341-1350, 2000
Folder 0901. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1351-1360, 2000
Folder 0902. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1361-1370, 2000
Folder 0903. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1371-1380, 2000
Folder 0904. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1381-1390, 2000
Folder 0905. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1391-1400, 2000
Folder 0906. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1401-1410, 2000
Folder 0907. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1411-1420, 2000
Folder 0908. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1421-1430, 2000
Folder 0909. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1431-1440, 2000
Folder 0910. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1441-1450, 2000
Folder 0911. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1451-1460, 2000
Folder 0912. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1461-1470, 2000
Folder 0913. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1471-1480, 2000
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Folder 0914. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1481-1490, 2000
Folder 0915. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1491-1500, 2000
Folder 0916. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1501-1520, 2000
Folder 0917. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1521-1530, 2000
Folder 0918. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1531-1540, 2000
Folder 0919. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1541-1550, 2000
Folder 0920. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1551-1560, 2000
Folder 0921. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1561-1570, 2000
Folder 0922. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1571-1610, 2000
Folder 0923. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1611-1620, 2000
Folder 0924. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1621-1640, 2000
Folder 0925. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1641-1733, 2000
Folder 0926. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1734-1750, 2000
Folder 0927. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1751-1760, 2000
Folder 0928. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1761-1770, 2000
Folder 0929. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1771-1780, 2000
Folder 0930. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1781-1790, 2000
Folder 0931. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1791-1800, 2000
Folder 0932. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1801-1810, 2000
SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 1: BOX 45

Folder 0933. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1811-1820, 2000
Folder 0934. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1821-1830, 2000
Folder 0935. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1831-1846, 2000
Folder 0936. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1847-2011, 2000
Folder 0937. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 2012-2224, 2000
Folder 0938. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 2225-2250, 2000
Folder 0939. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 2251-2260, 2000
Folder 0940. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 2261-2270, 2000
Folder 0941. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 2271-2280, 2000
Folder 0942. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 2281-2290, 2000
Folder 0943. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 2291-2300, 2000
Folder 0944. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 2301-2310, 2000
Folder 0945. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 2311-2320, 2000
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Folder 0946. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 2321-2330, 2000
Folder 0947. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 2331-2340, 2000
Folder 0948. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 2341-2350, 2000
Folder 0949. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 2351-2362, 2000
Folder 0950. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 2363-2417, 2000
Folder 0951. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 2419-2511, 2000
Folder 0952. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 2512-2520, 2000
Folder 0953. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 2521-2530, 2000
Folder 0954. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 2531-2540, 2000
Folder 0955. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 2541-2548, 2000
Folder 0956. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 2549-2602, 2000
Folder 0957. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 2603-2626, 2000
Folder 0958. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 2627-2628, 2000
Folder 0959. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 2629-2765, 2000
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Folder 0960. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 2766-2780, 2000
Folder 0961. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 2781-2790, 2000
Folder 0962. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 2791-2800, 2000
Folder 0963. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 2801-2810 (2890, missing), 2000
Folder 0964. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 2811-2817, 2000
Folder 0965. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 2818-2905, 2000
Folder 0966. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 2906-2950, 2000
Folder 0967. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 2951-2960, 2000
Folder 0968. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 2961-2969 (2870, unused number), 2000
Folder 0969. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 2971-2980, 2000
Folder 0970. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 2981-2990, 2000
Folder 0971. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 2991-3061, 2000
Folder 0972. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3062-3069 (3070, unused number), 2000
Folder 0973. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3071-3080 (3072, unused number), 2000
Folder 0974. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3081-3090, 2000

**SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 1: BOX 48**

Folder 0975. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3091-3100, 2000

Folder 0976. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3101-3110 (3107, unused number), 2000

Folder 0977. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3111-3120 (3114-3116, unused numbers), 2000

Folder 0978. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3121-3130, 2000

Folder 0979. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3131-3140, 2000

Folder 0980. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3141-3150, 2000

Folder 0981. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3151-3160, 2000

Folder 0982. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3161-3170, 2000

Folder 0983. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3171-3180, 2000

Folder 0984. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3181-3200, 2000

Folder 0985. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3201-3209, 2000

Folder 0986. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3210-3352, 2000

Folder 0987. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3353-3370, 2000

Folder 0988. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3371-3380, 2000

Folder 0989. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3381-3400, 2000

Folder 0990. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3401-3426, 2000
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Folder 0991. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3427-3440, 2000

Folder 0992. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3441-3450, 2000

Folder 0993. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3451-3460, 2000
Folder 0994. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3461-3470, 2000
Folder 0995. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3471-3480, 2000
Folder 0996. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3481-3490, 2000
Folder 0997. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3491-3500, 2000
Folder 0998. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3501-3510, 2000
Folder 0999. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3511-3520, 2000
Folder 1000. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3521-3530, 2000
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Folder 1001. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3531-3540, 2000
Folder 1002. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3541-3550, 2000
Folder 1003. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3551-3560, 2000
Folder 1004. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3561-3570, 2000
Folder 1005. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3571-3578, 2000
Folder 1006. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3579-3645, 2000
Folder 1007. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3646-3660, 2000
Folder 1008. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3661-3670, 2000
Folder 1009. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3671-3680, 2000
Folder 1010. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3681-3690, 2000
Folder 1011. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3691-3700, 2000
Folder 1012. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3701-3710, 2000
Folder 1013. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3711-3720, 2000
Folder 1014. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3721-3730, 2000
Folder 1015. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3731-3740, 2000
Folder 1016. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3741-3750, 2000
Folder 1017. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3751-3756, 2000
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Folder 1018. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3757-3792, 2000
Folder 1019. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3793-3800, 2000
Folder 1020. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3801-3810, 2000
Folder 1021. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3811-3820, 2000
Folder 1022. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3821-3830, 2000
Folder 1023. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3831-3840, 2000
Folder 1024. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3841-3950, 2000
Folder 1025. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3951-3962, 2000
Folder 1026. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3963-4225, 2000
Folder 1027. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4226-4240, 2000
Folder 1028. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4241-4250, 2000
Folder 1029. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4251-4260, 2000
Folder 1030. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4261-4270, 2000
Folder 1031. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4271-4280, 2000
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Folder 1032. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4281-4290, 2000
Folder 1033. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4291-4300, 2000
Folder 1034. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4301-4311, 2000
Folder 1035. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4312-4342, 2000
Folder 1036. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4343-4350, 2000
Folder 1037. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4351-4360, 2000
Folder 1038. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4361-4370, 2000
Folder 1039. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4371-4380, 2000
Folder 1040. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4381-4390, 2000
Folder 1041. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4391-4400, 2000
Folder 1042. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4401-4410, 2000
Folder 1043. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4411-4420, 2000
Folder 1044. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4421-4430, 2000
Folder 1045. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4431-4440, 2000
Folder 1046. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4441-4465, 2000
Folder 1047. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4466-4480, 2000
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Folder 1048. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4481-4490, 2000
Folder 1049. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4491-4500, 2000
Folder 1050. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4501-4510, 2000
Folder 1051. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4511-4520, 2000
Folder 1052. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4521-4530, 2000
Folder 1053. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4531-4540, 2000
Folder 1054. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4541-4550, 2000
Folder 1055. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4551-4560, 2000
Folder 1056. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4561-4570, 2000
Folder 1057. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4571-4580, 2000
Folder 1058. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4581-4590, 2000
Folder 1059. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4591-4594, 2000
Folder 1060. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4595-4633, 2000
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Folder 1061. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4634-4650, 2000
Folder 1062. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4651-4660, 2000
Folder 1063. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4661-4670, 2000
Folder 1064. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4671-4680, 2000
Folder 1065. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4681-4690, 2000
Folder 1066. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4691-4700, 2000
Folder 1067. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4701-4710, 2000
Folder 1068. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4711-4720, 2000
Folder 1069. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4721-4730, 2000
Folder 1070. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4731-4740, 2000
Folder 1071. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4741-4750, 2000
Folder 1072. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4751-4760, 2000
Folder 1073. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4761-4770 (4762, unused number), 2000
Folder 1074. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4471-4780, 2000
Folder 1075. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4781-4790, 2000
Folder 1076. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4791-4800, 2000
Folder 1077. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4801-4809 (4810-4811, unused numbers), 2000
Folder 1078. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4812-4820, 2000
Folder 1079. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4821-4830, 2000
Folder 1080. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4831-4840, 2000
Folder 1081. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4841-4850, 2000
Folder 1082. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4851-4860, 2000
Folder 1083. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4861-4870, 2000
Folder 1084. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4871-4880, 2000
Folder 1085. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4881-4890, 2000
Folder 1086. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4891-4900, 2000
Folder 1087. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4901-4910, 2000
Folder 1088. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4911-4920, 2000
Folder 1089. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4921-4930, 2000
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Folder 1090. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4931-4940, 2000
Folder 1091. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4941-4950, 2000
Folder 1092. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4951-4960, 2000
Folder 1093. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4961-4970, 2000
Folder 1094. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4971-4980, 2000
Folder 1095. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4981-4990, 2000
Folder 1096. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4991-5000, 2000
Folder 1097. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5001-5010, 2000
Folder 1098. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5011-5020, 2000
Folder 1099. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5021-5030, 2000
Folder 1100. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5031-5040, 2000
Folder 1101. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5041-5050, 2000
Folder 1102. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5051-5060, 2000
Folder 1103. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5061-5070, 2000
Folder 1104. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5071-5080, 2000
Folder 1105. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5081-5090, 2000
Folder 1106. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5091-5100, 2000
Folder 1107. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5101-5110, 2000
Folder 1108. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5111-5120, 2000
Folder 1109. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5121-5130, 2000
Folder 1110. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5131-5140, 2000
Folder 1111. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5141-5150, 2000
Folder 1112. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5151-5160, 2000
Folder 1113. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5161-5170, 2000
Folder 1114. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5171-5180, 2000
Folder 1115. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5181-5190, 2000
Folder 1116. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5191-5200, 2000
Folder 1117. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5201-5210, 2000
Folder 1118. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5211-5220, 2000
Folder 1119. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5221-5230, 2000
Folder 1120. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5231-5240, 2000
Folder 1121. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5241-5250, 2000
Folder 1122. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5251-5260, 2000
Folder 1123. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5261-5270, 2000
Folder 1124. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5271-5280, 2000
Folder 1125. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5281-5290, 2000
Folder 1126. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5291-5300, 2000
Folder 1127. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5301-5310, 2000
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Folder 1128. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5311-5320, 2000
Folder 1129. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5321-5330, 2000
Folder 1130. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5331-5354, 2000
Folder 1131. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5355-5370, 2000
Folder 1132. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5371-5380, 2000
Folder 1133. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5381-5390, 2000
Folder 1134. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5391-5400, 2000
Folder 1135. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5401-5410, 2000
Folder 1136. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5411-5420, 2000
Folder 1137. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5421-5430, 2000
Folder 1138. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5431-5440, 2000
Folder 1139. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5441-5450, 2000
Folder 1140. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5451-5460, 2000
Folder 1141. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5461-5470, 2000
Folder 1142. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5471-5480, 2000
Folder 1143. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5481-5490, 2000
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Folder 1144. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5491-5500, 2000
Folder 1145. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5501-5510, 2000
Folder 1146. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5511-5520, 2000
Folder 1147. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5521-5530, 2000
Folder 1148. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5531-5540, 2000
Folder 1149. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5541-5550, 2000
Folder 1150. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5551-5560, 2000
Folder 1151. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5561-5570, 2000
Folder 1152. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5571-5580, 2000
Folder 1153. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5581-5590, 2000
Folder 1154. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5591-5600, 2000
Folder 1155. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5601-5610, 2000
Folder 1156. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5611-5620, 2000
Folder 1157. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5621-5630, 2000
Folder 1158. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5631-5640, 2000
Folder 1159. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5641-5650, 2000
Folder 1160. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5651-5660, 2000
Folder 1161. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5661-5670, 2000
Folder 1162. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5671-5680, 2000
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Folder 1163. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5681-5690, 2000
Folder 1164. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5691-5700, 2000
Folder 1165. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5701-5710, 2000
Folder 1166. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5711-5720, 2000
Folder 1167. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5721-5730, 2000
Folder 1168. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5731-5740, 2000
Folder 1169. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5741-5750, 2000
Folder 1170. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5751-5760, 2000
Folder 1171. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5761-5770, 2000
Folder 1172. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5771-5780, 2000
Folder 1173. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5781-5790, 2000
Folder 1174. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5791-5800, 2000
Folder 1175. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5801-5810, 2000
Folder 1176. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5811-5820, 2000
Folder 1177. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5821-5830, 2000
Folder 1178. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5831-5840, 2000
Folder 1179. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5841-5850, 2000
Folder 1180. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5851-5860, 2000
Folder 1181. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5861-5870, 2000
Folder 1182. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5871-5880, 2000
Folder 1183. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5881-5890, 2000
Folder 1184. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5891-5900, 2000
Folder 1185. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5901-5910, 2000
Folder 1186. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5911-5920, 2000
Folder 1187. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5921-5930, 2000
Folder 1188. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5931-5940, 2000
Folder 1189. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5941-5950, 2000
Folder 1190. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5951-5960, 2000
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Folder 1191. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5961-5970, 2000
Folder 1192. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5971-5980, 2000
Folder 1193. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5981-5990, 2000
Folder 1194. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5991-6000, 2000
Folder 1195. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6001-6010, 2000
Folder 1196. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6011-6020, 2000
Folder 1197. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6021-6030, 2000
Folder 1198. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6031-6040, 2000
Folder 1199. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6041-6050, 2000
Folder 1200. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6051-6060, 2000
Folder 1201. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6061-6070, 2000
Folder 1202. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6071-6080, 2000
Folder 1203. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6081-6090, 2000
Folder 1204. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6091-6100, 2000
Folder 1205. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6101-6110, 2000
Folder 1206. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6111-6120, 2000
Folder 1207. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6121-6130, 2000
Folder 1208. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6131-6140, 2000
Folder 1209. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6141-6150, 2000
Folder 1210. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6151-6160, 2000
Folder 1211. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6161-6170, 2000
Folder 1212. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6171-6180, 2000
Folder 1213. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6181-6190, 2000
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Folder 1214. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6191-6200, 2000
Folder 1215. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6201-6210, 2000
Folder 1216. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6211-6220, 2000
Folder 1217. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6221-6230, 2000
Folder 1218. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6231-6240, 2000
Folder 1219. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6241-6250, 2000
Folder 1220. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6251-6260, 2000
Folder 1221. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6261-6270, 2000
Folder 1222. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6271-6280, 2000
Folder 1223. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6281-6320, 2000
Folder 1224. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6321-6330, 2000
Folder 1225. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6331-6340, 2000
Folder 1226. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6341-6350, 2000
Folder 1227. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6351-6372, 2000
Folder 1228. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6373-6380, 2000
Folder 1229. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6381-6390, 2000
Folder 1230. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6391-6400, 2000
Folder 1231. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6401-6410, 2000
Folder 1232. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6411-6420, 2000
Folder 1233. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6421-6430, 2000
Folder 1234. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6431-6440, 2000
Folder 1235. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6441-6450, 2000
Folder 1236. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6451-6460, 2000
Folder 1237. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6461-6470, 2000
Folder 1238. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6471-6480, 2000
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Folder 1239. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6481-6490, 2000
Folder 1240. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6491-6500, 2000
Folder 1241. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6501-6510, 2000
Folder 1242. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6511-6520, 2000
Folder 1243. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6521-6530, 2000
Folder 1244. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6531-6540, 2000
Folder 1245. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6541-6550, 2000
Folder 1246. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6551-6560, 2000
Folder 1247. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6561-6570, 2000
Folder 1248. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6571-6580, 2000
Folder 1249. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6581-6590, 2000
Folder 1250. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6591-6600, 2000
Folder 1251. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6601-6610, 2000
Folder 1252. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6611-6620, 2000
Folder 1253. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6621-6630, 2000
Folder 1254. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6631-6640, 2000
Folder 1255. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6641-6650, 2000
Folder 1256. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6651-6660, 2000
Folder 1257. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6661-6670, 2000
Folder 1258. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6671-6680, 2000
Folder 1259. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6681-6690, 2000
Folder 1260. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6691-6700, 2000
Folder 1261. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6701-6710, 2000
Folder 1262. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6711-6720, 2000
Folder 1263. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6721-6730, 2000
Folder 1264. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6731-6740, 2000
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Folder 1265. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6741-6750, 2000
Folder 1266. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6751-6760, 2000
Folder 1267. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6761-6770, 2000
Folder 1268. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6771-6780, 2000
Folder 1269. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6781-6790, 2000
Folder 1270. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6791-6800, 2000
Folder 1271. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6801-6810, 2000
Folder 1272. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6811-6820, 2000
Folder 1273. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6821-6830, 2000
Folder 1274. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6831-6840, 2000
Folder 1275. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6841-6850, 2000
Folder 1276. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6851-6860, 2000
Folder 1277. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6861-6870, 2000
Folder 1278. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6871-6880, 2000
Folder 1279. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6881-6890, 2000
Folder 1280. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6891-6900, 2000
Folder 1281. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6901-6910, 2000
Folder 1282. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6911-6920, 2000
Folder 1283. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6921-6930, 2000
Folder 1284. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6931-6940, 2000
Folder 1285. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6941-6950, 2000
Folder 1286. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6951-6960, 2000
Folder 1287. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6961-6970, 2000
Folder 1288. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6971-6980, 2000
Folder 1289. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6981-6990, 2000
Folder 1290. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6991-7000, 2000
Folder 1291. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7001-7010, 2000
Folder 1292. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7011-7020, 2000
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Folder 1293. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7021-7030, 2000
Folder 1294. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7031-7040, 2000
Folder 1295. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7041-7050, 2000
Folder 1296. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7051-7060, 2000
Folder 1297. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7061-7070, 2000
Folder 1298. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7071-7080, 2000
Folder 1299. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7081-7090, 2000
Folder 1300. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7091-7100, 2000
Folder 1301. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7101-7110, 2000
Folder 1302. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7111-7120, 2000
Folder 1303. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7121-7130, 2000
Folder 1304. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7131-7140, 2000
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Folder 1305. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7141-7150, 2000
Folder 1306. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7151-7160, 2000
Folder 1307. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7161-7170, 2000
Folder 1308. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7171-7180, 2000
Folder 1309. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7181-7190, 2000
Folder 1310. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7191-7200, 2000
Folder 1311. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7201-7210, 2000
Folder 1312. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7211-7220, 2000
Folder 1313. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7221-7230, 2000
Folder 1314. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7231-7240, 2000
Folder 1315. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7241-7250, 2000
Folder 1316. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7251-7260, 2000
Folder 1317. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7261-7270, 2000
Folder 1318. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7271-7280, 2000
Folder 1319. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7281-7290, 2000
Folder 1320. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7291-7300, 2000
Folder 1321. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7301-7310, 2000
Folder 1322. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7311-7320, 2000
Folder 1323. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7321-7330, 2000
Folder 1324. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7331-7340, 2000
Folder 1325. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7341-7350, 2000
Folder 1326. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7351-7360, 2000
Folder 1327. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7361-7370, 2000
Folder 1328. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7371-7380, 2000
Folder 1329. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7381-7390, 2000
Folder 1330. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7391-7400, 2000
Folder 1331. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7401-7410, 2000
Folder 1332. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7411-7420, 2000
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Folder 1333. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7421-7430, 2000
Folder 1334. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7431-7439 (7440, out of scope), 2000
Folder 1335. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7441-7450, 2000
Folder 1336. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7451-7460, 2000
Folder 1337. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7461-7470, 2000
Folder 1338. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7471-7480, 2000
Folder 1339. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7481-7490, 2000
Folder 1340. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7491-7500, 2000
Folder 1341. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7501-7510, 2000
Folder 1342. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7511-7520, 2000
Folder 1343. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7521-7530, 2000
Folder 1344. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7531-7540, 2000
Folder 1345. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7541-7550, 2000
Folder 1346. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7551-7560, 2000
Folder 1347. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7561-7570, 2000
Folder 1348. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7571-7600, 2000
Folder 1349. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7601-7610, 2000
Folder 1350. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7611-7620, 2000
Folder 1351. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7621-7630, 2000
Folder 1352. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7631-7640, 2000
Folder 1353. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7641-7650, 2000
Folder 1354. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7651-7660, 2000
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Folder 1355. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7661-7670, 2000
Folder 1356. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7671-7700, 2000
Folder 1357. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7701-7710, 2000
Folder 1358. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7711-7720, 2000
Folder 1359. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7721-7730, 2000
Folder 1360. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7731-7740, 2000
Folder 1361. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7741-7750, 2000
Folder 1362. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7751-7760, 2000
Folder 1363. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7761-7770, 2000
Folder 1364. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7771-7795, 2000
Folder 1365. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7796-7810, 2000
Folder 1366. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7811-7853, 2000
Folder 1367. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7854-7870, 2000
Folder 1368. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7871-7880, 2000
Folder 1369. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7881-7884, 2000
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Folder 1370. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7885-7900, 2000
Folder 1371. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7901-7910, 2000
Folder 1372. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7911-7920, 2000
Folder 1373. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7921-7930, 2000
Folder 1374. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7931-7940, 2000
Folder 1375. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7941-7950, 2000
Folder 1376. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7951-7960, 2000
Folder 1377. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7961-7970, 2000
Folder 1378. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7971-7980, 2000
Folder 1379. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7981-7990, 2000
Folder 1380. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7991-8000, 2000
Folder 1381. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 8001-8175, 2000
Folder 1382. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 8176-8190, 2000
Folder 1383. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 8191-8200, 2000
Folder 1384. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 8201-8210, 2000
Folder 1385. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 8211-8220, 2000
Folder 1386. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 8221-8230, 2000
Folder 1387. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 8231-8240, 2000
Folder 1388. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVDP 8241-8250, 2000
Folder 1389. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVDP 8251-8260, 2000
Folder 1390. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVDP 8261-8270, 2000
Folder 1391. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVDP 8271-8280, 2000
Folder 1392. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVDP 2881-8290, 2000
Folder 1393. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVDP 8291-8300, 2000
Folder 1394. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVDP 8301-8310, 2000
Folder 1395. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVDP 8311-8320, 2000
Folder 1396. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVDP 8321-8330, 2000
Folder 1397. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVDP 8331-8340, 2000
Folder 1398. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVDP 8341-8350, 2000
Folder 1399. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVDP 8351-8360, 2000
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Folder 1400. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVDP 8361-8370, 2000
Folder 1401. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVDP 8371-8475, 2000
Folder 1402. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVDP 8476-8478, 2000
Folder 1403. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVDP 8479-8625, 2000
Folder 1404. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVDP 8626-8825, 2000
Folder 1405. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVDP 8826-8898, 2000
Folder 1406. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVDP 8899-8910, 2000
Folder 1407. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVDP 8911-8920, 2000
Folder 1408. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVDP 8921-8925, 2000
Folder 1409. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVDP 8926-8950, 2000
Folder 1410. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 8951-8960, 2000
Folder 1411. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 8961-8970, 2000
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Folder 1412. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 8971-8980, 2000
Folder 1413. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 8981-8990, 2000
Folder 1414. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 8991-9000, 2000
Folder 1415. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 9001-9010, 2000
Folder 1416. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 9011-9020, 2000
Folder 1417. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 9021-9030, 2000
Folder 1418. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 9031-9040, 2000
Folder 1419. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 9041-9050, 2000
Folder 1420. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 9051-9060, 2000
Folder 1421. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 9061-9070, 2000
Folder 1422. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 9071-9080, 2000
Folder 1423. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 9081-9090, 2000
Folder 1424. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 9091-9100, 2000
Folder 1425. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 9101-9110, 2000
Folder 1426. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 9111-9120, 2000
Folder 1427. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 9121-9130, 2000
Folder 1428. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 9131-9140, 2000
Folder 1429. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 9141-9150, 2000
Folder 1430. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 9151-9160, 2000
Folder 1431. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 9161-9170, 2000
Folder 1432. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 9171-9180, 2000
Folder 1433. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 9181-9190, 2000
Folder 1434. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 9191-9200, 2000
Folder 1435. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 9201-9210, 2000
Folder 1436. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 9211-9220, 2000
Folder 1437. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 9221-9230, 2000
Folder 1438. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 9231-9240, 2000
Folder 1439. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 9241-9250, 2000
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Folder 1440. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 9251-9260, 2000
Folder 1441. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 9261-9270, 2000
Folder 1442. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 9271-9280, 2000
Folder 1443. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 9281-9290, 2000
Folder 1444. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 9291-9300, 2000
Folder 1445. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 9301-9310, 2000
Folder 1446. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 9311-9320, 2000
Folder 1447. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 9321-9330, 2000
Folder 1448. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 9331-9340, 2000
Folder 1449. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 9341-9350, 2000
Folder 1450. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 9351-9357, 2000
Folder 1451. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 9358-9375, 2000
Folder 1452. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 9376-9390, 2000
Folder 1453. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 9391-9400, 2000
Folder 1454. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 9401-9425, 2000
Folder 1455. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 9426-9440, 2000
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Folder 1456. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 9441-9450, 2000
Folder 1457. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 9451-9540, 2000
Folder 1458. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 9541-9702, 2000
Folder 1459. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 9703-9710, 2000
Folder 1460. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 9711-9720, 2000
Folder 1461. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 9721-9726, 2000
Folder 1462. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 10001-10010, 2000
Folder 1463. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 10011-10020, 2000
Folder 1464. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 10021-10030, 2000
Folder 1465. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 10031-10040, 2000
Folder 1466. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 10041-10050, 2000
Folder 1467. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 10051-10060, 2000
Folder 1468. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 10061-10070, 2000
Folder 1469. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 10071-10080, 2000
Folder 1470. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 10081-10090, 2000
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Folder 1471. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 10091-10100, 2000
Folder 1472. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 10101-10110, 2000
Folder 1473. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 10111-10120, 2000
Folder 1474. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 10121-10130, 2000
Folder 1475. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 10131-10140, 2000
Folder 1476. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 10140-10150, 2000
Folder 1477. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 10151-10160, 2000
Folder 1478. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 10161-10170, 2000
Folder 1479. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 10171-10180, 2000
Folder 1480. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 10181-10190, 2000
Folder 1481. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 10191-10200, 2000
Folder 1482. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 10201-10210, 2000
Folder 1483. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 10211-10220, 2000
Folder 1484. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 10221-10230, 2000
Folder 1485. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 10231-10240, 2000
Folder 1486. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 10241-10250, 2000
Folder 1487. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 10251-10260, 2000
Folder 1488. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 10261-10270, 2000
Folder 1489. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 10271-10294, 2000
Folder 1490. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 10295-10300, 2000
Folder 1491. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 10301-10310, 2000
Folder 1492. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 10311-10320, 2000
Folder 1493. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 10321-10330, 2000
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Folder 1494. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 10331-10340, 2000
Folder 1495. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 10341-10350, 2000
Folder 1496. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 10351-10360, 2000
Folder 1497. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 10361-10370, 2000
Folder 1498. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 10371-10380, 2000
Folder 1499. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 10381-10423, 2000
Folder 1500. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 20001-20034, 2000
Folder 1501. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 20035-20045, 2000
Folder 1502. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 20046-20086, 2000
Folder 1503. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 20087-20099, 2000
Folder 1504. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 20100-20111, 2000
Folder 1505. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 20112-20143, 2000
Folder 1506. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 20144-20153, 2000
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Folder 1507. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 20154-20187, 2000
Folder 1508. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 20188-20198, 2000
Folder 1509. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 20199-20231, 2000
Folder 1510. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 20232-20242, 2000
Folder 1511. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 20243-20265, 2000
Folder 1512. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 20266-20274, 2000
Folder 1513. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 20275-20290, 2000
Folder 1514. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 20291-20299, 2000
Folder 1515. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 20300-20324, 30256, 2000
Folder 1516. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 20325-20331, 2000
Folder 1517. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 20332-20371, 2000
Folder 1518. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 20373-20382, 2000
Folder 1519. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 20383-20392, 2000
Folder 1520. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 20393-20402, 2000
Folder 1521. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 20403-20412, 2000
Folder 1522. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 20413-20424, 2000
Folder 1523. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 20425-20448, 2000
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Folder 1524. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 20449-20460, 2000
Folder 1525. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 20461-20470, 2000
Folder 1526. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 20471-20479, 2000
Folder 1527. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 20480-20510, 2000
Folder 1528. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 20511-20517, 2000
Folder 1529. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 20518-20552, 2000
Folder 1530. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 20553-20562, 2000
Folder 1531. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 20563-20575, 2000
Folder 1532. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 30001-30010, 2000
Folder 1533. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 30011-30020, 2000
Folder 1534. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 30021-30030, 2000
Folder 1535. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 30031-30040, 2000
Folder 1536. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 30041-30050, 2000
Folder 1537. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 30051-30060, 2000
Folder 1538. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 30061-30070, 2000
Folder 1539. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 30071-30080, 2000
Folder 1540. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 30081-30090, 2000
Folder 1541. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 30091-30100, 2000
Folder 1542. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 30101-30110, 2000
Folder 1543. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 30111-30120, 2000
Folder 1544. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 30121-30130, 2000
Folder 1545. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 30131-30140, 2000
Folder 1546. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 30141-30150, 2000
Folder 1547. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 30151-30160, 2000
Folder 1548. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 30161-30170, 2000
Folder 1549. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 30171-30180, 2000
Folder 1550. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 30181-30190, 2000
Folder 1551. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 30191-30200, 2000
Folder 1552. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 30201-30218, 2000
Folder 1553. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 30219-30230, 2000
Folder 1554. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 30231-30240, 2000
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Folder 1555. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 30241-30260 (30257-30258, not in log), 2000
Folder 1556. Final Yosemite Valley Plan NAP (No Action Period) #1-77, 2000
Folder 1557. Yosemite Valley Plan Post-Scoping Public Comments, 1999 February
Folder 1558. Late Yosemite Valley Plan comments, 2000
Folder 1559. Late Yosemite Valley Plan comments, 2000
Folder 1560. Late Yosemite Valley Plan comments, 2000
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Folder 1561. Final 30-day protocol for processing public comments, 2000 October-December

Folder 1562. Yosemite Valley Plan Final YVPF# 1-77, public comments set 30-day NAP (No Action Period), originals, 2000 November

Folder 1563. Yosemite Valley Plan Final YVPF questions letters, 2000 December

Folder 1564. Yosemite Valley Plan Final YVPF# 1-77 public comments set 30-day NAP (No Action Period), duplicate copies, 2000 November

Folder 1565. Yosemite Valley Plan Final YVPF# 1-48 public comments set 30-day NAP (No Action Period), working copies, 2000 November

Folder 1566. Yosemite Valley Plan Final YVPF# 49-77 public comments set 30-day NAP (No Action Period), working copies, 2000 November

Folder 1567. Late Yosemite Valley Plan public comments Post Record of Decision (ROD), 2001

Folder 1568. Late Yosemite Valley Plan public comments LYVP # 1-66, originals, 2001 January-April

Folder 1569. Late Yosemite Valley Plan public comments LYVP # 67-120, originals, 2001 March-August
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Folder 1570. Post Yosemite Valley Plan, Record of Decision (ROD) controlled correspondence with NPS response, 2000-2001

Folder 1571. Post Yosemite Valley Plan, Record of Decision (ROD) letters from member of congress/government officials, 2001

Folder 1572. Post Yosemite Valley Plan, Record of Decision (ROD) public comments, 2001

Folder 1573. Post Yosemite Valley Plan, Record of Decision (ROD) public comment letters against, 2001 March-April

Folder 1574. Post Yosemite Valley Plan, Record of Decision (ROD) pro form letters (no address), 2001 June

Folder 1575. Post Yosemite Valley Plan, Record of Decision (ROD) pro form letters, California non-locals, 2001 May-June
Folder 1576. Post Yosemite Valley Plan, Record of Decision (ROD) pro form letters, California locals, 2001 March

Folder 1577. Post Yosemite Valley Plan, Record of Decision (ROD) pro form letters, 2001 March-April

Folder 1578. Post Yosemite Valley Plan, Record of Decision (ROD) pro form letters, 2001 March
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Folder 1579. Post Yosemite Valley Plan, Record of Decision (ROD) pro form letters, 2001 March

Folder 1580. Post Yosemite Valley Plan, Record of Decision (ROD) pro form letters, 2001 March-April

Folder 1581. Post Yosemite Valley Plan, Record of Decision (ROD) pro form letters, 2001 May

Folder 1582. Post Yosemite Valley Plan, Record of Decision (ROD) pro form letters, 2001

Folder 1583. Post Yosemite Valley Plan, Record of Decision (ROD) pro form letters, 2001
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Folder 1584. Post Yosemite Valley Plan, Record of Decision (ROD) pro form letters, 2001

Folder 1585. Post Yosemite Valley Plan, Record of Decision (ROD) pro form letters, 2001

Folder 1586. Post Yosemite Valley Plan, Record of Decision (ROD) pro form letters, 2001

Folder 1587. Post Yosemite Valley Plan, Record of Decision (ROD) pro form letters, 2001

Folder 1588. Post Yosemite Valley Plan, Record of Decision (ROD) pro form letters, 2001

Folder 1589. Post Yosemite Valley Plan, Record of Decision (ROD) pro form letters, 2001
Folder 1590. Post Yosemite Valley Plan, Record of Decision (ROD) pro form letters, 2001
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Folder 1591. Post Yosemite Valley Plan, Record of Decision (ROD) pro form letters, 2001

Folder 1592. Post Yosemite Valley Plan, Record of Decision (ROD) pro form letters, 2001

Folder 1593. Post Yosemite Valley Plan, Record of Decision (ROD) pro form letters, 2001

Folder 1594. Post Yosemite Valley Plan, Record of Decision (ROD) pro form letters, 2001

Folder 1595. Post Yosemite Valley Plan, Record of Decision (ROD) pro form letters, 2001

Folder 1596. Post Yosemite Valley Plan, Record of Decision (ROD) pro form letters, 2001

Folder 1597. Post Yosemite Valley Plan, Record of Decision (ROD) pro form letters, 2001

Folder 1598. Post Yosemite Valley Plan, Record of Decision (ROD) pro form letters, 2001

Folder 1599. Post Yosemite Valley Plan, Record of Decision (ROD) pro form letters, 2001
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Folder 1600. Post Yosemite Valley Plan, Record of Decision (ROD) form letters nationwide, 2001

Folder 1601. Post Yosemite Valley Plan, Record of Decision (ROD) form letters nationwide, 2001

Folder 1602. Post Yosemite Valley Plan, Record of Decision (ROD) form letters nationwide, 2001

Folder 1603. Post Yosemite Valley Plan, Record of Decision (ROD) form letters nationwide, 2001
Folder 1604. Post Yosemite Valley Plan, Record of Decision (ROD) form letters nationwide, 2001

Folder 1605. Post Yosemite Valley Plan, Record of Decision (ROD) form letters nationwide, 2001

Folder 1606. Post Yosemite Valley Plan, Record of Decision (ROD) form letters nationwide, 2001 June
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Folder 1607. Post Yosemite Valley Plan, Record of Decision (ROD) form letters nationwide, 2001 June

Folder 1608. Post Yosemite Valley Plan, Record of Decision (ROD) form letters nationwide (email print-outs), 2001 June 05

Folder 1609. Post Yosemite Valley Plan, Record of Decision (ROD) form letters nationwide (email print-outs), 2001 June 06

Folder 1610. Post Yosemite Valley Plan, Record of Decision (ROD) form letters nationwide (email print-outs), 2001 June 07

Folder 1611. Post Yosemite Valley Plan, Record of Decision (ROD) form letters nationwide (email print-outs), 2001 June 08

Folder 1612. Post Yosemite Valley Plan, Record of Decision (ROD) form letters nationwide (email print-outs), 2001 June 10

Folder 1613. Post Yosemite Valley Plan, Record of Decision (ROD) form letters nationwide (email print-outs), 2001 June 14-15

Folder 1614. Post Yosemite Valley Plan, Record of Decision (ROD) form letters nationwide (email print-outs), 2001 June 16
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Folder 1615. Post Yosemite Valley Plan, Record of Decision (ROD) form letters nationwide (email print-outs), 2001 June 17-20

Folder 1616. Post Yosemite Valley Plan, Record of Decision (ROD) form letters nationwide (email print-outs), 2001 July 02-07

Folder 1617. Post Yosemite Valley Plan, Record of Decision (ROD) form letters nationwide (email print-outs), 2001 July 08
Folder 1618. Post Yosemite Valley Plan, Record of Decision (ROD) form letters nationwide (email print-outs), 2001 July 11-14, 16

Folder 1619. Post Yosemite Valley Plan comments: General, 2003 August-October

Folder 1620. Post Yosemite Valley Plan comments: General, 2001-2002

Folder 1621. Post Yosemite Valley Plan comments: Loose papers, 2003-2004

Folder 1622. Post Yosemite Valley Plan comments: Transportation, 2003-2004

Folder 1623. Post Yosemite Valley Plan comments: By subject, 2003-2004
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Folder 0001. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan/EIS comment analysis and characterization correspondence, 1998-1999

Folder 0002. Draft Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan/EIS analysis of public comments, 1999 January 11

Folder 0003. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan response to public comments, 1998-1999

Folder 0004. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan response to public comments, 1999 January

Folder 0005. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan scoping comments, originals [Folder 1 of 5], 1994 January
Color photograph; water damage from 1997 flood

Folder 0006. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan scoping comments, originals [Folder 2 of 5], 1994
Water damage from 1997 flood

Folder 0007. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan scoping comments, originals [Folder 3 of 5], 1994
Color photograph; water damage from 1997 flood

Folder 0008. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan scoping comments, originals [folder 4 of 5], 1994
Water damage from 1997 flood
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Folder 0009. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan scoping comments, originals [Folder 5 of 5], 1994

Water damage from 1997 flood

Folder 0010. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan late comments, (no number, no copies) originals [Folder 1 of 2], 1998-1999

Color photograph

Folder 0011. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan late comments, (no number, no copies) originals [Folder 2 of 2], 1997-1998

Folder 0012. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan scoping comments V 1-51, complete set of photocopies from Denver Service Center, some organizational originals, 1994 February-March

Folder 0013. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan scoping comments V 52-99, complete set of photocopies from Denver Service Center, some organizational originals, 1994 February-March

Folder 0014. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan scoping comments V 100-111 (letters not numbered after V111), complete set of photocopies from Denver Service Center, some organizational originals, 1994

Folder 0015. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan scoping comments (no numbers), complete set of photocopies from Denver Service Center, some organizational originals, 1994 January-February
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Folder 0016. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan public comments YNP# VIP 1-99, working copies, 1996-1997

Folder 0017. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan public comments YNP# VIP 100-199, working copies, 1997 November

Folder 0018. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan public comments YNP# VIP 200-299, working copies, 1997 November

Folder 0019. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan public comments YNP# VIP 300-399, working copies, 1997 November-December

SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 2: BOX 4

Folder 0020. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan public comments YNP# VIP 400-499, working copies, 1997

Folder 0021. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan public comments YNP# VIP 500-599, working copies, 1997 December
Folder 0022. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan public comments YNP# VIP 600-699, working copies, 1997 December

Folder 0023. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan public comments YNP# VIP 700-799, working copies, 1997-1998

Folder 0024. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan public comments YNP# VIP 800-899, working copies, 1998 January

SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 2: BOX 5

Folder 0025. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan public comments YNP# VIP 900-949, working copies, 1998 January

Folder 0026. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan public comments YNP# VIP 950-999, working copies, 1998 January

Folder 0027. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan public comments YNP# VIP 1000-1099, working copies, 1998 January

Folder 0028. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan public comments YNP# VIP 1100-1199, working copies, 1998 January

Folder 0029. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan public comments YNP# VIP 1200-1299, working copies, 1998 January

SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 2: BOX 6

Folder 0030. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan public comments YNP# VIP 1300-1399, working copies, 1998 January-February

Folder 0031. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan public comments YNP# VIP 1400-1499, working copies, 1998 January-February

Folder 0032. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan public comments YNP# VIP 1500-1599, working copies, 1998 February-March

Folder 0033. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan public comments YNP# VIP 1600-1699, working copies, 1998 January-February

Folder 0034. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan public comments YNP# VIP 1700-1799, working copies, 1998 February

SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 2: BOX 7
Folder 0035. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan public comments YNP# VIP 1800-1899, working copies, 1998 February

Folder 0036. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan public comments YNP# VIP 1900-1999, working copies, 1998 February

Folder 0037. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan public comments YNP# VIP 2000-2099, working copies, 1998 February

Folder 0038. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan public comments YNP# VIP 2100-2199, working copies, 1998 February

Folder 0039. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan public comments YNP# VIP 2200-2249, working copies, 1998 February

SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 2: BOX 8

Folder 0040. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan public comments YNP# VIP 2250-2299, working copies, 1998 February

Folder 0041. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan public comments YNP# VIP 2300-2399, working copies, 1998 February

Folder 0042. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan public comments YNP# VIP 2400-2499, working copies, 1998 January-February

Folder 0043. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan public comments YNP# VIP 2500-2599, working copies, 1998 January-March

Folder 0044. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan public comments YNP# VIP 2600-2699, working copies, 1997-1998

SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 2: BOX 9

Folder 0045. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan public comments YNP# VIP 2700-2799, working copies, 1997 November

Folder 0046. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan public comments YNP# VIP 2800-2899, working copies, 1997 November-December

Folder 0047. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan public comments YNP# VIP 2900-2999, working copies, 1997-1998

Folder 0048. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan public comments YNP# VIP 3000-3099, working copies, 1998 January
Folder 0049. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan public comments YNP# VIP 3100-3199, working copies, 1998 January-February

SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 2: BOX 10

Folder 0050. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan public comments YNP# VIP 3200-3299, working copies, 1998 February

Folder 0051. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan public comments YNP# VIP 3300-3399, working copies, 1998 February

Folder 0052. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan public comments YNP# VIP 3400-3499, working copies, 1998 March

Folder 0053. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan public comments YNP# VIP 3500-3585, working copies, 1998 February-March


SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 3: BOX 1


Folder 0003. Pre-Yosemite Valley Plan: PIP (Public Involvement Planning), CAET coding structure, retro-analysis, 1999 September

Folder 0004. Pre-Yosemite Valley Plan: Comment log sorted by commenter name, 1992-2000


Folder 0006. Pre-Yosemite Valley Plan: Comment log sorted by stage of process and commenter name, 1992-2000


SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 3: BOX 2
Folder 0008. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan, Pre-YVP response to comments, retro-analysis, 1999-2000

Folder 0009. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan, Pre-YVP response to comments regarding transportation, retro-analysis, circa 1999

Folder 0010. Yosemite Lodge DCP (Development Concept Plan) Environmental Assessment response to public comments, retro analysis, 1999

Folder 0011. Yosemite Valley Plan Draft, scoping comment period correspondence (Gary Colliver), 1998-1999


Folder 0013. Correspondence regarding comment analysis contractor, 1999

Folder 0014. Yosemite Valley Plan, Pre-YVP comment analysis email, retro-analysis, 1999 August-September

Folder 0015. IA8800-99-032: CAET interagency agreement, MRP (Merced River Plan) scoping and Pre-YVP retro-analysis, 1999

Folder 0016. IA8800-99-032: CAET interagency agreement and Module 1, MRP (Merced River Plan) scoping and Pre-YVP retro-analysis, 1999

Folder 0017. IA8800-00-001: CAET interagency agreement, complete Yosemite Valley Plan retro-analysis, 1999-2000

Folder 0018. IA8800-00-001: CAET interagency agreement and modifications [Folder 1 of 2], 1999

Folder 0019. IA8800-00-001: CAET interagency agreement and modifications [Folder 2 of 2], 1999

**SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 3: BOX 3**

Folder 0020. Yosemite/US Forest Service CAET IA (interagency agreement) correspondence, 1999

Folder 0021. Yosemite/US Forest Service CAET IA (interagency agreement) correspondence, 2000 January-July

Folder 0022. Yosemite/US Forest Service CAET IA (interagency agreement) correspondence, 2000 August-December
Folder 0023. CAET comment analysis email, 1999

Folder 0024. CAET comment analysis email, 2000 January-June

Folder 0025. CAET comment analysis email, 2000-2001

Folder 0026. Yosemite staff team to Missoula/CAET, 2000 March-July

Folder 0027. Schedule comment processing, concern screening including process elements to define data structure, 2000 March-July

Folder 0028. Yosemite Valley Plan, concern screening process development CAET, 2000 March-July


**SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 3: BOX 4**

Folder 0030. CAET protocol, comment process development, 2000 April-June

Folder 0031. Yosemite Valley Plan Draft comment database (management), 1999-2000

Folder 0032. Public concerns database (design), 2000 April-June

Folder 0033. Yosemite Valley Plan Draft, CAET correspondence coding structure, 2000 April-June

Folder 0034. Graphs: Merced River Plan and Yosemite Valley Plan comments received per day, 2000 June-July

Folder 0035. CAET letter record: issues regarding specific letters, 2000-2001

Folder 0036. Final comment category counts Draft Yosemite Valley Plan, 2000 August-December

Folder 0037. Comment counts per major category Draft Yosemite Valley Plan/SEIS Colliver 06MPI, 2000 May

Folder 0038. Response letters to public during comment analysis process, 1999-2001

Folder 0039. Yosemite Valley Plan PIP (public involvement process), concern report, 2000 May 03
Folder 0040. Yosemite Valley Plan PIP (public involvement process), concern report, 2000 May 16

Folder 0041. Yosemite Valley Plan PIP (public involvement process), concern report, 2000 May 31

Folder 0042. Yosemite Valley Plan PIP (public involvement process), concern report, 2000 June 05

Folder 0043. Merced River Plan public comments that relate to the Yosemite Valley Plan, 2000 April

Folder 0044. Yosemite Valley Plan PIP (public involvement process), concern report. Accelerated schedule process, 2000 June-July

Folder 0045. Yosemite Valley Plan PIP (public involvement process), concern screening report, 2000 June 20

Folder 0046. Yosemite Valley Plan PIP (public involvement process), concern screening report, 2000 June 21

SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 3: BOX 5

Folder 0047. Comment response tracking table, 2000 June 13


Includes summary of planning history, 1974-2000

Folder 0049. Summary of Public Concern Related to Yosemite Valley Planning from Comment on the Merced Wild and Scenic River Plan, 2000 April

Folder 0050. Deleted concerns report, 2000 July

Folder 0051. Tracking of specific concern statements, Yosemite Valley Plan, 2000 June-August

Folder 0052. Notable issues from concern screening, 2000 July


Folder 0054. Yosemite Valley Plan Green Team: Response to comment, 2000 June-July
Folder 0055. Yosemite Valley Plan Red Team: Respond to comment, correspondence/memorandum, 2000 April-July

Folder 0056. Index to public concerns, 2000 August

Folder 0057. Martha's (Martha Lee) Concern Statement Responder List, 2000 August

Folder 0058. Topic leader assignments/notes, guidelines for comment responders, 2000 June

Folder 0059. Assignments: FEIS (Final Environmental Impact Statement) development and public comment response, 2000 June-July

**SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 3: BOX 6**

Folder 0060. Yosemite Valley Plan Red Team Reviews Level 1 Response, 2000 May-June

Folder 0061. Yosemite Valley Plan Red Team Reviews Level 2-3 Response, 2000 May-June

Folder 0062. Comment response tracking, 2000 July-August

Folder 0063. Response to comments (total assigned per responder), 2000 July 24

Folder 0064. Power Point (PPT) results of Red Team review of Draft Yosemite Valley Plan/SEIS (Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement), 2000 May

Folder 0065. Red Team review comments, 2000 May

Folder 0066. Red Team response, Sue Fritzke (NPS), 2000 June-August

Folder 0067. Comment analysis response correspondence (Martha Lee), 1999, 2000 June-July

Folder 0068. Boilerplate for response to public comments, 2000 June-July

Folder 0069. Yosemite Valley Plan response to public comments, edits [Folder 1 of 2], 2000 January-February

Folder 0070. Yosemite Valley Plan response to public comments, edits [Folder 2 of 2], 2000 January-February

Folder 0071. Photographic documentation: Yosemite employees in Missoula for CAET, 2000 July
Color photographs

Folder 0072. Photographic documentation: Public comment analysis process, circa 1999

Color photographs; Polaroid; negatives

SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 3: BOX 7

Folder 0073. Memorandums regarding responses to information request/Immediate attention I Yosemite Valley Plan/SEIS, 2000

Folder 0074. PIP (Public Involvement Process): Immediate attention and information request reports, Yosemite Valley Plan (Gary Howard's responses), 2000 May

Folder 0075. Immediate attention letters logs, Yosemite Valley Plan/SEIS, 2000

Folder 0076. PCAP (Public Comment Analysis Process): Immediate attention comment letters Volume I, 2000

Folder 0077. PCAP (Public Comment Analysis Process): Immediate attention comment letters Volume II [Folder 1 of 3], 2000

Folder 0078. PCAP (Public Comment Analysis Process): Immediate attention comment letters Volume II [Folder 2 of 3], 2000

Folder 0079. PCAP (Public Comment Analysis Process): Immediate attention comment letters Volume II [Folder 3 of 3], 2000

SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 3: BOX 8

Folder 0080. PCAP (Public Comment Analysis Process): Immediate attention comment letters Volume III, 2000

Folder 0081. PCAP (Public Comment Analysis Process): Immediate attention comment letters Volume IV [Folder 1 of 3], 2000

Folder 0082. PCAP (Public Comment Analysis Process): Immediate attention comment letters Volume IV [Folder 2 of 3], 2000

Folder 0083. PCAP (Public Comment Analysis Process): Immediate attention comment letters Volume IV [Folder 3 of 3], 2000

Folder 0084. PCAP (Public Comment Analysis Process): Immediate attention comment letters Volume V [Folder 1 of 3], 2000
Folder 0085. PCAP (Public Comment Analysis Process): Immediate attention comment letters Volume V [Folder 2 of 3], 2000

SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 3: BOX 9

Folder 0086. PCAP (Public Comment Analysis Process): Immediate attention comment letters Volume V [Folder 3 of 3], 2000

Folder 0087. CAET immediate attention/information request reports - early reports (i.e. Not final), 2000 May-July

Folder 0088. Final CAET immediate attention report #12, 2000 July 24

Folder 0089. Immediate attention/information request processed (Gary Howard), 2000 May-August

Folder 0090. BRW immediate attention/information request report #1 (Gary Howard), 2000 May

Folder 0091. BRW immediate attention/information request report #2 (Gary Howard), 2000 May

Folder 0092. BRW immediate attention/information request report #3 (Gary Howard), 2000 June

Folder 0093. BRW immediate attention/information request report #4 (Gary Howard), 2000 June

Folder 0094. BRW immediate attention/information request report #5 (Gary Howard), 2000 June

Folder 0095. BRW immediate attention/information request report #6 (Gary Howard), 2000 June

Folder 0096. BRW immediate attention/information request report #7 (Gary Howard), 2000 July

Folder 0097. BRW immediate attention/information request report #8 (Gary Howard), 2000 July

Folder 0098. BRW immediate attention/information request report #9 (Gary Howard), 2000 July

Folder 0099. Correspondence regarding missing responses, 2000 November

SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 3: BOX 10
Folder 0100. First boilerplate for responses to public comments, circa 2000
Folder 0101. Boilerplate for response to public comments, 2000
Folder 0102. Red Team Review and comment responder assignment correspondence, 2000 April-June
Folder 0103. Red Team Review response correspondence, 2000 June
Folder 0104. Comment Response Team Concern Report, 2000 May
Folder 0105. Comment Response Team Concern Report, 2000 June
Folder 0106. Comment Response Team report, 2000 June
Folder 0107. Comment Response Team report and update, 2000 June
Folder 0108. Response to Comments, Management Briefing Report, 2000 June
Folder 0109. Response to Comments, Management Briefing Report, 2000 June
Folder 0110. Response to Comments, Management Briefing Report, 2000 June

SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 3: BOX 11
Folder 0111. Public comment letters: employee transportation issue, 2000 June
Folder 0112. Public comment letters: employee transportation issue, 2000 June
Folder 0113. Response to comments edits to text, 2000 June
Folder 0114. Red Team comment response, final, 2000 July
Folder 0115. Staff response to public comment assignments [Folder 1 of 9], 2000 July
Folder 0116. Staff response to public comment assignments [Folder 2 of 9], 2000 July
Folder 0117. Staff response to public comment assignments [Folder 3 of 9], 2000 July
Folder 0118. Staff response to public comment assignments [Folder 4 of 9], 2000 June-July
SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 3: BOX 12

Folder 0119. Staff response to public comment assignments [Folder 5 of 9], 2000 June-July

Folder 0120. Staff response to public comment assignments [Folder 6 of 9], 2000 June-July

Folder 0121. Staff response to public comment assignments [Folder 7 of 9], 2000 July-August

Folder 0122. Staff response to public comment assignments [Folder 8 of 9], 2000 August

SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 3: BOX 13

Folder 0123. Staff response to public comment assignments [Folder 9 of 9], 2000 August-September

Folder 0124. Cultural resource staff response to public comments [Folder 1 of 2], 2000 June-July

Folder 0125. Cultural Resource staff response to public comments [Folder 2 of 2], 2000 June-July

Folder 0126. Visitor experience staff response to public comments, Jim Corless, 2000 June-July

Folder 0127. Visitor experience staff response to public comments, Jim Corless, 1999, 2000 July

Folder 0128. Scoping comment analysis report for the Draft Yosemite Valley Plan/SEIS, 1999

Folder 0129. Analysis of public scoping comments for the Merced River Plan, 1999

Folder 0130. Analysis of public scoping comments for the Merced River Plan, 1999

Folder 0131. Notice of scoping preparation for the Merced River, 1999


Folder 0133. Summary of Public Comment, Merced River Plan, 2000 April
SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 3: BOX 14

Folder 0134. Yosemite Valley Plan Response to Comment: Management Briefing Report [Folder 1 of 2], 2000 June 23

Folder 0135. Yosemite Valley Plan Response to Comment: Management Briefing Report [Folder 2 of 2], 2000 June 23


Folder 0137. Yosemite Valley Plan Response to Comment: Concern Screening Report, 2000 July 05

Folder 0138. Yosemite Valley Plan Response to Comment: Concern Screening Report, 2000 July 06

Folder 0139. Yosemite Valley Plan Response to Comment: Concern Screening Report, 2000 July 07

Folder 0140. Yosemite Valley Plan Response to Comment: Concern Screening Report, 2000 July 08

Folder 0141. Yosemite Valley Plan Response to Comment: Concern Screening Report, 2000 July 09

Folder 0142. Yosemite Valley Plan Response to Comment: Concern Screening Report, 2000 July 10

Folder 0143. Yosemite Valley Plan Response to Comment: Concern Screening Report, 2000 July 11

Folder 0144. Yosemite Valley Plan Response to Comment: Concern Screening Report, 2000 July 12

Folder 0145. Yosemite Valley Plan Response to Comment: Concern Screening Report, 2000 July 17

Folder 0146. Yosemite Valley Plan Response to Comment: Concern Screening Report, 2000 July 24

SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 3: BOX 15

Folder 0147. Comment response form revisions, concern # 1-26, 2000 August
Folder 0148. Comment response form revisions, concern # 27-49, 2000 August
Folder 0149. Comment response form revisions, concern # 50-80, 2000 August
Folder 0150. Comment response form revisions, concern # 81-104, 2000 August
Folder 0151. Comment response form revisions, concern # 105-129, 2000 August

SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 3: BOX 16

Folder 0152. Comment response form revisions, concern # 130-155, 2000 August
Folder 0153. Comment response form revisions, concern # 156-185, 2000 August
Folder 0154. Comment response form revisions, concern # 186-219, 2000 August
Folder 0155. Comment response form revisions, concern # 220-245, 2000 August
Folder 0156. Comment response form revisions, concern # 246-282, 2000 August

SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 3: BOX 17

Folder 0157. Comment response form revisions, concern # 283-319, 2000 August
Folder 0158. Comment response form revisions, concern # 320-352, 2000 August
Folder 0159. Comment response form revisions, concern # 353-390, 2000 August
Folder 0160. Comment response form revisions, concern # 392-421, 2000 August
Folder 0161. Comment response form revisions, concern # 422-457, 2000 August

SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 3: BOX 18

Folder 0162. Comment response form revisions, concern # 458-486, 2000 August
Folder 0163. Comment response form revisions, concern # 487-524, 2000 August
Folder 0164. Comment response form revisions, concern # 525-550, 2000 August
Folder 0165. Comment response form revisions, concern # 551-563, 2000 August
Folder 0166. Comment response form revisions, concern # 564-574, 2000 August
Folder 0167. Comment response form revisions, concern # 575-585, 2000 August
Folder 0168. Comment response form revisions, concern # 587-600, 2000 August
Folder 0169. Comment response form revisions, concern # 601-611, 2000 August
Folder 0170. Comment response form revisions, concern # 612-622, 2000 August

SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 3: BOX 19

Folder 0171. Comment response form revisions, concern # 623-632, 2000 August
Folder 0172. Comment response form revisions, concern # 633-650, 2000 August
Folder 0173. Comment response form revisions, concern # 651-665, 2000 August
Folder 0174. Comment response form revisions, concern # 666-680, 2000 August
Folder 0175. Comment response form revisions, concern # 681-690, 2000 August
Folder 0176. Comment response form revisions, concern # 691-702, 2000 August
Folder 0177. Comment response form revisions, concern # 703-717, 2000 August
Folder 0178. Comment response form revisions, concern # 718-725, 2000 August
Folder 0179. Comment response form revisions, concern # 726-736, 2000 August
Folder 0180. Comment response form revisions, concern # 737-750 [concern # range skips from 750 to 1001], 2000 August
Folder 0181. Comment response form revisions, concern # 1001-1017, 2000 August
Folder 0182. Comment response form revisions, concern # 1018-1030, 2000 August

SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 3: BOX 20

Folder 0183. Comment response form revisions, concern # 1031-1040, 2000 August
Folder 0184. Comment response form revisions, concern # 1041-1060, 2000 August
Folder 0185. Comment response form revisions, concern # 1061-1078, 2000 August
Folder 0186. Comment response form revisions, concern # 1079-1095, 2000 August
Folder 0187. Comment response form revisions, concern # 1096-1107, 2000 August
Folder 0188. Comment response form revisions, concern # 1108-1122, 2000 August
Folder 0189. Comment response form revisions, concern # 1123-1156, 2000 August
Folder 0190. Comment response form revisions, concern # 1157-1178, 2000 August

**SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 3: BOX 21**

Folder 0191. Original revision notes from Concern Screening Report, 2000 May 18
Folder 0192. Original revision notes from Concern Screening Report, 2000 May 31
Folder 0193. Original revision notes from Concern Screening Report, 2000 June 01
Folder 0194. Original revision notes from Concern Screening Report, 2000 June 08
Folder 0195. Original revision notes from Concern Screening Report, 2000 June 13
Folder 0196. Original revision notes from Concern Screening Report, 2000 June 21
Folder 0197. Original revision notes from Concern Screening Report, 2000 June 26
Folder 0198. Original revision notes from Concern Screening Report, 2000 July 05
Folder 0199. Original revision notes from Concern Screening Report, 2000 July 06
Folder 0200. Original revision notes from Concern Screening Report, 2001 July 07
Folder 0201. Original revision notes from Concern Screening Report, 2001 July 08
Folder 0202. Original revision notes from Concern Screening Report, 2002 July 09
Folder 0203. Original revision notes from Concern Screening Report, 2000 July 09
Folder 0204. Original revision notes from Concern Screening Report, 2000 July 10
Folder 0205. Original revision notes from Concern Screening Report, 2000 July 11
Folder 0206. Original revision notes from Concern Screening Report, 2000 July 12
Folder 0207. Original revision notes from Concern Screening Report, 2000 July 17

**SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 3: BOX 22**

Folder 0208. Original revision notes from Concern Screening Report, 2000 July 24
Folder 0209. Management Report by Topic (old format) [Folder 1 of 2], 2000 June 28

Folder 0210. Management Report by Topic (old format) [Folder 2 of 2], 2000 June 28

Folder 0211. Yosemite Valley Plan public comment database queries- Wendy's query, deleted concerns, 2000 August


Folder 0213. Comment response forms pending final approval, 2000 September

Folder 0214. Government Agency concern letter tracking, 2000

**SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 3: BOX 23**

Folder 0215. Summary of Public Comments and Responses, Yosemite Valley Plan/SEIS CAET Report [Final] [Folder 1 of 3], 2000 November

Folder 0216. Summary of Public Comments and Responses, Yosemite Valley Plan/SEIS CAET Report [Final] [Folder 2 of 3], 2000 November

Folder 0217. Summary of Public Comments and Responses, Yosemite Valley Plan/SEIS CAET Report [Final] [Folder 3 of 3], 2000 November

Folder 0218. Management Briefing by Topic Report: Public comments and sample quotes received July 1, 2000 to July 9, 2000 [Folder 1 of 2], 2000 July 09

Folder 0219. Management Briefing by Topic Report: Public comments and sample quotes received July 1, 2000 to July 9, 2000 [Folder 2 of 2], 2000 July 09

**SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 3: BOX 24**

Folder 0220. Management Briefing by Topic Report: Public comments and sample quotes received May 1, 2000 to June 30, 2000 [Folder 1 of 2], 2000 June 30

Folder 0221. Management Briefing by Topic Report: Public comments and sample quotes received May 1, 2000 to June 30, 2000 [Folder 2 of 2], 2000 June 30

Folder 0222. Final Comment Response Forms: Public concerns, sample quotes, and NPS responses [Folder 1 of 7], 2000

Folder 0223. Final Comment Response Forms: Public concerns, sample quotes, and NPS responses [Folder 2 of 7], 2000
Folder 0224. Final Comment Response Forms: Public concerns, sample quotes, and NPS responses [Folder 3 of 7], 2000

**SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 3: BOX 25**

Folder 0225. Final Comment Response Forms: Public concerns, sample quotes, and NPS responses [Folder 4 of 7], 2000

Folder 0226. Final Comment Response Forms: Public concerns, sample quotes, and NPS responses [Folder 5 of 7], 2000

Folder 0227. Final Comment Response Forms: Public concerns, sample quotes, and NPS responses [Folder 6 of 7], 2000

Folder 0228. Final Comment Response Forms: Public concerns, sample quotes, and NPS responses [Folder 7 of 7], 2000

Folder 0229. Public Comment Analysis Management Briefing by Topic Report Volume I [Folder 1 of 4], 2000 April-July

**SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 3: BOX 26**

Folder 0230. Public Comment Analysis Management Briefing by Topic Report Volume I [Folder 2 of 4], 2000 April-July

Folder 0231. Public Comment Analysis Management Briefing by Topic Report Volume I [Folder 3 of 4], 2000 April-July

Folder 0232. Public Comment Analysis Management Briefing by Topic Report Volume I [Folder 4 of 4], 2000 April-July

Folder 0233. Public Comment Analysis Management Briefing by Topic Report Volume II [Folder 1 of 2], 2000 April-July

Folder 0234. Public Comment Analysis Management Briefing by Topic Report Volume II [Folder 2 of 2], 2000 April-July

Folder 0235. Public Comment Analysis Volume I and Volume II Binder Sample Quotes [Folder 1 of 3], 2000 April-July

Folder 0236. Public Comment Analysis Volume I and Volume II Binder Sample Quotes [Folder 2 of 3], 2000 April-July

Folder 0237. Public Comment Analysis Volume I and Volume II Binder Sample Quotes [Folder 3 of 3], 2000 April-July
SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 3: BOX 27

Folder 0238. Public Comment Analysis Management Briefing by Topic Report [Folder 1 of 6], 2000 July 24

Folder 0239. Public Comment Analysis Management Briefing by Topic Report [Folder 2 of 6], 2000 July 24

Folder 0240. Public Comment Analysis Management Briefing by Topic Report [Folder 3 of 6], 2000 July 24

Folder 0241. Public Comment Analysis Management Briefing by Topic Report [Folder 4 of 6], 2000 July 24

Folder 0242. Public Comment Analysis Management Briefing by Topic Report [Folder 5 of 6], 2000 July 24

Folder 0243. Public Comment Analysis Management Briefing by Topic Report [Folder 6 of 6], 2000 July 24

SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 3: BOX 28

Folder 0244. Comment Log: Pre-Yosemite Valley Plan, working copies, 1997-1999

Folder 0245. Yosemite Valley Plan Scoping CAET# Y1-1 to Y1-88, working copies, 1999

Folder 0246. Yosemite Valley Plan Scoping CAET# Y1-89 to Y1-208, working copies, 1999

Folder 0247. Yosemite Valley Plan Scoping CAET# Y1-209 to Y1-278, working copies, 1999

Folder 0248. Yosemite Valley Plan Scoping CAET# Y1-279 to Y1-357, working copies, 1999

Folder 0249. Yosemite Valley Plan Scoping CAET# Y1-358 to Y1-466, working copies, 1999

SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 3: BOX 29

Folder 0250. Yosemite Valley Plan Scoping CAET# Y1-467 to Y1-561, working copies, 1999
Folder 0251. Yosemite Valley Plan Scoping CAET# Y1-562 to Y1-599, working copies, 1999

Folder 0252. Yosemite Valley Plan Scoping CAET# Y1-600 to Y1-699, working copies, 1996-1999

Folder 0253. Yosemite Valley Plan Scoping CAET# Y1-700 to Y1-810, working copies, 1997-1999

Folder 0254. Yosemite Valley Plan Scoping CAET# Y1-811 to Y1-902, working copies, 1997-1999

Folder 0255. Yosemite Valley Plan Scoping CAET# Y1-903 to Y1-980, working copies, 1997-1999

Folder 0256. Yosemite Valley Plan Scoping CAET# Y1-965 to Y1-1084, working copies, 1997-1999

**SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 3: BOX 30**

Folder 0257. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1085 to Y2-1177, working copies, 1997-1999

Folder 0258. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1178 to Y2-1290, working copies, 1997-1999

Folder 0259. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1291 to Y2-1405, working copies, 1997-1999

Folder 0260. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1406 to Y2-1502, working copies, 1998-1999

Folder 0261. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1503 to Y2-1561, working copies, 1998-1999

Folder 0262. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1562 to Y2-1631, working copies, 1998-1999

Folder 0263. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1632 to Y2-1723, working copies, 1998-1999

**SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 3: BOX 31**

Folder 0264. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1724 to Y2-1831, working copies, 1998-1999
Folder 0265. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-1832 to Y2-1946, working copies, 1998-1999


Folder 0267. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2100 to Y2-2187, working copies, 1997-1999

Folder 0268. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2188 to Y2-2333, working copies, 1998-1999

Folder 0269. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2334 to Y2-2357, working copies, 1997-1999

SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 3: BOX 32

Folder 0270. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2458 to Y2-2582, working copies, 1998-1999

Folder 0271. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2583 to Y2-2677, working copies, 1998-1999

Folder 0272. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2678 to Y2-2808, working copies, 1998-1999


Folder 0274. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-2909 to Y2-2997, working copies, 1998-1999

SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 3: BOX 33

Folder 0275. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3417 to Y2-3551, working copies, 1998-1999

Folder 0276. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3553 to Y2-3715, working copies, 1998-1999

Folder 0277. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3716 to Y2-3914, working copies, 1998-1999

Folder 0278. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-3915 to Y2-4087, working copies, 1998-1999
Folder 0279. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4088 to Y2-4224,
working copies, 1998-1999

**SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 3: BOX 34**

Folder 0280. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4225 to Y2-4290,
working copies, 1998-1999

Folder 0281. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4291 to Y2-4431,
working copies, 1997-1999

Folder 0282. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4432 to Y2-4640,
working copies, 1998-1999

Folder 0283. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4641 to Y2-4804,
working copies, 1997-1999

Folder 0284. Yosemite Valley Implementation Plan CAET# Y2-4805 to Y2-4869;
Y2-6335-6336; 6340; 6345-6347, working copies, 1997-1999

**SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 3: BOX 35**

Folder 0285. 1996 Housing Plan CAET# Y3-3001 to Y3-3089, working copies,
1996-1997, 1999

Folder 0286. 1996 Housing Plan CAET# Y3-3090 to Y3-3176, working copies,
1996-1997, 1999

Folder 0287. 1996 Housing Plan CAET# Y3-3177 to Y3-3144, working copies,
1996-1997, 1999

Folder 0288. Yosemite Lodge Development Concept Plan CAET# Y4-3201 to Y4-
3325, working copies, 1997, 1999

Folder 0289. Yosemite Lodge Development Concept Plan CAET# Y4-3326 to Y4-
3412, Y4-6339, working copies, 1997, 1999

Folder 0290. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-4871 to Y5-5009, working copies,
1992, 1999

**SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 3: BOX 36**

Folder 0291. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5010 to Y5-5181, working copies,
1992, 1999
Folder 0292. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5182 to Y5-5345, working copies, 1992, 1999

Folder 0293. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5346 to Y5-5543, working copies, 1992, 1999

Folder 0294. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5544 to Y5-5741, working copies, 1992, 1999

Folder 0295. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5742 to Y5-5919, working copies, 1992, 1999

**SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 3: BOX 37**

Folder 0296. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-5920 to Y5-6102, working copies, 1992, 1999

Folder 0297. 1992 Housing Plan CAET# Y5-6103 to Y5-6338, working copies, 1992, 1999

**SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 3: BOX 38**

Folder 0298. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1-130, working copies, 2000 March-May

Folder 0299. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 131-280, working copies, 2000 May

Folder 0300. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 281-442, working copies, 2000 May

Folder 0301. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 443-580, working copies, 2000 May

Folder 0302. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 581-680, working copies, 2000 March, May-June

**SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 3: BOX 39**

Folder 0303. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 681-880, working copies, 2000 May-June

Folder 0304. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 881-1010, working copies, 2000 May-June
Folder 0305. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1011-1140, working copies, 2000 May-June

Folder 0306. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1141-1300, working copies, 2000 May-June

Folder 0307. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1301-1440, working copies, 2000 May-June

**SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 3: BOX 40**

Folder 0308. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1441-1550, working copies, 2000 May-June

Folder 0309. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1551-1750, working copies, 2000 June

Folder 0310. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1751-1940, working copies, 2000 June

Folder 0311. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1941-2180, working copies, 2000 June

Folder 0312. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 2181-2320, working copies, 2000 June

**SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 3: BOX 41**

Folder 0313. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 2321-2511, working copies, 2000 June

Folder 0314. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 2512-2650, working copies, 2000 June

Folder 0315. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 2651-2800, working copies, 2000 June

Folder 0316. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 2801-2990, working copies, 2000 June

Folder 0317. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 2991-3140, working copies, 2000 June

**SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 3: BOX 42**
Folder 0318. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3141-3360, working copies, 2000 June

Folder 0319. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3361-3490, working copies, 2000 June

Folder 0320. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3491-3650, working copies, 2000 June

Folder 0321. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3651-3760, working copies, 2000 June

Folder 0322. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3761-3930, working copies, 2000 June

**SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 3: BOX 43**

Folder 0323. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 3931-4130, working copies, 2000 June

Folder 0324. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4131-4290, working copies, 2000 June

Folder 0325. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4291-4410, working copies, 2000 June

Folder 0326. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4411-4510, working copies, 2000 June

Folder 0327. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4511-4630, working copies, 2000 June-July

**SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 3: BOX 44**

Folder 0328. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4631-4760, working copies, 2000 July

Folder 0329. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4761-4920, working copies, 2000 July

Folder 0330. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 4921-5060, working copies, 2000 July

Folder 0331. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5061-5260, working copies, 2000 July
Folder 0332. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5261-5330, working copies, 2000 July

**SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 3: BOX 45**

Folder 0333. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5331-5480, working copies, 2000 July

Folder 0334. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5481-5600, working copies, 2000 July

Folder 0335. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5601-5720, working copies, 2000 July

Folder 0336. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5721-5890, working copies, 2000 July

Folder 0337. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 5891-6000, working copies, 2000 July

**SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 3: BOX 46**

Folder 0338. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6001-6110, working copies, 2000 July

Folder 0339. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6111-6280, working copies, 2000 July

Folder 0340. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6281-6460, working copies, 2000 July

Folder 0341. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6461-6590, working copies, 2000 July

Folder 0342. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6591-6730, working copies, 2000 July

**SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 3: BOX 47**

Folder 0343. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6731-6890, working copies, 2000 July

Folder 0344. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 6891-6999, working copies, 2000 July
Folder 0345. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7000-7089, working copies, 2000 July

Folder 0346. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7090-7209, working copies, 2000 July

Folder 0347. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7210-7319, working copies, 2000 July

**SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 3: BOX 48**

Folder 0348. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7320-7409, working copies, 2000 July

Folder 0349. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7410-7499, working copies, 2000 July

Folder 0350. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7500-7599, working copies, 2000 July

Folder 0351. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7600-7749, working copies, 2000 July

Folder 0352. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7750-7884, working copies, 2000 July

**SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 3: BOX 49**

Folder 0353. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7884-7979, working copies, 2000 July

Folder 0354. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 7980-8179, working copies, 2000 July

Folder 0355. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 8180-8399, working copies, 2000 July

Folder 0356. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 8400-8649, working copies, 2000 July

Folder 0357. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 8650-8879, working copies, 2000 July

**SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 3: BOX 50**
Folder 0358. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 8880-9009, working copies, 2000 July

Folder 0359. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 9010-9109, working copies, 2000 July

Folder 0360. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 9110-9259, working copies, 2000 July

Folder 0361. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 9260-9439, working copies, 2000 July

Folder 0362. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 9440-9669, working copies, 2000 July

SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 3: BOX 51

Folder 0363. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 9670-10109, working copies, 2000 July

Folder 0364. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 10110-10269, working copies, 2000 July

Folder 0365. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 10270-10349, working copies, 2000 July-August

Folder 0366. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 10350-10419, 11421, working copies, 2000 July-August

Folder 0367. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 20001-20059, working copies (includes Yosemite Valley Plan hearing, speaker comment transcripts), 2000 May

SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 3: BOX 52

Folder 0368. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 20060-20129, working copies (includes Yosemite Valley Plan hearing, speaker comment transcripts), 2000 May

Folder 0369. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 20130-20189, working copies (includes Yosemite Valley Plan hearing, speaker comment transcripts), 2000 May

Folder 0370. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 20190-20249, working copies (includes Yosemite Valley Plan hearing, speaker comment transcripts), 2000 May-June
Folder 0371. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 20250-20304, working copies (includes Yosemite Valley Plan hearing, speaker comment transcripts), 2000 June

Folder 0372. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 20305-20350, working copies (includes Yosemite Valley Plan hearing, speaker comment transcripts), 2000 June

SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 3: BOX 53

Folder 0373. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 20351-20436, working copies (includes Yosemite Valley Plan hearing, speaker comment transcripts), 2000 June

Folder 0374. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 20437-20497, working copies (includes Yosemite Valley Plan hearing, speaker comment transcripts), 2000 June

Folder 0375. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 20498-20539, working copies (includes Yosemite Valley Plan hearing, speaker comment transcripts), 2000 June

Folder 0376. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 20540-30056, working copies (includes Yosemite Valley Plan hearing, speaker comment transcripts), 2000 May-June

Folder 0377. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 30057-30224, working copies, 2000 May

Folder 0378. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 30225-30260, working copies, 2000 May-June

SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 3: BOX 54

Folder 0379. Yosemite Valley Plan/SEIS: Public comments (PDF files) for draft report, final report, and Record of Decision (ROD), 2001 May

*Media: 3 CDs*

Folder 0380. Yosemite Valley Plan/SEIS: Public comments (PDF files) for draft report, final report, and Record of Decision (ROD), 2001 February

*Media: 4 CDs*

Folder 0381. Comment letters (PDF files) for Yosemite Valley Plan/SEIS scoping, 2001

*Media: 1 CD*

Folder 0382. Comment letters (PDF files) for Yosemite Valley Plan/SEIS, 2001

*Media: 1 CD*
Folder 0383. Comment letters for Draft Yosemite Valley Plan, 2001  
**Media:** 3 CDs  
Folder 0384. Comment letters (PDF files) for Draft Yosemite Valley Plan CAET# YVPD 1-6347, mailing list, and draft database, 2000  
**Media:** 8 CDs  
Folder 0385. Access Database for Yosemite Valley Plan/SEIS, 2001  
**Media:** 2 CDs  
Folder 0386. Comment Log and analysis and response files for Yosemite Valley Plan/SEIS, 1999  
**Media:** 2 floppy disks  
Folder 0387. Comment hearing transcripts (ASCII format) for Draft Yosemite Valley Plan, 2000 May-June  
**Media:** 6 floppy disks


**SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 4: BOX 1**

Folder 0001. Yosemite Valley Plan communication team strategy/planning, 1998-1999

Folder 0002. Yosemite Valley Plan communication team strategy/planning, 1999 July-December

Folder 0003. Yosemite Valley Plan communication team strategy/planning, 2000 March-May

Folder 0004. Draft Yosemite Planning: Planning/Public Involvement History, 1999 October 21

Folder 0005. Yosemite Valley Plan communication team budget, 1997-2000

Folder 0006. Yosemite Valley Plan communication team meetings, 1998-1999 August

Folder 0007. Yosemite Valley Plan and MRP (Merced River Plan) communication team meetings, 1999 September-December

Folder 0008. Merced River Plan response letters to early comments, 1999-2000

Folder 0009. Yosemite Valley Plan early scoping discussions, 1997-1999

**SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 4: BOX 2**
Folder 0010. Yosemite Valley Plan communication team meetings, 2000 January-July

Folder 0011. Yosemite Valley Plan open-house exhibits, 2000 January-March

Folder 0012. Yosemite Valley Plan exhibit photographs, circa 2000

Folder 0013. Frequently asked questions/fact sheets, drafts, circa 2000

Folder 0014. Yosemite Valley Plan wayside exhibits, 2000 January-February

Folder 0015. Yosemite Valley Plan frequently asked questions/fact sheets, 1997-2000

Folder 0016. Yosemite Valley Plan frequently asked questions/fact sheets, drafts and correspondence, 1999-2000


Folder 0018. Planning Updates development, Volume 15, 1999

Folder 0019. Yosemite Valley Plan public involvement planning update correspondence, 2000


Folder 0021. Yosemite Valley Plan related news releases, scoping through ROD (Record of Decision), 1998-2001

Folder 0022. Yosemite Valley Plan news release by newspapers, 2000

Folder 0023. Diversity media list, 2000 July

Folder 0024. Yosemite Valley Plan news releases, TV reports, 2000 March-April

Folder 0025. Yosemite Valley Plan briefing packet, 2000 October

Folder 0026. Press packet for Final Yosemite Valley Plan, 2000

SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 4: BOX 3

Folder 0027. Yosemite Valley Plan web posting correspondence, 1999-2000


Folder 0030. Yosemite Valley Plan court reporter communications regarding public hearing transcripts, 2000 June

Folder 0031. Yosemite Valley Plan email account correspondence, 2000

Folder 0032. Yosemite Planning email account regarding Fire Management Plan, 2002

Folder 0033. Yosemite Valley Plan printing correspondence, 2000 February-June

Folder 0034. Yosemite Valley Plan communication training, 2000 April-May

Folder 0035. Yosemite Valley Plan feedback, internal and external, 2000-2001

Folder 0036. Yosemite Environmental Living Program, student letters, 1998 May


Folder 0038. Federal Register filing correspondence, 1998-2000

Folder 0039. Yosemite Valley Plan public involvement statistics, 2000 September

Folder 0040. Yosemite Falls Corridor graphics for Yosemite Valley Plan, 1999 April

Folder 0041. Yosemite Valley Plan special interest groups letters and comments, 1999, 2000

Folder 0042. Yosemite Valley Plan organization mailings to members, 2000 May

Folder 0043. Yosemite Valley Plan special interest group database, 1999 August

Folder 0044. Draft Yosemite Valley Plan copy distribution, 2000

Folder 0045. Yosemite Valley Plan planning documents availability, request, and deliveries, 2000 April-July

Folder 0046. Yosemite Valley Plan mailing list [folder 1 of 4], 1999 April 19

**SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 4: BOX 4**

Folder 0047. Yosemite Valley Plan mailing list [folder 2 of 4], 1999 April 19

Folder 0048. Yosemite Valley Plan mailing list [folder 3 of 4], 1999 April 19

Folder 0049. Yosemite Valley Plan mailing list [folder 4 of 4], 1999 April 19
Folder 0050. Yosemite Valley Plan draft mailing list, circa 1999
Folder 0051. Yosemite Valley Plan mailing list correspondence, 1999
Folder 0052. Yosemite Valley Plan mailing list correspondence, 2001-2004
Folder 0053. Yosemite Valley Plan mail-back flyers (representative sample), 2000

SERIES I: Subseries B: Sub-subseries 4: BOX 5

Folder 0054. Yosemite Valley Plan mail-back flyers (representative sample), 2000
Folder 0055. Yosemite Valley Plan mail-back flyers (representative sample), 2000

SERIES II. Implementation Projects, 1997-2007


SERIES II: Subseries A: BOX 1

Folder 0001. 1997 Flood Assessment Yosemite Valley #1 [Folder 1 of 3] V001-V010, 1997
Folder 0004. 1997 Flood Assessment Yosemite Valley #2 [Folder 1 of 6] V051-V061, 1997
  Color photographs
  Color photographs
  Color photographs


**SERIES II: Subseries A: BOX 2**


*Color photographs*


**SERIES II: Subseries A: BOX 3**


Folder 0023. 1997 Flood Assessment Emergency Relief for Federally Owned Roads (ERFO) [Folder 1 of 3], 1997

Folder 0024. 1997 Flood Assessment Emergency Relief for Federally Owned Roads (ERFO) [Folder 2 of 3], 1997

Folder 0025. 1997 Flood Assessment Emergency Relief for Federally Owned Roads (ERFO) [Folder 3 of 3], 1997

Folder 0026. Accessibility Evaluation for Ansel Adams Gallery, 2002


**SERIES II: Subseries A: BOX 4**


**SERIES II: Subseries A: BOX 5**


Folder 0035. 1997 Flood Assessment El Portal #1 [Folder 3 of 5] E017-E022, 1997 *Color photographs*


Color photographs


Color photographs

**SERIES II: Subseries A: BOX 6**


Color Photograph


**SERIES II: Subseries A: BOX 7**


Folder 0051. Yosemite National Park Flood Recovery Quarterly Report, 1997 December 31


Folder 0055. Yosemite National Park Flood Recovery Quarterly Report, 1998 December 31

Folder 0056. Yosemite National Park Flood Recovery Quarterly Report, 1999 March 31

Folder 0057. Yosemite National Park Flood Recovery Quarterly Report, 1999 June 30

Folder 0058. Yosemite National Park Flood Recovery Quarterly Report, 1999 September 30

Folder 0059. Detailed Assessment Report/Yosemite National Park Highwater 97A, 1997 March 01


Folder 0061. Environmental Considerations for Planned Safety Improvements During Emergency Repair of El Portal Road Between Parkline and Pohono Bridge (report), 1997 April 04

Folder 0062. The Merced Canyon Travel Corridor/Yosemite National Park, California, 1997 July

Folder 0063. El Portal Road Improvements/Response to Comments/Prepared by VOLPE National Transportation System Center, 1997 August

Folder 0064. Evaluation of Historical Significance and Integrity of the Hetch Hetchy Road, Yosemite National Park: Determination of Eligibility for Listing in the National Register of Historic Places, 1998 August 17

Folder 0065. Environmental Assessment/Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) Hetch Hetchy Road and Drainage Improvements, 1998 October 23

SERIES II: Subseries A: BOX 8

Folder 0066. Draft Yosemite Lodge Area Development Concept Plan Environmental Assessment, 1997 April

Folder 0067. Yosemite Lodge Comprehensive Design Final Report, 1997 July 17
Folder 0068. Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI)/Yosemite Lodge Area Development Concept Plan, 1997 July


Folder 0071. Flood Assessment field notes: Yosemite Lodge area campgrounds, 1997 January 01

Folder 0072. 1997 Flood NAGPRA correspondence, 1997 February 27-28
*Sensitive: NAGPRA*
Folder 0073. Highway 140 correspondence, 1997 February

Folder 0074. Section 106 Compliance Response correspondence, 1997 February

Folder 0075. Floodplain Analyses (reference material and correspondence), 1997 February

Folder 0076. Supplemental Funding Packages/Flood Recovery correspondence, 1997
*President Bill Clinton letter to Speaker of the House re: emergency appropriations*
Folder 0077. Media coverage: Floods (articles and correspondence), 1997

Folder 0078. Hearing before the Subcommittee on National Parks and Public Lands, 1997 March

Folder 0079. Flood/Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) letters; State Historic Preservation Office and American Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP) correspondence, 1997 February-March

Folder 0080. Campgrounds redesign correspondence, 1937, 1997 February-October
*Copy of 1937 correspondence re: Public Campground Number 15*
Folder 0081. Flood costs/assessments (summaries, correspondence, articles), 1997 January, October


SERIES II: Subseries B: BOX 1

Folder 0001. Lower Yosemite Fall Project administrative record, table of contents, 2001 August

Folder 0002. Administrative Draft of the Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment, 2001 August
Folder 0003. Administrative Draft #1 of the Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment [Folder 1 of 3], 2001 October

Folder 0004. Administrative Draft #1 of the Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment [Folder 2 of 3], 2001 October

Folder 0005. Administrative Draft #1 of the Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment [Folder 3 of 3], 2001 October

Folder 0006. Administrative Draft #2 of the Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment, 2001 November

Folder 0007. Memorandum from Yosemite National Park Superintendent to Regional Director, Pacific West Region (Transmittal of Administrative Draft), 2001 October

Folder 0008. Administrative Draft #3 of the Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment, 2001 November

*Media: Floppy disk*

Folder 0009. Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment, 2001 November

**SERIES II: Subseries B: BOX 2**

Folder 0010. Administrative Draft #3 of the Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment, 2001 November

Folder 0011. Administrative Draft #2 of the Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment, 2001 November

Folder 0012. Internal review: Lower Yosemite Fall Project Administrative Draft Environmental Assessment Round 1 [Folder 1 of 3], 2001 October

Folder 0013. Internal review: Lower Yosemite Fall Project Administrative Draft Environmental Assessment Round 1 [Folder 2 of 3], 2001 October

Folder 0014. Internal review: Lower Yosemite Fall Project Administrative Draft Environmental Assessment Round 1 [Folder 3 of 3], 2001 October

Folder 0015. Internal review: Lower Yosemite Fall Project Administrative Draft Environmental Assessment Round 2 [Folder 1 of 2], 2001 October

Folder 0016. Internal review: Lower Yosemite Fall Project Administrative Draft Environmental Assessment Round 2 [Folder 2 of 2], 2001 October
Folder 0017. Internal review: Lower Yosemite Fall Project Administrative Draft Environmental Assessment (Various Chapters) [Folder 1 of 3], 2001 September-November

Folder 0018. Internal review: Lower Yosemite Fall Project Administrative Draft Environmental Assessment (Various Chapters) [Folder 2 of 3], 2001 September-November

Folder 0019. Internal review: Lower Yosemite Fall Project Administrative Draft Environmental Assessment (Various Chapters) [Folder 3 of 3], 2001 September-November

Folder 0020. Internal review: Lower Yosemite Fall Project, Restroom Relocation Project (Chapter 1-3), 2001 October 09

Folder 0021. Memorandum from Superintendent, Clearance to Print the Lower Yosemite Falls Environmental Assessment for Formal Public Review, 2001 November

SERIES II: Subseries B: BOX 3

Folder 0022. Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment and Mailing List, 2001 November-December

Folder 0023. Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment [Folder 1 of 4], 2001 December

Folder 0024. Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment [Folder 2 of 4], 2001 December

Folder 0025. Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment [Folder 3 of 4], 2001 December

Folder 0026. Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment [Folder 4 of 4], 2001 December


Folder 0029. Unscreemed public concern report [Folder 1 of 3], 2001 August 16

Folder 0030. Unscreemed public concern report [Folder 2 of 3], 2001 August 16

Folder 0031. Unscreemed public concern report [Folder 3 of 3], 2001 August 22
Folder 0032. Yosemite National Park comment analysis process/ master coding structure, circa 2001

Folder 0033. Master list: Yosemite National Park planning issues, 2001 December 21

Folder 0034. Report designs: Lower Yosemite Fall Project, circa 2000

**SERIES II: Subseries B: BOX 4**

Folder 0035. Lower Yosemite Fall Project scoping: Draft comment report, 2001 August

Folder 0036. Lower Yosemite Fall Project scoping: Restroom relocation correspondence, 2002 July-August

Folder 0037. Lower Yosemite Fall Project scoping: Revised concern screening report [Folder 1 of 2], 2001 September

Folder 0038. Lower Yosemite Fall Project scoping: Revised concern screening report [Folder 2 of 2], 2001 September

Folder 0039. Yosemite Falls Restroom Assessment: Immediate attention report, 2001 August

Folder 0040. Yosemite Falls Restroom Relocation Project scoping: Management briefing report, 2001 August 22

Folder 0041. Yosemite Falls Restroom Relocation Project scoping: Management briefing report #1, 2001 August 27

Folder 0042. Yosemite Falls Restroom Relocation Project scoping: Management briefing report, 2001 September 12

Folder 0043. Internal review: Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment (Chapter 1) [Folder 1 of 2], Circa 2001

Folder 0044. Internal review: Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment (Chapter 1) [Folder 2 of 2], Circa 2001

Folder 0045. Administrative Draft, Yosemite Falls Restroom Relocation Project Environmental Assessment, 2001 September

Folder 0046. Internal review: Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment (Chapter 3 and 5), 2001 October
Folder 0047. Internal review: Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment (Chapter 1-9), 2001 October

Folder 0048. Internal review: Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment [Folder 1 of 2], 2001 October

SERIES II: Subseries B: BOX 5

Folder 0049. Internal review: Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment [Folder 2 of 2], 2001 October

Folder 0050. Internal review: Text edits to Administrative Draft (various authors) comments on Chapter 1-3, M. Butler [Folder 1 of 22], 2001 September-November

Folder 0051. Internal review: Text edits to Administrative Draft (various authors) [Folder 2 of 22], 2001 September-November

Folder 0052. Internal review: Text edits to Administrative Draft (various authors) [Folder 3 of 22], 2001 September-November

Folder 0053. Internal review: Text edits to Administrative Draft (various authors) [Folder 4 of 22], 2001 September-November

Folder 0054. Internal review: Text edits to Administrative Draft (various authors) [Folder 5 of 22], 2001 September-November

Folder 0055. Internal review: Text edits to Administrative Draft (various authors) [Folder 6 of 22], 2001 September-November

Folder 0056. Internal review: Text edits to Administrative Draft (various authors) [Folder 7 of 22], 2001 September-November

Folder 0057. Internal review: Text edits to Administrative Draft (various authors) [Folder 8 of 22], 2001 September-November

Folder 0058. Internal review: Text edits to Administrative Draft (various authors) [Folder 9 of 22], 2001 September-November

Folder 0059. Internal review: Text edits to Administrative Draft (various authors) [Folder 10 of 22], 2001 September-November

Folder 0060. Internal review: Text edits to Administrative Draft (various authors) [Folder 11 of 22], 2001 September-November

Folder 0061. Internal review: Text edits to Administrative Draft (various authors) [Folder 12 of 22], 2001 September-November
Folder 0062. Internal review: Text edits to Administrative Draft (various authors)  
[Folder 13 of 22], 2001 September-November

Folder 0063. Internal review: Text edits to Administrative Draft (various authors)  
[Folder 14 of 22], 2001 September-November

Folder 0064. Internal review: Text edits to Administrative Draft (various authors)  
[Folder 15 of 22], 2001 September-November

Folder 0065. Internal review: Text edits to Administrative Draft (various authors)  
[Folder 16 of 22], 2001 September-November

Folder 0066. Internal review: Text edits to Administrative Draft (various authors)  
[Folder 17 of 22], 2001 September-November

Folder 0067. Internal review: Text edits to Administrative Draft (various authors)  
[Folder 18 of 22], 2001 September-November

Folder 0068. Internal review: Text edits to Administrative Draft (various authors)  
[Folder 19 of 22], 2001 September-November

Folder 0069. Internal review: Text edits to Administrative Draft (various authors)  
[Folder 20 of 22], 2001 September-November

Folder 0070. Internal review: Text edits to Administrative Draft (various authors)  
[Folder 21 of 22], 2001 September-November

Folder 0071. Internal review: Text edits to Administrative Draft (various authors)  
[Folder 22 of 22], 2001 September-November

Folder 0072. Comment Analysis and Response: an Interim Handbook for Planners  
[Folder 1 of 2], 2001 December
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Folder 0073. Comment Analysis and Response: an Interim Handbook for Planners  
[Folder 2 of 2], 2001 December

Folder 0074. Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment public comment log; public comments # YF-EA 001-032, working copies, 2001-2002

Folder 0075. Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment public comments # YF-EA 033-076, working copies, 2001-2002
Folder 0076. Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment public comments # YF-EA 077-096, working copies, 2002 January

Folder 0077. Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment public comments # YF-EA 097-106, working copies, 2002 January

Folder 0078. Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment public comments, copies of organization's concern letters, 2002 January

Folder 0079. Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment scoping comment log, scoping comments # YF-EAS 001-061, working copies, 2001 July-August

Folder 0080. Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment scoping comments # YF-EA 063-092, working copies, 2001 July-August

Folder 0081. Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment scoping comments # YF-EA 093-186, working copies, 2001 July-August

Folder 0082. Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment scoping comments # YF-EAS 187-226, working copies, 2001 July-August

Folder 0083. Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment scoping comments # YF-EAS 227-248, working copies, 2001 July-August

Folder 0084. Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment scoping comments #YF-EAS 249-258, working copies, 2001 July-August

Folder 0085. Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment scoping comments, copies, 2001 July-August

Folder 0086. Falls Restroom Assessment, public scope final concern report [Folder 1 of 5], 2001 September

**SERIES II: Subseries B: BOX 7**

Folder 0087. Falls Restroom Assessment, public scope final concern report [Folder 2 of 5], 2001 September

Folder 0088. Falls Restroom Assessment, public scope final concern report [Folder 3 of 5], 2001 September

Folder 0089. Falls Restroom Assessment, public scope final concern report [Folder 4 of 5], 2001 September
Folder 0090. Falls Restroom Assessment, public scope final concern report [Folder 5 of 5], 2001 September

Folder 0091. Lower Yosemite Fall Project comment analysis and response [Folder 1 of 3], 2001 August-December

Folder 0092. Lower Yosemite Fall Project comment analysis and response [Folder 2 of 3], 2001 August-December

Folder 0093. Lower Yosemite Fall Project comment analysis and response [Folder 3 of 3], 2001 August-December

Folder 0094. Governor's Office of Planning and Research, acknowledgement of receipt, 2001 December

Folder 0095. Topical comment report, 2001 December

Folder 0096. Immediate attention report, 2002 January

**SERIES II: Subseries B: BOX 8**

Folder 0097. Lower Yosemite Fall Project management briefing report [Folder 1 of 2], 2002 January

Folder 0098. Lower Yosemite Fall Project management briefing report [Folder 2 of 2], 2002 January

Folder 0099. Management briefing report: Resolved issues and concerns, 2002 January

Folder 0100. Response to public comment letters (author, Gary Colliver), 2002 January

Folder 0101. Lower Yosemite Fall Project public scope, management briefing report, 2002 January

Folder 0102. Lower Yosemite Fall Project public scope, management briefing report, 2002 January

Folder 0103. Lower Yosemite Fall Project public scope, management briefing report, 2002 January

Folder 0104. Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment, management briefing report, 2002 January
Folder 0105. Lower Yosemite Fall Project unscreened public concern report [Folder 1 of 2], 2002 January

Folder 0106. Lower Yosemite Fall Project unscreened public concern report [Folder 2 of 2], 2002 January

Folder 0107. Lower Yosemite Fall Project public scope, cumulative public concern report [Folder 1 of 11], 2002 January

Folder 0108. Lower Yosemite Fall Project public scope, cumulative public concern report [Folder 2 of 11], 2002 January

Folder 0109. Lower Yosemite Fall Project public scope, cumulative public concern report [Folder 3 of 11], 2002 January

Folder 0110. Lower Yosemite Fall Project public scope, cumulative public concern report [Folder 4 of 11], 2002 January
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Folder 0111. Lower Yosemite Fall Project public scope, cumulative public concern report [Folder 5 of 11], 2002 January

Folder 0112. Lower Yosemite Fall Project public scope, cumulative public concern report [Folder 6 of 11], 2002 January

Folder 0113. Lower Yosemite Fall Project public scope, cumulative public concern report [Folder 7 of 11], 2002 January

Folder 0114. Lower Yosemite Fall Project public scope, cumulative public concern report [Folder 8 of 11], 2002 January

Folder 0115. Lower Yosemite Fall Project public scope, cumulative public concern report [Folder 9 of 11], 2002 January

Folder 0116. Lower Yosemite Fall Project public scope, cumulative public concern report [Folder 10 of 11], 2002 January

Folder 0117. Lower Yosemite Fall Project public scope, cumulative public concern report [Folder 11 of 11], 2002 January

Folder 0118. Lower Yosemite Fall Project, public concern response report [Folder 1 of 3], 2002 January

Folder 0119. Lower Yosemite Fall Project, public concern response report [Folder 2 of 3], 2002 January
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Folder 0120. Lower Yosemite Fall Project, public concern response report [Folder 3 of 3], 2002 January

Folder 0121. Lower Yosemite Fall Project comment analysis-public concern report, 2002 January

Folder 0122. Lower Yosemite Fall Project Administrative Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI), 2002 January

Folder 0123. Internal review: Lower Yosemite Fall Project Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) [Folder 1 of 7], 2002 February

Folder 0124. Internal review: Lower Yosemite Fall Project Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) [Folder 2 of 7], 2002 February

Folder 0125. Internal review: Lower Yosemite Fall Project Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) [Folder 3 of 7], 2002 February

Folder 0126. Internal review: Lower Yosemite Fall Project Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) [Folder 4 of 7], 2002 February

Folder 0127. Internal review: Lower Yosemite Fall Project Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) [Folder 5 of 7], 2002 January
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Folder 0128. Internal review: Lower Yosemite Fall Project Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) [Folder 6 of 7], 2002 January

Folder 0129. Internal review: Lower Yosemite Fall Project Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) [Folder 7 of 7], 2002 February

Folder 0130. Lower Yosemite Fall Project, scope of work [Folder 1 of 2], 2001 August

Folder 0131. Lower Yosemite Fall Project, scope of work [Folder 2 of 2], 2001 August

Folder 0132. Lower Yosemite Fall Project, scope of work/task order, 2001 August

Folder 0133. Lower Yosemite Fall Project public concern response report [Folder 1 of 2], 2001 January
Folder 0134. Lower Yosemite Fall Project public concern response report [Folder 2 of 2], 2001 January
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Folder 0135. Lower Yosemite Fall Project statistics reports, 2001

Folder 0136. Lower Yosemite Fall Project cost estimates, 2001 August

Folder 0137. Research design for archeological data recovery investigations, 2001 November

Folder 0138. Yosemite Creek waste accumulation area preliminary assessment, 2001 October

Folder 0139. Yosemite Creek waste accumulation area, focused site inspection work plan [Folder 1 of 2], 2001 June

Folder 0140. Yosemite Creek waste accumulation area, focused site inspection work plan [Folder 2 of 2], 2001 June
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Folder 0141. Yosemite Falls Corridor Project Environmental Assessment, 1998 August

Folder 0142. Yosemite Falls Corridor Project Environmental Assessment, 1998 August

Folder 0143. Yosemite Falls Corridor Project Environmental Assessment [Folder 1 of 2], 1998 August

Folder 0144. Yosemite Falls Corridor Project Environmental Assessment [Folder 2 of 2], 1998 August

Folder 0145. Yosemite Creek wetland assessment [Folder 1 of 2], 1999-2001

Folder 0146. Yosemite Creek wetland assessment [Folder 2 of 2], 1999-2001

Folder 0147. Yosemite Falls project compliance analysis, 2001
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Folder 0148. Lower Yosemite Fall Project cost estimate [Folder 1 of 2], 2001 April
Folder 0149. Lower Yosemite Fall Project cost estimate [Folder 2 of 2], 2001 November

Folder 0150. Lower Yosemite Fall Project, attorney review and comments [Folder 1 of 3], 2001 November
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Folder 0151. Lower Yosemite Fall Project, attorney review and comments [Folder 2 of 3], 2001 November

Folder 0152. Lower Yosemite Fall Project, attorney review and comments [Folder 3 of 3], 2001 November

Folder 0153. Project management: Lower Yosemite Fall Project, construction issues [Folder 1 of 2], 1998-2001

Folder 0154. Project management: Lower Yosemite Fall Project, construction issues [Folder 2 of 2], 2001 August-October

Folder 0155. Project management: Yosemite Falls trail design, 1998-2001 Oversize
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Folder 0156. Analysis of Existing and proposed bridges on the Yosemite Falls trail [Folder 1 of 2], 2001 February-August

Folder 0157. Analysis of Existing and proposed bridges on the Yosemite Falls trail [Folder 2 of 2], 2001 March-June

Folder 0158. Project management: Lower Yosemite Fall Project, Environmental Assessment drawings, 1997-2001

Folder 0159. Project management: Review of Lower Yosemite Falls restroom design, 2001

Folder 0160. Project management: Lower Yosemite Fall Project, stone sourcing and construction [Folder 1 of 2], 2001 September

Folder 0161. Project management: Lower Yosemite Fall Project, stone sourcing and construction [Folder 2 of 2], 2001-2002

*Media: CD; Oversize*

Folder 0162. Email correspondence regarding Lower Yosemite Fall Project, 2001 June
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Folder 0163. Email correspondence regarding Lower Yosemite Fall Project, 2001
June

Folder 0164. Email correspondence regarding Lower Yosemite Fall Project, 2001
June-July

Folder 0165. Email correspondence regarding Lower Yosemite Fall Project, 2001
July-August

Folder 0166. Email correspondence regarding Lower Yosemite Fall Project, 2001
August-October

Folder 0167. Email correspondence regarding Lower Yosemite Fall Project, 2001
September-October

Folder 0168. Email correspondence regarding Lower Yosemite Fall Project, 2001
October
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Folder 0169. Email correspondence regarding Lower Yosemite Fall Project, 2001
October

Folder 0170. Email correspondence regarding Lower Yosemite Fall Project, 2001
October

Folder 0171. Email correspondence regarding Lower Yosemite Fall Project, 2001
October-November

Folder 0172. Email correspondence regarding Lower Yosemite Fall Project, 2001
November

Folder 0173. Email correspondence regarding Lower Yosemite Fall Project, 2001
November-December

Folder 0174. Email correspondence regarding Lower Yosemite Fall Project, 2001
September-December

Folder 0175. Email correspondence regarding Lower Yosemite Fall Project, 2001
December
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Folder 0176. Email correspondence regarding Lower Yosemite Fall Project, 2001-2002

Folder 0177. Email correspondence regarding Lower Yosemite Fall Project, 2002 February-March

Folder 0178. Email correspondence regarding Lower Yosemite Fall Project, 2002 February-March

Folder 0179. Lower Yosemite Fall Project, reconciled reviews and comments for administrative draft, 2001 October-December

Folder 0180. Internal review: Lower Yosemite Fall Project, Administrative draft, 2001 October-November

Folder 0181. Design development submission for Yosemite Falls, 2001 January

Folder 0182. Reference material: Acorn gathering reports in the Black Oak Grove, 1994

**SERIES II: Subseries B: BOX 20**

Folder 0183. Lower Yosemite Falls tree removal, 2001-2002

Folder 0184. Yosemite Falls administrative record, 2001-2002

Folder 0185. Lower Yosemite Fall Project, administrative material [Folder 1 of 2], 2003 January-April

Folder 0186. Lower Yosemite Fall Project, administrative material [Folder 2 of 2], 2003 January-April

Folder 0187. Lower Yosemite Fall Project Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI), final administrative review draft, 2002 May

Folder 0188. Agency consultation, 2001 December

Folder 0189. Internal review: Comments on the 2/12/2002 version of the draft Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI), 2002 February
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Folder 0190. Consultation meetings [Folder 1 of 2], 1997-2001

Folder 0191. Consultation meetings [Folder 2 of 2], 1997-2001
Folder 0192. Lower Yosemite Fall Project, administrative material, 2001

Folder 0193. Immediate concern and public concern response reports, 2001-2002
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Folder 0194. Evidence for processes during the Lower Yosemite Fall Project, 2002 March-May

*Oversize*

Folder 0195. Design development submission for Yosemite Falls, 2002 March

*Oversize*

Folder 0196. Administrative documents related to the Lower Yosemite Fall Project, 2001-2002

Folder 0197. Construction and development plans for Lower Yosemite Falls Project, 2002 May

*Oversize*

Folder 0198. Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI), Lower Yosemite Fall Project, 2002 February

Folder 0199. Unclassified emails regarding Lower Yosemite Fall Project sent to Randy Fong, 2001 October-December

**SERIES II: Subseries B: BOX 23**

Folder 0200. Internal review round 2, 2001 October

Folder 0201. Public concern response reports, 2002 January-May

Folder 0202. Public concern response reports, 2002 January

Folder 0203. Administrative review documents for Lower Yosemite Fall Project, 2001-2002

Folder 0204. Public concern response reports, revisions, 2001-2002

Folder 0205. Administrative documents related to Lower Yosemite Fall Project, 2001-2002

Folder 0206. Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment comment analysis reports [Folder 1 of 4], 2002 January

**SERIES II: Subseries B: BOX 24**

Folder 0207. Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment comment analysis reports [Folder 2 of 4], 2002 January
Folder 0208. Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment comment analysis reports [Folder 3 of 4], 2002 January

Folder 0209. Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment comment analysis reports [Folder 4 of 4], 2002 January

Folder 0210. Yosemite Falls project, late comments postmarked or dated after 8/21/01, 2001 August

Folder 0211. Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment comment analysis [Folder 1 of 3], 2002 January

Folder 0212. Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment comment analysis [Folder 2 of 3], 2002 January

Folder 0213. Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment comment analysis [Folder 3 of 3], 2002 January

Folder 0214. Department of Interior attorney comments regarding alternatives in Draft Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment, 2002 November
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Folder 0215. Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment public comments # YF-AE 001-074, masters, 2001-2002

Folder 0216. Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment public comments # YF-EA 075-108, masters, 2001-2002

Folder 0217. Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment scoping comments, masters, 2001 July-August

Folder 0218. Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment scoping comments, masters, 2001 July-August

Folder 0219. Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment scoping comments, masters, 2001 July-August

*Oversize*

Folder 0220. Lower Yosemite Fall administrative records, 2002 May-September

Folder 0221. Yosemite Falls administrative record, 2002 May-July
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Folder 0222. Drafts/schedules not reflective of decision process-removed from administrative record, 1998-2002

Folder 0223. Public concerns/management issues and responses, 2002 April

Folder 0224. Lower Yosemite Fall Project administrative record table of contents, revisions, 2002 April

Folder 0225. Correspondence between National Park Service and URS, hazardous material/scheduling, 2001 September-October

Folder 0226. Correspondence regarding public scoping and review, 2001 July-August

Folder 0227. Entire topic team meeting and process notes, 2001-2002

Folder 0228. Internal review: Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment, 2001 November

Folder 0229. Internal review: Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment, 2001 November

Folder 0230. Internal review: Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment, revised draft, 2001 November
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Folder 0231. Internal review: Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment, revised draft, 2001 November

Folder 0232. Independent projects, Yosemite Falls corridor [Folder 1 of 2], 1996-1999

Folder 0233. Independent projects, Yosemite Falls corridor [Folder 2 of 2], 1997-1998

Folder 0234. Signage and interpretive design of Yosemite Falls, 2001 March-April

Folder 0235. Yosemite Falls area evaluation and alternative energy, 2001 April-June

Folder 0236. Lower Yosemite Fall Project: Plans, scope of work, administrative review [Folder 1 of 2], 1998-2001

Folder 0237. Lower Yosemite Fall Project: Plans, scope of work, administrative review [Folder 2 of 2], 1998-2001
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Folder 0238. Administrative memorandum correspondence [Folder 1 of 2], 1998-2001

Folder 0239. Administrative memorandum correspondence [Folder 2 of 2], 1998-2001

Folder 0240. Administrative memorandum correspondence [Folder 1 of 2], 2001 January-May

Folder 0241. Administrative memorandum correspondence [Folder 2 of 2], 1998-2001
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Folder 0242. Administrative memorandum correspondence [Folder 1 of 2], 1998-2001

Folder 0243. Administrative memorandum correspondence [Folder 2 of 2], 2001 January-March

Folder 0244. Administrative memorandum correspondence [Folder 1 of 2], 1997-2001

Folder 0245. Administrative memorandum correspondence [Folder 2 of 2], 1997-2001

Folder 0246. Administrative memorandum correspondence [Folder 1 of 2], 1997-2001

Folder 0247. Administrative memorandum correspondence [Folder 2 of 2], 1998-2001

Folder 0248. Lower Yosemite Fall Project analyses, 2001 April-May
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Folder 0249. Bridge construction plans, 1998-2001

Folder 0250. Administrative correspondence between Yosemite National Park Staff [Folder 1 of 2], 2000-2002

Folder 0251. Administrative correspondence between Yosemite National Park Staff [Folder 2 of 2], 2001 February
Folder 0252. Administrative email correspondence between Yosemite National Park Staff, 2001 February-March

Folder 0253. Administrative email correspondence between Yosemite National Park Staff, 2001 March

Folder 0254. Administrative email correspondence between Yosemite National Park Staff, 2001 March-April

**SERIES II: Subseries B: BOX 31**

Folder 0255. Administrative email correspondence between Yosemite National Park Staff, 2001 April-May

Folder 0256. Administrative email correspondence between Yosemite National Park Staff, 2001 April-June

Folder 0257. Administrative email correspondence including consultation meeting minutes [Folder 1 of 2], 2001 June-December

*Sensitive*

Folder 0258. Administrative email correspondence between Yosemite National Park Staff [Folder 2 of 2], 2001 June-December

*Sensitive*

Folder 0259. Administrative email correspondence between Yosemite National Park Staff and the office of Lawrence Halprin [Folder 1 of 2], 2001 June-August

Folder 0260. Administrative email correspondence between Yosemite National Park Staff and the office of Lawrence Halprin [Folder 2 of 2], 2001 June-August
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Folder 0261. Background Environmental Assessment issues, staff comments, 2001-2002

Folder 0262. Cultural resource consultation, 2001-2002

Folder 0263. Friends of Yosemite Valley: Freedom of Information Act request, FOIA# 01-06 (Yosemite area transportation systems) [Folder 1 of 5], 2001-2002

Folder 0264. Complete Yosemite Falls Freedom of Information Act request, FOIA# 01-09 (final catalog) [Folder 2 of 5], 2002 February

Folder 0265. Friends of Yosemite Valley: Freedom of Information Act request, FOIA# 01-09 [Folder 3 of 5], 2001 October

Folder 0266. Friends of Yosemite Valley: Freedom of Information Act request, FOIA# 01-09 (Gary Adair) [Folder 4 of 5], 2001 March-July
Folder 0267. Friends of Yosemite Valley: Freedom of Information Act request, FOIA# 01-09 (Angela Wells) [Folder 5 of 5], 2001-2002
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Folder 0270. Lower Yosemite Fall Project Proposals: Phase I and Phase II correspondence and drawings, 1996-1998

Folder 0271. Hydrological reports, 1997-2001

Folder 0272. Lower Yosemite Fall Project Proposals: Phase I and Phase II review and analysis, 1997-2001

Folder 0273. Lower Yosemite Fall Project Proposals: Phase I and Phase II cost proposals, 1997-2001
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Folder 0274. Administrative planning correspondence between Yosemite National Park staff and the office of Lawrence Halprin, 1999-2001

Folder 0275. Administrative correspondence [Folder 1 of 2], 1997-1998

Folder 0276. Administrative correspondence [Folder 2 of 2], 1997-1998

Folder 0277. Administrative correspondence, 1997-1999

Folder 0278. Vegetation and soil reports [Folder 1 of 2], 1978-1998

Folder 0279. Vegetation and soil reports [Folder 2 of 2], 1978-1998

Folder 0280. Administrative correspondence, 1997-1998

*Oversize*
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Folder 0281. Administrative correspondence [Folder 1 of 2], 1997-1998
Folder 0282. Administrative correspondence [Folder 2 of 2], 1997-1998


Oversize
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Folder 0284. Administrative Draft Yosemite Falls Corridor Environmental Assessment, 1998 August 07

Folder 0285. Administrative Draft Yosemite Falls Corridor Environmental Assessment, 1998 August 07

Folder 0286. Administrative correspondence between Yosemite National Park staff, Yosemite Fund, and the office of Lawrence Halprin, 1997-1999

Folder 0287. Friends of Yosemite: Freedom of Information Act, FOIA# 01-09 (completion reports) [Folder 1 of 2], 2002 February

Folder 0288. Friends of Yosemite: Freedom of Information Act, FOIA# 01-09 (completion report, numerical order) [Folder 2 of 2], 2002 February

Folder 0289. Administrative correspondence and Freedom of Information Act, FOIA# 01-09 [Folder 1 of 2], 1997-2001

Folder 0290. Administrative correspondence and Freedom of Information Act, FOIA# 01-09 [Folder 2 of 2], 1997-2001
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Folder 0291. Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment scoping comment log, comments # YF-EA 001-025, originals, 2001

Folder 0292. Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment scoping comments # YF-EAS 026-050, originals, 2001

Folder 0293. Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment scoping comments # YF-EAS 051-075, originals, 2001

Folder 0294. Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment scoping comments # YF-EAS 076-100, originals, 2001

Folder 0295. Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment scoping comments # YF-EAS 101-125, originals, 2001
Folder 0296. Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment scoping comments # YF-EAS 126-150, originals, 2001

Folder 0297. Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment scoping comments # YF-EAS 151-175, originals, 2001

Folder 0298. Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment scoping comments # YF-EAS 176-200, originals, 2001

Folder 0299. Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment scoping comments # YF-EAS 201-225, originals, 2001

Folder 0300. Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment scoping comments # YF-EAS 226-250, originals, 2001

Folder 0301. Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment scoping comments # YF-EAS 251-261, originals, 2001

Folder 0302. Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment public comment log, comments # YF-EA 001-020, originals, 2001

Folder 0303. Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment public comments # YF-EA 021-040, originals, 2001

Folder 0304. Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment public comments # YF-EA 041-060, originals, 2001

Folder 0305. Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment public comments # YF-EA 061-080, originals, 2001-2002

Folder 0306. Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment public comments # YF-EA 081-100, originals, 2001-2002

Folder 0307. Lower Yosemite Fall Project Environmental Assessment public comments # YF-EA 101-108, originals, 2001-2002
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Folder 0308. Yosemite Falls Project correspondence, memorandums, publications, 2001-2002

Folder 0309. Yosemite Falls Project correspondence, memorandums, publications, 2001-2002

Folder 0310. Yosemite Falls Project correspondence, memorandums, reports, 2001-2002
Folder 0311. Yosemite Falls project correspondence and memorandums, 1998-2001


Folder 0313. Yosemite Falls project correspondence and memorandums, 1998, 2001-2002

Folder 0314. Yosemite Falls project correspondence and memorandums, 2002
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Folder 0001. Administrative Record for C.99-0707 MMC, 1997

*Sensitive*

Folder 0002. Administrative Record for C.99-0707 MMC, 1997
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*Sensitive*
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Folder 0010. Administrative Record for C.99-0707 MMC, 1997


Folder 0012. Administrative Record for C.99-0707 MMC, 1996

Folder 0013. Administrative Record for C.99-0707 MMC, 1996

Folder 0014. Administrative Record for C.99-0707 MMC, 1996
Folder 0016. Administrative Record for C.99-0707 MMC, 1994
Folder 0017. Administrative Record for C.99-0707 MMC, 1994
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Folder 0018. Administrative Record for C.99-0707 MMC, 1985
Folder 0019. Administrative Record for C.99-0707 MMC, 1985
Folder 0020. Administrative Record for C.99-0707 MMC, 1985
Folder 0021. Administrative Record for C.99-0707 MMC, 1991
Folder 0022. Administrative Record for C.99-0707 MMC, 1980
Folder 0023. Administrative Record for C.99-0707 MMC, 1983
         *Sensitive*
Folder 0024. Administrative Record for C.99-0707 MMC, 1990
Folder 0025. Administrative Record for C.99-0707 MMC, 1991
Folder 0026. Administrative Record for C.99-0707 MMC, 1992
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Folder 0027. Administrative Record for C.99-0707 MMC, 1994
Folder 0028. Administrative Record for C.99-0707 MMC, 1997
Folder 0030. Administrative Record for C.99-0707 MMC, 1997
Folder 0031. Administrative Record for C.99-0707 MMC, 1997
Folder 0032. Administrative Record for C.99-0707 MMC, 1997
         *Oversize*
Folder 0033. Administrative Record for C.99-0707 MMC, 1997
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Folder 0035. Administrative Record for C.99-0707 MMC, 1997
Folder 0036. Administrative Record for C.99-0707 MMC, 1997
Folder 0037. Administrative Record for C.99-0707 MMC, 1976
Folder 0038. Administrative Record for C.99-0707 MMC, 1997
*Media: VHS*
Folder 0039. Administrative Record for C.99-0707 MMC, 1997
Folder 0040. Administrative Record for C.99-0707 MMC, 1989
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Folder 0041. Environmental Assessment comment letters, 1997
Folder 0042. Environmental Assessment comment letters, 1997
Folder 0043. Judge's decision El Portal Road, 1999
Folder 0044. Judge's financial settlement decision, 2000
Folder 0045. El Portal Road case: Memorandum opinion and order regarding motions for summary judgment CVF99-5219 AWI PBL, 1999
Folder 0046. Plaintiff's final reply, 1999
Folder 0047. Sierra Club-Round 5, 1999
Folder 0048. Sierra Club-Round 4, 1999

**SERIES II: Subseries C: BOX 8**

Folder 0049. Video Exhibit and Sierra Club amended FONSI, 1999
Folder 0050. Administrative Record declaration, 1999
Folder 0051. Sierra Club-Round 3 [Folder 1 of 2], 1998-1999
Folder 0052. Sierra Club-Round 3 [Folder 2 of 2], 1993-1999
*Oversize*
Folder 0053. Sierra Club-Round 2: original declarations [Folder 1 of 3], 1999
Folder 0054. Sierra Club-Round 2: original declarations [Folder 2 of 3], 1998-1999
*Oversize*
SERIES II: Subseries C: BOX 9

Folder 0055. Sierra Club-Round 2: original declarations [Folder 3 of 3], 1917-1999

Folder 0056. Sierra Club-Round 1, TRO [Folder 1 of 2], 1999

Folder 0057. Sierra Club-Round 1, TRO [Folder 2 of 2], 1999

Folder 0058. Regional Water Quality Control Board certifications, 1997-2000


Folder 0060. Authority to construct permit information, 1997

Folder 0061. Cal-trans Encroachment Permit, 1995-1997


Folder 0063. Fish and Wildlife preconstruction notification, 1997

Folder 0064. Nationwide Permit #13 and 14-COE permit [#13 bank stabilization and #14 road crossings, 1997


Folder 0066. Road slope revegetation plan: El Portal Road Improvements Project, 1999

Folder 0067. El Portal Road sewer line, circa 1997

Folder 0068. Storm water pollution prevention plan for El Portal reconstruction, 1998


Folder 0070. Cultural letters, 1997-1999

SERIES II: Subseries C: BOX 10

Folder 0071. The Merced Canyon Travel Corridor: Determination of eligibility for listing the on the National Register of Historic Places, 1997

Sensitive
Folder 0072. Environmental assessment and other planning related documents, 1997

Folder 0073. Amended Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI), 1999

Folder 0074. Environmental considerations for El Portal Road improvement and response to comments, 1997

Folder 0075. Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) and letters of concurrence, 1997

Folder 0076. 140 compliance: out of park non-National Park Service, 1997

Folder 0077. El Portal Road comments originals, 1997

Folder 0078. El Portal Road comments originals, 1997

Folder 0079. El Portal Road comments from workshops, 1997

**SERIES II: Subseries C: BOX 11**

Folder 0080. El Portal Road comments, 1997

Folder 0081. El Portal Road plan sheets, 1997

Folder 0082. El Portal Road comments, 1997

Folder 0083. Plant surveys, 1996-1997

Folder 0084. Plant surveys, 1997

Folder 0085. Request for proposals for design-build services, 1997

Folder 0086. Design plans for El Portal Road reconstruction, 1997

*Oversize*

**SERIES II: Subseries C: BOX 12**

Folder 0087. Administrative Record for C.99-5219 contents list, 1997

Folder 0088. Administrative Record for C.99-5219 AWI, 1997

*Sensitive*

Folder 0089. Administrative Record for C.99-5219 AWI, 1997

Folder 0090. Administrative Record for C.99-5219 AWI, 1997


SERIES II: Subseries C: BOX 13

*Sensitive*

SERIES II: Subseries C: BOX 14

Folder 0098. Administrative Record for C.99-5219 AWI, 1997
Folder 0100. Administrative Record for C.99-5219 AWI, 1996
Folder 0101. Administrative Record for C.99-5219 AWI, 1996
Folder 0102. Administrative Record for C.99-5219 AWI, 1996

SERIES II: Subseries C: BOX 15

Folder 0104. Administrative Record for C.99-5219 AWI, 1994
Folder 0105. Administrative Record for C.99-5219 AWI, 1985
*Sensitive*
Folder 0108. Administrative Record for C.99-5219 AWI, 1990

SERIES II: Subseries C: BOX 16

Folder 0109. Administrative Record for C.99-5219 AWI, 1991
Folder 0110. Administrative Record for C.99-5219 AWI, 1992
Folder 0111. Administrative Record for C.99-5219 AWI, 1994
Folder 0112. Administrative Record for C.99-5219 AWI, 1996
Folder 0113. Administrative Record for C.99-5219 AWI, 1997
Folder 0114. Administrative Record for C.99-5219 AWI, 1997
Folder 0115. Administrative Record for C.99-5219 AWI, 1997
Folder 0116. Administrative Record for C.99-5219 AWI, 1997

**SERIES II: Subseries C: BOX 17**

Folder 0117. Administrative Record for C.99-5219 AWI, 1997
*Oversize*
Folder 0118. Administrative Record for C.99-5219 AWI, 1997
Folder 0120. Administrative Record for C.99-5219 AWI, 1997
Folder 0121. Administrative Record for C.99-5219 AWI, 1997
Folder 0122. Administrative Record for C.99-5219 AWI, 1976
*Sensitive*
Folder 0123. Administrative Record for C.99-5219 AWI, 1989

**SERIES II: Subseries C: BOX 18**

Folder 0124. Draft report on comprehensive estimates for highway 140 compliance requirements and transportation planning, 1997 February 21
Folder 0125. Request for proposals for design-build services No. DTFH68-97-R-0016, 1997
Folder 0126. Request for proposals for design-build services No. DTFH68-97-R-0016, 1998 February 20
Folder 0127. Revised proposal No. DTFH68-97-R-0016 [Folder 1 of 2], 1998 April
Folder 0128. Revised proposal No. DTFH68-97-R-0016 [Folder 2 of 2], 1998 April
Folder 0129. Partial termination settlement proposal for contract No. DTFH69-98-00001, 1999 November
SERIES II: Subseries C: BOX 19


Folder 0131. Package 936: El Portal Road lawsuit information (Mariposa county, case no. CIV F-98-6062 AWI DLB) [Folder 1 of 2], 1997-1998

Folder 0132. Package 936: El Portal Road lawsuit information (Mariposa county, case no. CIV F-98-6062 AWI DLB) [Folder 2 of 2], 1997-1998

Folder 0133. El Portal Road Lawsuit-Mariposa county, case no. CIV F-98-6062 AWI DLB, 1998 September-October

Folder 0134. Lawsuit CV F 99-5219 AWI DLB Sierra Club vs. NPS memorandum opinion and summary judgment, 1999 July

Folder 0135. El Portal Road-Public Information: Press releases, road access schedule, correspondence [Folder 1 of 2], 1998-2000

Folder 0136. El Portal Road-Public Information: Press releases, road access schedule, correspondence [Folder 2 of 2], 1998-2000

SERIES II: Subseries C: BOX 20

Folder 0137. Package 936: Contaminate tests, 1997

Folder 0138. Package 936: Compliance: reports including staff roles, 1997-2000

Folder 0139. Package 936: El Portal Road contract documents: 577 forms, funding [Folder 1 of 2], 1997-2001

Folder 0140. Package 936: El Portal Road contract documents: 577 forms, funding [Folder 2 of 2], 1997-2001

Folder 0141. Package 936: Correspondence (outgoing), 1998-1999


Folder 0144. Package 936: 577 Forms: Yosemite Project Management Agreement FY98 through FY04 for flood recovery funding, 1998-2004

Folder 0145. Package 936: Contract modifications, 1999
Folder 0146. Package 936: Correspondence (incoming), 1999-2000

Folder 0147. Package 936: Lawsuit: Fee payment Sierra Club vs. NPS case no. CIV F 99-5219 AWI DLB, 2000

**SERIES II: Subseries C: BOX 21**

Folder 0148. Package 936: Reconstruction, El Portal Road Project: Rebuild a safer and more reliable entrance to Yosemite National Park, 2000

Folder 0149. Package 936: Completion report [empty folder], undated

Folder 0150. Cultural resource management Highway 140, El Portal Road Improvement Project, 1997


Folder 0152. Geotechnical Investigation Highway 140 Road Improvements, 1997 April 14

Folder 0153. CA YOSE 140-1 El Portal Road Nationwide Permit #13 Bank Stabilization and Nationwide Permit #14 Road Crossings Report, 1997 July 15

Folder 0154. Biological Assessment, El Portal Road Improvements, 1997 August 14

Folder 0155. El Portal Road: Environmental [Folder 1 of 2], 1997-2000
  *Sensitive*

Folder 0156. El Portal Road: Environmental [Folder 2 of 2], 1997-2000

Folder 0157. Environmental compliance and monitoring plan: Yosemite Valley/El Portal Road Reconstruction Project, 1998 October 26

Folder 0158. Monitoring reports, 1998-2000

**SERIES II: Subseries C: BOX 22**


Folder 0160. El Portal Road design [Folder 1 of 2], 1998-2000

Folder 0161. El Portal Road design: Construction contractors, Kiewit Pacific Company correspondence [Folder 2 of 2], 1999-2000
  *Color photographs*


Folder 0164. OMB (Office of Management and Budget) 300b Capital Asset Plan and Justification, 1999-2000

Folder 0165. El Portal Road: Electric and phone, 2000

Folder 0166. El Portal Road: Inspection punch list, 2000

Folder 0167. Consultation: California Regional Water Quality Control Board, 2000 May 18

Folder 0168. Segment D Design, 2001

Folder 0169. Copy of final construction report on CA YOSE 16(1) EL Portal Road, 2003


Folder 0171. National Park Service Addendum to 1997 Determination of Eligibility, Segment D El Portal Road, 2007

Folder 0172. Consultation: California Department of Fish and Game, 2007 January

Folder 0173. Consultation: Federal Highway Administration: Emergency repairs to El Portal Road, Segment D, 2007 April 12

Folder 0174. Consultation: California State Historic Preservation Officer, 2007 April-July

Folder 0175. Consultation: Tribal, 2007 May-June

Folder 0176. Consultation: Advisory council on historic preservation, 2007 June-July

**SERIES II: Subseries C: BOX 23**


Folder 0178. Consultation: Regional Water Quality Control Board, 2007 June-August

Folder 0179. Ordinary High Water Mark (OHWM) Determination Final Report, 2007 July
Folder 0180. Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI), comments and correspondence regarding reconstructing critically eroded sections of El Portal Road [Folder 1 of 2], 2007 July

Folder 0181. Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI), comments and correspondence regarding reconstructing critically eroded sections of El Portal Road [Folder 2 of 2], 2007 July

Folder 0182. Transmittal: Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) from superintendence to consulting agencies for signatures, 2007 July

Folder 0183. Woody Re-vegetation and Monitoring Plan, Reconstructing critically eroded sections of El Portal Road, 2007 August 28

Folder 0184. Correspondence between US Department of Interior and NPS regarding status of reconstructing critically eroded sections of the El Portal Road project, 2007 August

Folder 0185. Storm water pollution prevention plan for El Portal reconstruction, 2007 September 14

Folder 0186. Preconstruction conference, El Portal Road, 2007 September 18

Folder 0187. WSRA (Wild and Scenic River Act) compliance documentation, WSRA section 7 compliance [empty folder], undated

Folder 0188. El Portal Road narrows temporary river gage installation, undated

**SERIES II: Subseries C: BOX 24**

Folder 0189. Open house photographs, undated
*Color photographs*

Folder 0190. El Portal Road photographs [Folder 1 of 3], 1998-2001
*35mm slides*

Folder 0191. El Portal Road photographs [Folder 2 of 3], 1998-2001
*35mm slides; color photographs; negatives*

Folder 0192. El Portal Road photographs [Folder 3 of 3], 1998-2001
*Color photographs; negatives*

Folder 0193. El Portal Road - oversized construction drawings, 1999
*Oversize*

Folder 0194. Reference material: Cascades Dam removal, permitting reference material, 1998

Folder 0195. Reference material: The Merced Canyon Travel Corridor: a determination of eligibility for listing on the National Register of Historic Places, 1997 July
Folder 0196. Reference material: 59. Archeological investigations in the Merced River Canyon, 1987 December
Sensitive
Folder 0197. Reference material: 75. Archeological investigation in Yosemite National Park, undated
Sensitive
Folder 0198. Reference material: 60. Historical overview and assessment of significance of stone walls and rock work along Glacier Point Road, 1990 January
Folder 0199. Reference material: Correspondence between NPS and Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC), 1997
Folder 0200. Reference material: Biological Assessment, El Portal Road Improvements, 1997 August 14
Folder 0201. Reference material: Transportation, 1985 June, 2005
Folder 0203. El Portal Road Improvements Environmental Assessment, 1997 August 22


SERIES II: Subseries D: BOX 1

Folder 0001. Section 110 inventory and post-flood damage assessment of the Yosemite Valley and Mirror Lake trail, 1998
Folder 0002. Mirror Lake Loop Trail Environmental Assessment, public involvement, 1998
Folder 0003. Mirror Lake archeological monitoring, 2000
Folder 0004. Mirror Lake helicopter memorandum, 2000
Folder 0005. Mirror Lake cultural and natural and permits, 1997-1998
Folder 0006. Correspondence and project background documents, 1996-1998
Folder 0007. Mirror Lake Loop Trail Environmental Assessment, public comments, 1998
Folder 0008. Mirror Lake Loop Trail Environmental Assessment, public comments, 1998
Folder 0009. Mirror Lake Loop Trail Environmental Assessment, internal review, 1998

Folder 0010. Mirror Lake maps, 1997
*Photographs*


**SERIES II: Subseries D: BOX 2:**

Folder 0012. Mirror Lake Trail Reroute Alternatives and Decisions, 1998

Folder 0013. Mirror Lake Trail Reroute Environmental Assessment, 1998


*Subseries E. Hetch Hetchy Road and Drainage Improvements, 1997-1999*

**SERIES II: Subseries E: BOX 1**

Folder 0001. Meeting notes regarding Hetch Hetchy and general correspondence, 1997-1998

Folder 0002. Hetch Hetchy cultural correspondence letters, 1998-1999

Folder 0003. Hetch Hetchy consultation, 1998

Folder 0004. Hetch Hetchy Environmental Assessment (mostly natural), 1997-1998

*Sensitive*


Folder 0007. Public review comments on Hetch Hetchy Road and Drainage Improvements, Environmental Assessment, 1998

Folder 0008. Internal review comments on Hetch Hetchy Road and Drainage Improvements Environmental Assessment and Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI), 1998

Folder 0009. Plans/Specs (Hetch Hetchy project management), 1996-1998
Folder 0010. Plans for drainage rehabilitation project, Hetch Hetchy Road 96% Review, 1998
*Oversize*

**SERIES II: Subseries E: BOX 2**

Folder 0011. Evaluation of Historical Significance and Integrity of the Hetch Hetchy Road, Determination of Eligibility, 1998

Folder 0012. Hetch Hetchy Road and Drainage Improvement Determination of Eligibility, 1997-1998

Folder 0013. Hetch Hetchy Determination of Eligibility comments, 1998

Folder 0014. Hetch Hetchy Road and Drainage Improvements Environmental Assessment and Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI), 1998 October 23


Folder 0016. Hetch Hetchy final city plans/specs, 1999

Folder 0017. Hetch Hetchy archeology sites, 1990
*Sensitive*

Folder 0018. Archeology inventory of the Hetch Hetchy Road, 1998 October
*Sensitive*


**SERIES II: Subseries F: BOX 1**

Folder 0001. Correspondence: Internal memoranda, 2001 February-April

Folder 0002. Correspondence regarding engineering between Environmental Management, Inc. and Yosemite National Park [Folder 1 of 3], 2002-2003, 2007

Folder 0003. Correspondence regarding engineering between Environmental Management, Inc. and Yosemite National Park [Folder 2 of 3], 2003

Folder 0004. Correspondence regarding engineering between Environmental Management, Inc. and Yosemite National Park [Folder 3 of 3], 2003

Folder 0005. Correspondence: External, 2002-2004

Folder 0006. Press Releases, 2002 September, 2003 April-September
Folder 0007. Transmittal of Administrative Records, South Fork Bridge Replacement EA from Engineering Environmental, Inc. to YNP, 2003 December
*Media: CDs*
Folder 0008. Hardcopy of Administrative Record Inventory, 2003 October 7


Folder 0010. Correspondence regarding South Fork Bridge in Wawona, 1994, 1997

Folder 0011. Scope of work: South Fork Merced River Bridge Replacement Project, 1999

Folder 0012. Internal scoping, 1996, 2002

**SERIES II: Subseries F: BOX 2**

Folder 0013. Public Scoping comments, 2002 September-October

Folder 0014. Public Scoping comments: coded, working copies, 2002 September-October
*Media: CD*
Folder 0015. Analysis of Public Comments: Scoping, 2002 November


Folder 0017. Site visit/site visit report, 2002-2003

Folder 0018. Photographs for Yosemite South Fork Bridge EA (developed), 2002 November
*Photographs; negatives; media: CDs*


Folder 0021. Environmental Screening, 2003 January

Folder 0022. Consultation: State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO), 2003 May-July

Folder 0023. Consultation: Central Federal Lands Highway Division, 2003 August

Folder 0024. Desktop publishing, 2003 April 17
Folder 0025. Draft South Fork Bridge Removal for Yosemite National Park, Environmental Assessment technical team, 2002 December

Folder 0026. Draft South Fork Bridge Removal and Replacement Project, Environmental Assessment, circa 2002

Folder 0027. Internal review: 80% draft of South Fork Bridge Replacement Environmental Assessment, circa 2002

**SERIES II: Subseries F: BOX 3**

Folder 0028. Internal review: Rylands, Kristina on 80% draft of South Fork Bridge Replacement Environmental Assessment, 2003 February 20

Folder 0029. Internal review: Pieper, Michael on 80% draft South Fork Bridge Replacement Environmental Assessment, 2003 February

Folder 0030. Internal review: Introduction, 80% draft of South Fork Bridge Replacement Environmental Assessment, circa 2003

Folder 0031. Internal review: Chapter 1, 80% draft of South Fork Bridge Replacement Environmental Assessment, 2003 January

Folder 0032. Internal review: Chapter 2, 80% draft of South Fork Bridge Replacement Environmental Assessment, circa 2003

Folder 0033. Internal review: Chapter 3, 80% draft of South Fork Bridge Replacement Environmental Assessment, 2003 January

Folder 0034. Internal review: Chapter 4, 80% draft of South Fork Bridge Replacement Environmental Assessment, 2003 January

Folder 0035. Internal review: Chapter 5, 80% draft of South Fork Bridge Replacement Environmental Assessment, 2003 January

Folder 0036. Internal review: Drawings, 80% draft of South Fork Bridge Replacement Environmental Assessment, 2003 February

Folder 0037. Internal review: Bibliography, 80% draft of South Fork Bridge Replacement Environmental Assessment, circa 2003

Folder 0038. Internal review: Other, 80% draft of South Fork Bridge Replacement Environmental Assessment, 2003 February

Folder 0039. Internal review: 95% draft of South Fork Merced River Bridge Replacement Environmental Assessment, 2003 March
Folder 0040. 95% draft of South Fork Merced River Bridge Replacement Project Environmental Assessment, 2003 March

**SERIES II: Subseries F: BOX 4**

Folder 0041. Letters from Yosemite To Engineering Environmental Management regarding comments and reviews, 2002 November, 2003 January-April

Folder 0042. Letters from Yosemite on 80%, 90%, and 95% draft of South Fork Bridge Replacement Environmental Assessment, 2003 February-April

Folder 0043. Letters from Yosemite To Engineering Environmental Management regarding comments and reviews, 2003 January-April

Folder 0044. Correspondence regarding draft South Fork Merced Bridge Replacement Environmental Assessment, 2003 April

Folder 0045. Correspondence regarding draft South Fork Merced Bridge Replacement Environmental Assessment, 2003 February-March

Folder 0046. April 2003 edits, South Fork Merced River Bridge Replacement Project Environmental Assessment, 2003 April

Folder 0047. April 2003 edits, South Fork Merced River Bridge Replacement Project Environmental Assessment, 2003 April

Folder 0048. Draft Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) for the South Fork Merced River Bridge Replacement Project, Environmental Assessment, 2003 June

**SERIES II: Subseries F: BOX 5**

Folder 0049. Internal review: Goodyear, Barbara on draft of South Fork Bridge Replacement Environmental Assessment and Finding of No Significant Impact Report, 2003 July

Folder 0050. Internal review: Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) for the South Fork Bridge Replacement Project, Environmental Assessment, 2003 July

Folder 0051. Final draft Finding of No Significant Impact South Fork Bridge Replacement Project Environmental Assessment, 2003 July

Folder 0052. Public comments: Administrative record on scoping and Environmental Assessment of South Fork Bridge Replacement, 2002 September-October, 2003 May
Folder 0053. Printer, packing, and shipping instructions, 2003 April

Folder 0054. Mailing list, circa 2003

Folder 0055. Reference Material [Folder 1 of 5], 1994-2002

Folder 0056. Reference Material [Folder 2 of 5], 1992-2002

Folder 0057. Reference Material [Folder 3 of 5], 1994-2002

Media: CDs

SERIES II: Subseries F: BOX 6

Folder 0058. Reference Material [Folder 4 of 5], 1997-2002

Folder 0059. Reference Material [Folder 5 of 5], 1995-2002

Folder 0060. Reference material: Example scoping documents, summary of public comments and responses, Cascade Diversion Dam Removal Project, undated

Folder 0061. Reference material: Example scoping documents, circa 2003

Folder 0062. Reference material: Cost estimates, 1997 October 27


Folder 0064. Reference material: Categorical Exclusion, 1993 September 7

Folder 0065. Reference material: Critical habitat survey, 1994 March 16

Folder 0066. Reference material: CMP (Comprehensive Management Plan) Biological Assessment, undated

Folder 0067. Hydraulic report for the South Fork Merced River Bridge, interim, 1994 September

Folder 0068. Reference material: Report style, 2001 October 22


Folder 0070. Reference material: Bibliography, 2003

Folder 0071. Public comments (coded, working copies), 2003 May

Folder 0072. Comprehensive Species Report [Folder 1 of 4], 2002-2003
SERIES II: Subseries F: BOX 7

Folder 0073. Comprehensive Species Report [Folder 2 of 4], 2002-2003

Folder 0074. Comprehensive Species Report [Folder 3 of 4], 2002-2003

Folder 0075. Comprehensive Species Report [Folder 4 of 4], 2002-2003


Oversize


SERIES II: Subseries G: BOX 1

Folder 0001. Resource management building specifications, 2003

Oversize

Folder 0002. Design analysis, 1997-1998

Folder 0003. Compliance determination, 2003

Folder 0004. Agency consultation, 1997-2002

Folder 0005. Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI)/Environmental Assessment, 1998

Folder 0006. Public comment, 2002

Folder 0007. Revised memorandum to file, 2003

Folder 0008. Schedules and tasks, 1998-2002

Folder 0009. Briefing statements, Circa 2002

Folder 0010. Internal review of Environmental Assessment and administrative email correspondence [Folder 1 of 2], 1998

Folder 0011. Internal review of Environmental Assessment and administrative email correspondence [Folder 2 of 2], 1998

Folder 0012. Environmental Assessments with edits, 1998

SERIES II: Subseries G: BOX 2
Folder 0013. Environmental Assessment with edits and flood recovery documents, 1998

Folder 0014. Environmental Assessment, 1998

Folder 0015. Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI)/Environmental Assessment continued, 1999

Folder 0016. Supplemental compliance determination, 1997-2004

Folder 0017. Project management: Scopes of work, 2002

Folder 0018. Project management: Schedules, 2003-2004

Folder 0019. News clippings, 1998-2002

Folder 0020. Maps and graphics, 1997

Folder 0021. Faxes, transmittals/memorandums, 1998-2002

Folder 0022. Emails and written communications, 1997-2003

Folder 0023. Public concerns, comments, and informational reports [Folder 1 of 2], 1997-2002

Folder 0024. Public concerns, comments, and informational reports [Folder 2 of 2], 1991-1999

**SERIES II: Subseries G: BOX 3**

Folder 0025. Public concerns and comments, typed, 1998-2002

Folder 0026. Public comment working, 2002

Folder 0027. Public comments originals, 2002

Folder 0028. Client comments on work products, 1998-2002


**SERIES II: Subseries H: BOX 1**


Folder 0003. Contracting (NPS # 14430CX-200 99 011): Cost estimates and project schedule, 2001 May-June

Folder 0004. Public information/press release, 2001 April, June

Folder 0005. Environmental screening form, 2001 February 28

Folder 0006. Public scoping comments/report, 2001 April-May

Folder 0007. Public scoping comments, administrative record, 2001 April-May

Folder 0008. Public scoping comments, H.I.B.R.# 1-25, 2001 April

Folder 0009. Public scoping comments, H.I.B.R.# 26-60, 2001 April-May

Folder 0010. Consultation: US Fish and Wildlife, 2001 July-October

Folder 0011. Consultation: Wewoka Riffle Beetle Survey, 2001 August-September

Folder 0012. Consultation: US Army Corps of Engineers (nationwide permit #13, 200 September, 2001 August-October


Folder 0015. Consultation: Historic Integrity (106 compliance), 1997-2001

Folder 0016. Inspection information: US Department of Transportation, 1998 June 25

Folder 0017. Consultation duplicates, 2001 October

SERIES II: Subseries H: BOX 2

Folder 0018. Happy Isles Gauging Station Bridge Removal, Environmental Assessment (NEPA compliance), 1997-2001

Folder 0019. Yosemite compliance tracking form, Highwater 1997(A) (NEPA compliance), 1997-2000
Folder 0020. Historic Integrity, Happy Isles Gauging Station Bridge Removal, 1998-2000

*Oversize*

Folder 0021. First draft Happy Isles Gauging Station Bridge Removal Environmental Assessment, 2001 June

Folder 0022. Internal comments: First draft Happy Isles Gauging Station Bridge Removal Environmental Assessment, 2001

Folder 0023. Internal comments: First draft Happy Isles Gauging Station Bridge Removal Environmental Assessment, 2001 June

Folder 0024. Second draft Happy Isles Gauging Station Bridge Removal Environmental Assessment, 2001 August

**SERIES II: Subseries H: BOX 3**

Folder 0025. Internal Comments: Second draft Happy Isles Gauging Station Bridge Removal Environmental Assessment, 2001 August

Folder 0026. Public comments and responses: Happy Isles Gauging Station Bridge Removal Environmental Assessment (concern screening), 2001 August-September

Folder 0027. Public Comments HI-EA# 1-10, 2001 August-September

Folder 0028. Public Comments HI-EA# 11-20, 2001 August

Folder 0029. Public Comments HI-EA# 21-30, 2001 August

Folder 0030. Merced River Plan lawsuit: Related correspondence, 2001 August 27

Folder 0031. Regional Approval to Print Happy Isles Gauging Station Bridge Removal Environmental Assessment, 2001 August

Folder 0032. Governor's Office and Congressmen regarding release of Environmental Assessment, 2001 August-September

Folder 0033. Original Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) and Section 7, 2001 October

Folder 0034. Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) and Section 7, 2001 October

Folder 0035. Internal comments: Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI), 2001 September-October
Folder 0036. Internal comments: Finding of No Significant Impact (purpose, need and alternatives), 2001 June

Folder 0037. The Yosemite Fund grant request: Replace the Happy Isles stream gauge, 1997-2000

Folder 0038. Happy Isles area plan, 1997-1998


Folder 0040. Reference material: Historic Resource Study Volume 1 of 3 historical narrative [Folder 1 of 3], 1987

SERIES II: Subseries H: BOX 4

Folder 0041. Reference material: Historic Resource Study Volume 1 of 3 historical narrative [Folder 2 of 3], 1987

Folder 0042. Reference material: Historic Resource Study Volume 1 of 3 historical narrative [Folder 3 of 3], 1987


Folder 0045. Reference material: 137 Traffic Counts and Visitor Survey [Empty Folder], 1988


Folder 0047. Reference material: 139 Yosemite Area Regional Transportation Survey (YARTS) [Empty Folder], 1988


Folder 0052. Reference material: 149 Highways in Harmony- Yosemite Roads and Bridges, 1999


Folder 0055. Reference material: 154 Land Protection Plan draft LU-02, 1992

Folder 0056. Reference material: 155 Prediction of the Effects of Restoration of the El Capitan Moraine, Yosemite National Park VEG-04, 1992

Folder 0057. Reference material: 156 Sustainable Design: A Collaborative National Park Service initiative LU-03, 1992

Folder 0058. Reference material: 159 Resource Management Plan, 1993

**SERIES II: Subseries H: BOX 5**

Folder 0059. Reference material: 160 White Paper: Yosemite Valley Bridge Analysis TRA-09, 1993

Folder 0060. Reference material: 161 Wilderness Permit Statistics OPS-08, 1993

Folder 0061. Reference material: 162 Yosemite Fact Sheet GEN-70, 1993


Folder 0063. Reference material: 165 NPS-28 Cultural Resources Management Guideline, Release #4 GEN-28 [Folder 1 of 2], 1994

Folder 0064. Reference material: 165 NPS-28 Cultural Resources Management Guideline, Release #4 GEN-28 [Folder 2 of 2], 1994


Folder 0067. Reference material: 168 The Plant Communities of Yosemite Valley, 1994


SERIES II: Subseries I: BOX 1

Folder 0001. Repair Flood Damage to Water and Wastewater Systems Project Manual [Folder 1 of 2], 1998

Folder 0002. Repair Flood Damage to Water and Wastewater Systems Project Manual [Folder 2 of 2], 1998

Folder 0003. Tesco pump controller proposal/specifications, 2001

Folder 0004. Bid Schedule, 1998

Folder 0005. Meetings: Projected schedules, 1999-2000

Folder 0006. Progress meeting minutes, 1999-2000

Folder 0007. Concrete tests, 1999

Folder 0008. Air/water balance, 2000

Folder 0009. Substantial completion and punchlist, 2000

Folder 0010. Warranty repairs, 2000

Folder 0011. Pacific Bell, 1999-2000

Oversize

SERIES II: Subseries I: BOX 2

Folder 0012. Pumps warranty, 1999

Folder 0013. Caterpillar generator sets, 1999

Folder 0014. Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition computer system specifications, 1999-2000

Oversize

Folder 0015. Load bank, 2000
Folder 0016. 02646 bypass vault, 1999

Folder 0017. Temporary and bypass pumps, 1999

Folder 0018. Structural analysis of driveshaft supports, 2000

Folder 0019. Requests for information, 1999

Folder 0020. Draft parapet changes, 1999

Folder 0021. Tesco Variable Frequency Drive setpoints, 1999

Folder 0022. Training/tests, 2000

Folder 0023. Preventative maintenance program, 2000

Folder 0024. Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition, 1999-2000

Folder 0025. Worker's compensation certificate and payroll, 2000

Folder 0026. Wage determination, 1999


Folder 0028. Sub-contractor certifications SF-1413, 1999

Folder 0029. Labor interviews, 2000

Folder 0030. Butts payroll, 1999-2000

Restricted: PII

SERIES II: Subseries I: BOX 3

Folder 0031. Turnupseed payroll, 1999-2000

Restricted: PII

Folder 0032. MESPLE's machine setup and pump repair payroll, 1999

Folder 0033. Quinn company payroll, 1999


Folder 0035. Peterson painting, 1999-2000

Folder 0036. Modernaire payroll, 1999-2000
Folder 0037. Payments, 1999-2000

Folder 0038. Modifications, 1999-2001

Folder 0039. Package 955: Modification #1 parapet wall, 1999

Folder 0040. Package 955: Modification #1 magnetic flowmeter, 1999

Folder 0041. Request for proposal and funding approval, 2000

Folder 0042. Additional load bank testing and water balancing, 2000

Folder 0043. Package 955: Modification #1 12-inch gate valve replacements and pad deletion, 1999

Folder 0044. Package 955: Modification #2 corrections to Modification #1, 1999

Folder 0045. Package 955: Modification #3 painting, 1999

SERIES II: Subseries I: BOX 4

Folder 0046. Package 955: Modification #4, 1999

Folder 0047. Package 955: Modification #4 well #1 structural modifications, 1999

Folder 0048. Package 955: Modification #4 solenoid bypass plumbing, 1999

Folder 0049. Package 955: Modification #4 pressure transducers, 1999

Folder 0050. Package 955: Modification #4 Yosemite Creek Standby Power Building (YCSPB) floor drain, 1999

Folder 0051. Package 955: Modification #4 chlorine monitor, 1999

Folder 0052. Modification #5, 2000

Folder 0053. Package 955: Modification #5 muffin monster starters, 1999-2000

Folder 0054. Package 955: Modification #5 rooftop changes, 1999

Folder 0055. Package 955: Modification #5 additional sound insulation, 2000

Folder 0056. Package 955: Modification #5 Water Storage Tank Control Building (WSTCB) drain, 2000

Folder 0057. Modification #6, 2000
Folder 0058. Package 955: Modification #6 110 volt circuit generator water supply, 2000

Folder 0059. Package 955: Modification #6 load bank modifications, 2000

Folder 0060. Package 955: Modification #6 muffin monster grinder, 2000

Folder 0061. Package 955: Modification #6 Yosemite Creek Lift Station (YCLS) structural, 2000

Folder 0062. Package 955: Modification #6 additional traffic pads rooftop, 1999

Folder 0063. Package 955: Modification #6 Rotork gate controller, 1999-2000

Folder 0064. Package 955: Modification #6 Cascades telephone conduit, 2000

Folder 0065. Modification #7 manhole repair (pig catcher) package 959, 2000

Folder 0066. Modification #8, 2000

Folder 0067. Package 955: Modification #8 install line at Yosemite Creek (YCW), 2000

Folder 0068. Package 955: Modification #8 time of use programming, 2000

Folder 0069. Package 955: Modification #8 additional painting Water Storage Tank Control Building (WSTCB), 1999-2000

Folder 0070. Package 955: Modification #8 Tesco additional time, 2000

Folder 0071. Modification #9, 2000-2001

Folder 0072. Spill plan and response guidelines, 2002

Folder 0073. Cascades programmable logic controller, 1995-2002

Oversize
Folder 0074. Submittal log, 1999-2000

Folder 0075. Package 955: correspondence regarding submittals, 1999

Folder 0076. Submittal #1 pumps, motors, 1999

Folder 0077. Submittal #1-A pumps/motors, 1999

SERIES II: Subseries I: BOX 5
Folder 0078. Submittal #2 roofing, 1999
Folder 0079. Submittal #2-A roofing, 1999
Folder 0080. Submittal #2-B roofing-traffic pads, 1999
Folder 0081. Submittal #3 sump pumps/motors, 1999
Folder 0082. Submittal #4 sound control blankets, 1999
Folder 0083. Submittal #4-A sound control blankets supplement-CAD drawings, 1999
Folder 0084. Submittal #4-B sound blankets, 1999
Folder 0085. Submittal #5 painting, 1999
Folder 0086. Submittal #6 bypass pumping - Yosemite Creek Lift Station (YCLS), 1999
Folder 0087. Submittal #7 pipe, fittings, and valves, 4 submittal copies sent, 1999
Folder 0088. Submittal #8 MCC-S Tesco (equipment), 1999
Folder 0089. Submittal #8-A MCC-S (equipment), 1999
Folder 0090. Submittal #8-B MCC-S resubmittal, 1999
Folder 0091. Submittal #9 reinforcing bars, 1999

Oversize
Folder 0092. Submittal #10 gas monitoring system, 1999
Folder 0093. Gas monitoring system proposal, 1999
Folder 0094. Submittal #10-A gas monitoring system re-submittal, 1999
Folder 0095. Submittal #11 Tesco-panels Yosemite Creek Standby Power Building (YCSPB), 1999
Folder 0096. Submittal #12 heaters, supply fans testing-balance, 1999
Folder 0097. Submittal #12-A electric heaters resubmittal, 1999
Folder 0098. Submittal #13 instrumentation devices, 1999
Folder 0099. Submittal #13-A field instrumentation resubmittal, 1999

Folder 0100. Submittal #14 light fixtures, 1999

Folder 0101. Submittal #15 electrical cutover to temperature power, 1999

Folder 0102. Submittal #16 progress schedule, 1999

Folder 0103. Submittal #17 Bilco access door, 1999

Folder 0104. Submittal #18 metal fabrication, 1999

Folder 0105. Submittal #18-A metal fabrications (ramp), 1999

Folder 0106. Submittal #19 electrical components, 1999

Folder 0107. Submittal #20, 1999

Folder 0108. Submittal #20-A concrete design, 1999

Folder 0109. Submittal #20-B concrete mix design louver infills, 1999

Folder 0110. Submittal #21 well 2 MCC, 1999

**SERIES II: Subseries I: BOX 6**

Folder 0111. Submittal #21-A well 2 MCC resubmittal, 1999

Folder 0112. Submittal #22 accident prevention program, 1999

Folder 0113. Submittal #23 well 1 MCC, 1999

Folder 0114. Submittal #23-A well 1 MCC resubmittal, 1999

Folder 0115. Submittal #24 well #4 MCC, 1999

Folder 0116. Submittal #24-A well #4 MCC resubmittal, 1999

Folder 0117. Submittal #25 hydrophilic waterstop, 1999

Folder 0118. Submittal #25-A hydrophilic waterstop resubmittal, 1999

Folder 0119. Submittal #27-A loadbank resubmittal, 1999

Folder 0120. Submittal #28 North Pines lift station, 1999
Folder 0121. Submittal #29 Lower River Lift Station (LRLS) gas monitoring system, 1999

Folder 0122. Submittal #26 epoxy grout, 1999

Folder 0123. Submittal #27 miscellaneous electrical, 1999

Folder 0124. Submittal #29A Lower River Lift Station (LRLS) gas system resubmittal [Empty folder], Circa 1999

Folder 0125. Submittal #30 pipe insulation [Empty folder], Circa 1999

Folder 0126. Submittal #31 Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system [Empty folder], Circa 1999

Folder 0127. Submittal #32 VFLS and Water Storage Tank Control Building (WSTCB) [Empty Folder], Circa 1999

Folder 0128. Submittal #33 communication bridge RTU, 2000

Folder 0129. Submittal #34 Operation and Maintenance (O&M) manuals, 2000

Folder 0130. Submittal #35 [Empty Folder], Circa 2000

Folder 0131. Submittal #36 as-built drawings (DWGS), 2000

Folder 0132. Submittal #37 Operation and Maintenance (O&M): Yosemite Creek Lift Station/Yosemite Creek Standby Power Building (YCLS/YCSPB), 2000


**SERIES II: Subseries J: BOX 1**

Folder 0001. El Portal Road, Cascade Dam video, Circa 2001

*Media: 2 VHS tapes*

Folder 0002. Cascades Diversion Dam Removal Project Environmental Assessment, Administrative Record, 2004

Folder 0003. (Com) Field/visit/interview/telephone notes, 2001-2002

Folder 0004. (Com) Maps/graphics, 2002-2005

Folder 0005. (Com) Photographs, 2001-2004

Folder 0006. (Com) News clippings, 2001-2003
Folder 0007. (Com) Faxes/transmittals/memos, 2002-2003

SERIES II: Subseries J: BOX 2

Folder 0008. (Com) Communications: emails, 2001-2003
Folder 0009. (Com) Communications: emails, 2002-2003
Folder 0010. (Com) Communications: emails, 2001-2003
Folder 0011. (Com) Communications: emails, 2001-2003
Folder 0012. (Com) Communications: emails, 2003
Folder 0013. (Com) Communications: emails, 2003

SERIES II: Subseries J: BOX 3

Folder 0014. (Com) Communications: emails, 2003
Folder 0015. (Com) Communications: emails, 2002-2003
Folder 0016. (MTGS) Meetings, 2001-2003
Folder 0017. Cascades Diversion Dam Removal Project Environmental Assessment: Comments on Administrative Draft [Folder 1 of 3], 1999-2003

SERIES II: Subseries J: BOX 4

Folder 0018. Cascades Diversion Dam Removal Project Environmental Assessment: Comments on Administrative Draft [Folder 2 of 3], 1999-2003
Folder 0019. Cascades Dam Removal Project Administrative Draft Environmental Assessment: correspondence [Folder 3 of 3], 2003

Oversize
Folder 0020. Cascades Diversion Dam Removal Environmental Assessment with comments [Folder 1 of 3], 2003
Folder 0021. Cascades Diversion Dam Removal Environmental Assessment with comments [Folder 2 of 3], 2003
Folder 0022. Cascades Diversion Dam Removal Environmental Assessment with comments [Folder 3 of 3], 2003
Folder 0023. (CPC) Client comments on work products [Folder 1 of 3], 2003

Oversize
SERIES II: Subseries J: BOX 5

Folder 0024. (CPC) Client comments on work products [Folder 2 of 3], 2002-2003

Folder 0025. (CPC) Client comments on work products [Folder 3 of 3], 2003

Folder 0026. (CPC) Client comments on work products [Folder 1 of 6], 2002-2003

Folder 0027. (CPC) Client comments on work products [Folder 2 of 6], 2002

Folder 0028. (CPC) Client comments on work products [Folder 3 of 6], 2002-2003

Folder 0029. (CPC) Client comments on work products [Folder 4 of 6], 2003

SERIES II: Subseries J: BOX 6

Folder 0030. (CPC) Client comments on work products [Folder 5 of 6], 2003

Folder 0031. (CPC) Client comments on work products [Folder 6 of 6], 2003

Folder 0032. Cascades Diversion Dam Removal: Scoping comments, 2001

Folder 0033. Cascades Diversion Dam Removal: Scoping comments and original draft Environmental Assessment comments, 2001-2003

Folder 0034. Cascade Diversion Dam Removal Project: Public comments [Folder 1 of 2], 2003

Folder 0035. Cascade Diversion Dam Removal Project: Public comments [Folder 2 of 2], 2003

Folder 0036. (CPC) Public scoping comments, 2003

Folder 0037. (EA) Administrative Draft Environmental Assessment [II] [Folder 1 of 2], 2003

SERIES II: Subseries J: BOX 7

Folder 0038. (EA) Administrative Draft Environmental Assessment [II] [Folder 2 of 2], 2003

Folder 0039. (EA) Administrative Draft Environmental Assessment [I] [Folder 1 of 4], 2003
Folder 0040. (EA) Administrative Draft Environmental Assessment [Folder 2 of 4], 2003

Folder 0041. (EA) Administrative Draft Environmental Assessment [Folder 3 of 4], 2003

Folder 0042. (EA) Administrative Draft Environmental Assessment [Folder 4 of 4], 2003

Folder 0043. (EA) 95% Administrative Draft Environmental Assessment [Folder 1 of 3], 2003

Folder 0044. (EA) 95% Administrative Draft Environmental Assessment [Folder 2 of 3], 2003

Folder 0045. (EA) 95% Administrative Draft Environmental Assessment [Folder 3 of 3], 2003

**SERIES II: Subseries J: BOX 8**

Folder 0046. (EA) Public Environmental Assessment [Folder 1 of 4], 2003

Folder 0047. (EA) Public Environmental Assessment [Folder 2 of 4], 2003

Folder 0048. (EA) Public Environmental Assessment [Folder 3 of 4], 2003

Folder 0049. (EA) Public Environmental Assessment [Folder 4 of 4], 2003

Folder 0050. Preliminary Administrative Draft Environmental Assessment with supporting documents [Folder 1 of 3], 2002-2003

Folder 0051. Preliminary Administrative Draft Environmental Assessment with supporting documents [Folder 2 of 3], 2002-2003

Folder 0052. Preliminary Administrative Draft Environmental Assessment with supporting documents [Folder 3 of 3], 2002-2003

Folder 0053. (EA) Final Environmental Assessment related [Folder 1 of 2], 2002-2003

Folder 0054. (EA) Final Environmental Assessment related [Folder 2 of 2], 2003

*Media: CD*


SERIES II: Subseries J: BOX 9

Folder 0057. (ADD) Administrative Finding of No Significant Impact, May 2003
Folder 0058. (CNSL) Regional Water Quality Control Board, 2002
Folder 0059. (CNSL) United States Fish and Wildlife, 2002-2003
Folder 0060. (CNSL) State Historic Preservation Office, 2003
Folder 0061. (CNSL) Federal Highway Administration, 2002-2003
Folder 0062. (CNSL) Army Corps of Engineers, 2002-2003
Folder 0063. (REF) Reference materials Bibliography [Folder 1 of 4], 1989-1997
Folder 0064. (REF) Reference materials Bibliography [Folder 2 of 4], 2002
Folder 0065. (REF) Reference materials Bibliography [Folder 3 of 4], 2001-2002
Folder 0066. (REF) Reference materials Bibliography [Folder 4 of 4], 1998-2002

SERIES II: Subseries J: BOX 10

Folder 0067. (REF) Document library [Folder 1 of 5], 1986-2000
Folder 0069. (REF) Document library [Folder 3 of 5], 1998-2003
Folder 0070. (REF) Document library [Folder 4 of 5], 1982-1999

SERIES II: Subseries J: BOX 11

Folder 0071. (REF) Document library [Folder 5 of 5], 1997-2002
Folder 0072. (REF) Document library [Folder 1 of 6], 1988-2003
Folder 0073. (REF) Document library [Folder 2 of 6], 2002
Folder 0074. (REF) Document library [Folder 3 of 6], 1998
Folder 0075. (REF) Document library [Folder 4 of 6], 1999-2003
Folder 0076. (REF) Document library [Folder 5 of 6], 2001
Folder 0077. (REF) Document library [Folder 6 of 6], 1979-2002
Folder 0079. (REF) Document library [Folder 1 of 3], 2000

**SERIES II: Subseries J: BOX 12**

Folder 0080. (REF) Document library [Folder 2 of 3], 1933-1997
Folder 0081. (REF) Document library [Folder 3 of 3], 1997-2002
Folder 0082. (REF) Document library [Folder 1 of 8], 1987-1997
Folder 0083. (REF) Document library [Folder 2 of 8], Circa 2000
Folder 0084. (REF) Document library [Folder 3 of 8], 1983-1997
Folder 0085. (REF) Document library [Folder 4 of 8], 1987
Folder 0086. (REF) Document library [Folder 5 of 8], 1998-2001
Folder 0087. (REF) Document library [Folder 6 of 8], 2001
Folder 0088. (REF) Document library [Folder 7 of 8], 1997
Folder 0089. (REF) Document library [Folder 8 of 8], 1997
Folder 0090. (PM) Internal memoranda, 2002

**SERIES II: Subseries J: BOX 13**

Folder 0091. (PM) Schedules, 2001-2003
Folder 0092. (PM) Scope of work, 2001-2002
Folder 0093. (PM) Scope of work, 2002-2003
Folder 0094. 95% Administrative Review comments, 2003
Folder 0095. Cascades Diversion Dam Removal Project Environmental Assessment [Folder 1 of 2], circa 2002
Folder 0096. Cascades Diversion Dam Removal Project Environmental Assessment [Folder 2 of 2], 2003
Folder 0097. Cascades Diversion Dam Removal Project administrative correspondence [Folder 1 of 2], 2003

Folder 0098. Cascades Diversion Dam Removal Project administrative correspondence [Folder 2 of 2], 2003

Folder 0099. Department of the Army Regulatory Branch correspondence, 2004

Folder 0100. Cascades Diversion Dam Removal Project Environmental Assessment screen check draft, February 2003


**SERIES II: Subseries K: BOX 1**

Folder 0001. Correspondence: Administrative Record email (page 1), 2003 February-March

Folder 0002. Correspondence: Administrative Record email (page 2), 2003 March-April

Folder 0003. Correspondence: Administrative Record email (page 3), 2003 April

Folder 0004. Correspondence: Administrative Record email (page 4), 2003 April

Folder 0005. Correspondence: Administrative Record email (page 5), 2003 April-May

Folder 0006. Correspondence: Administrative Record email (page 6), 2003 May

Folder 0007. Correspondence: Administrative Record email (page 7), 2003 May

Folder 0008. Correspondence: Administrative Record email (page 8), 2003 May-June

Folder 0009. Correspondence: Administrative Record email (page 9), 2003 June-July

Folder 0010. Correspondence: Administrative Record email, 2003 August-December

Folder 0011. Correspondence: public release of Environmental Assessment and related email, 2003

Folder 0012. Project Management: Scope of work, working documents on developing alternatives, technical reports, 2003
SERIES II: Subseries K: BOX 2

Folder 0013. Project Management Meetings: Non-consultation, Utilities Master Plan Environmental Assessment, 2003


Folder 0015. Project schedules, 2003-2006

Folder 0016. Communications, 2003

Folder 0017. Newspaper clippings regarding East Yosemite Valley Utilities Improvement Plan, 2003


Folder 0019. Public scoping comments for Yosemite Valley Integrated Utility Master Plan, 2003 March-April

Folder 0020. Consultation: Army Corps of Engineers and California Regional Water Quality Control Board applications, 2003 September

Folder 0021. Consultation: Army Corps of Engineers, 2003 March, September-October

Folder 0022. Consultation: Regional Water Quality Control Board, 2003 September

Folder 0023. Consultation: State Historic Preservation Office, 2003 May, July


Folder 0025. Consultation: Tribal, 2002-2004

Folder 0026. Consultation: Other, 2003 August


Folder 0029. Yosemite Valley Integrated Utility Master Plan (80% Administrative Draft) clean, 2003 April

Media: CDs
Folder 0030. East Valley Utilities Improvement Plan (95% Administrative Draft), 2003 June-July

**SERIES II: Subseries K: BOX 3**

Folder 0031. 80% Administrative Draft, Yosemite Valley Integrated Utility Master Plan Environmental Assessment, working copy, 2003 April

Folder 0032. Internal comments/working copies: 80% Administrative Draft [MT copy], 2003

Folder 0033. Internal comments: 80% Administrative Draft Environmental Assessment, 2003 June-July

Folder 0034. Internal comments: 80% Administrative Draft Environmental Assessment [Resource Management Division comments], 2003 May

Folder 0035. Internal comments: 80% Administrative Draft Environmental Assessment, 2003 May-June

Folder 0036. Internal Review: 80% Administrative Draft, 2003 April

Folder 0037. Working copy: 80% Administrative Draft, 2003 July

**SERIES II: Subseries K: BOX 4**

Folder 0038. Yosemite Valley Integrated Utility Master Plan: camera-ready original (80% Administrative Draft), 2003 April

Folder 0039. East Valley Utilities Management Plan Administration Record: general, 2003 April

Folder 0040. East Yosemite Valley Utilities Improvement Plan: camera-ready original (95% administrative record), 2003 June

Folder 0041. East Yosemite Valley Utilities Improvement Plan: camera-ready original (95% administrative record), 2003 June

Folder 0042. Internal comments: 95% Administrative Draft Environmental Assessment, 2003 June

Folder 0043. Working copy: 95% Administrative Draft, 2003 June

**SERIES II: Subseries K: BOX 5**
Folder 0044. Electronic media access copy: 80% Draft Environmental Assessment, 2003 April

Media: CD

Folder 0045. Electronic media access copy: 95% Utilities Improvement Plan PDF-print ready, 2003 June

Media: CD

Folder 0046. Public information: East Yosemite Valley Utility Improvement Plan administrative record, 2003 January-July

Folder 0047. Public comments, card reports [Folder 1 of 2], 2003-2004

Folder 0048. Public comments, card reports [Folder 2 of 2], 2003

Folder 0049. Public comments, 2003 July-September

Folder 0050. East Yosemite Valley Utilities Improvement Plan Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI), 2003 November


Folder 0052. Final Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI): working draft with solicitors’ comments, 2003 October-November

Folder 0053. Agency decision documentation, 2003

Folder 0054. Utility crossing river diversion site visit, 2005 December 20

**SERIES II: Subseries K: BOX 6**

Folder 0055. Final Environmental Assessment (camera-ready) public review copy [Folder 1 of 3], 2003 July

Folder 0056. Final Environmental Assessment (camera-ready) public review copy [Folder 2 of 3], 2003 July

Folder 0057. Final Environmental Assessment (camera-ready) public review copy [Folder 3 of 3], 2003 July

Folder 0058. Electronic media: Production files for printing Yosemite Utilities Environmental Assessment (EA), 2003 June 29

Media: CD

Folder 0059. Electronic media: Mailing list, sample mailing label, 2003 June

Media: CD

Folder 0060. Final Environmental Assessment with original signatures (camera-ready) opening letter, 2003 June
Folder 0061. Plaintiff's concerns and comment letters, 2003

*Media: 3 CDs, floppy disk*
Folder 0063. Plan maps: Cultural resources, 2003
*Sensitive; oversize*
Folder 0064. Plan maps: Corridor phasing, 2003
*Oversize*

Folder 0066. Plan maps: Floodplains, circa 2003
*Oversize*
Folder 0067. Plan maps: Soils/geologic hazards, circa 2003
*Oversize*
Folder 0068. Plan maps: Vegetation, circa 2003
*Oversize*
*Oversize*
Folder 0070. Plan maps: Wildlife, circa 2003
*Oversize*
Folder 0071. Plan maps: Multipurpose Camp 6 Area, 2003 June -July
*Oversize*
Folder 0072. Plan maps: Natural and cultural resources, 2003
*Oversize*
Folder 0073. UMP (Utilities Master Plan) special status species analysis, 2003

**SERIES II: Subseries K: BOX 7**

Folder 0074. UMP (Utilities Master Plan) vegetation, circa 2003

Folder 0075. UMP (Utilities Master Plan) wetlands, 2003
*Oversize*


Folder 0078. Reference material: 80% Draft, Delineation of Waters of the United States, 2003 August
*Oversize*
Folder 0079. Reference material: Soils, 1992
Folder 0081. Reference material: Geologic hazards, 1988-1999
Folder 0082. Reference material: Noise, 1994
Folder 0083. Reference material: Park operations, 2002
Folder 0086. Reference material: Department of Agriculture, 1996
Folder 0087. Reference material: Water resources, 1978-2002
Folder 0089. Reference material: Special status species, 1973-2001
Folder 0090. Reference material: Cultural resources, 1979-2001

SERIES II: Subseries K: BOX 8

Folder 0091. Reference material: Socioeconomics, 1997-2002
Folder 0092. Reference material: Other, 2000
Folder 0093. Reference material: Not in bibliography or data base, 2003-2004

  Media: CD
Folder 0095. Electronic media: GIS project archive, 2004 January  
  Media: CD
Folder 0096. Electronic media: Various UMP (Utilities Master Plan) files EA and FONSI, 2003-2004  
  Media: CD
Folder 0097. Electronic media: Final UMP (Utilities Master Plan) Environmental Assessment web page files, 2003 July  
  Media: CD
Folder 0098. Electronic media: East Yosemite Valley Utilities Improvement Plan Environmental Assessment, master production files, 2003 July  
  Media: CD
Folder 0099. Electronic media: Cultural resources, Utilities Master Plan updated CR List, 2002 November 21
Media: CD
Folder 0100. Electronic media: 95% UMP EA (Utilities Master Plan Environmental Assessment) master files, 2003 June
Media: CD
Folder 0101. Electronic media: UMP 95% EA files (PDF), 2003 June
Media: CD
Folder 0102. Electronic media: Additional cultural resource records for Utilities Master Plan, site records, 2002 November
Sensitive; media: CD
Folder 0103. Electronic media: Final wetlands CAD/GIS files, 2003
Media: CD

SERIES III. Fire Management Plan, 1999-2004

SERIES III: BOX 1

Folder 0001. Internal review: Yosemite Fire Management Plan Record of Decision (ROD), 2004
Media: CDs
Folder 0002. National Environmental Protections Agency (NEPA) procedural findings: Federal Register, mailings, 2001-2004

Folder 0003. Correspondence and internal reviews regarding the Yosemite Fire Management Plan: NEPA Coordinator (Jerry Mitchell) files, 1990-2001

Folder 0004. Correspondence and internal reviews regarding the Yosemite Fire Management Plan: NEPA Coordinator (Jerry Mitchell) files, 2001

Folder 0005. Internal review: Purpose and Need, Chapter 1, 2001

SERIES III: BOX 2

Folder 0006. Correspondence and internal reviews regarding Draft Yosemite Fire Management Plan Summary and Appendices, 2001

Folder 0007. Consultation coordination and public involvement meetings, 2001-2002


Folder 0010. Correspondence and internal review regarding wildlife and special status species, 2001

Folder 0011. River management issues: Chapter V; background; communication [Folder 1 of 2], 2002

Folder 0012. River management issues: Chapter V; background; communication [Folder 2 of 2], 2002

Folder 0013. Decision documentation, 2001-2002

Folder 0014. Correspondence regarding Fire Management Plan timelines and project management, 2001

**SERIES III: BOX 3**

Folder 0015. Project Management: Schedule items, coordination task, distribution/printing task, production task, 2001-2002

Folder 0016. Public comment analysis, 2001-2002

Folder 0017. Internal review: Environmental Consequences, 2001

Folder 0018. Internal review: Air Quality AE and EC (Affected Environmental and Environmental Consequences) [Folder 1 of 3], 2001

*Media: Floppy disk*

Folder 0019. Internal review: Air Quality AE and EC (Affected Environmental and Environmental Consequences) [Folder 2 of 3], 2001

Folder 0020. Internal review: Air Quality AE and EC (Affected Environmental and Environmental Consequences) [Folder 3 of 3], 2001

Folder 0021. Solicitor's reviews [Folder 1 of 2], 2001-2002

**SERIES III: BOX 4**

Folder 0022. Solicitor's reviews [Folder 2 of 2], 2001

Folder 0023. Internal review: Alternatives [Folder 1 of 2], 2001

Folder 0024. Internal review: Alternatives [Folder 2 of 2], 2001

Folder 0025. Public process/strategy, 2002

Folder 0026. Public scoping [Folder 1 of 2], 2001
Folder 0027. Public scoping [Folder 2 of 2], 2001

Folder 0028. Internal review: Environmental Consequences and Affected Environment, 2001

Folder 0029. Internal review: Affected Environment [Folder 1 of 2], 2001

**SERIES III: BOX 5**

Folder 0030. Internal review: Affected Environment [Folder 2 of 2], 2001

Folder 0031. Administrative review, 2001

Folder 0032. Draft Fire Management Plan comments, extra masters, 2002

Folder 0033. Public scoping comments [Folder 1 of 2], 2002

Folder 0034. Public scoping comments [Folder 2 of 2], 2002

Folder 0035. Public scoping comments [Folder 1 of 2], 2002

Folder 0036. Public scoping comments [Folder 2 of 2], 2002

Folder 0037. Draft Fire Management Plan comments (working) [Folder 1 of 3], 2002

**SERIES III: BOX 6**

Folder 0038. Draft Fire Management Plan comments (working) [Folder 2 of 3], 2002

Folder 0039. Draft Fire Management Plan comments (working) [Folder 3 of 3], 2002


Folder 0041. Response to comments: Purpose and Need for Action, circa 2002


Folder 0044. Environmental Quality documents, 2003

**SERIES III: BOX 7**

Folder 0045. Response to comments, 2003
Folder 0046. Outline for Fire Management Plans: Standards and procedures [Folder 1 of 2], 2001

Folder 0047. Outline for Fire Management Plans: Standards and procedures [Folder 2 of 2], 2001-2002

Folder 0048. Frequently asked questions (development), 2002

Folder 0049. News media coverage, 2002

SERIES III: BOX 8

Folder 0050. Yosemite Fire Management Plan Alternatives, 2002

Folder 0051. Correspondence and information [Folder 1 of 2], 2002-2004

Folder 0052. Correspondence and information [Folder 2 of 2], 2003


Folder 0054. Reference material: Outside of park reports, 2003

Folder 0055. Internal review: Environmental consequences, Tom Nichols revision, 2003

Media: Floppy disk

Folder 0056. Reference material: Outside of park reports, 1998-1999


Folder 0058. Concordia resort (NEPA coordinator, Jerry Mitchell's files) [Folder 1 of 2], 1997-2000

SERIES III: BOX 9

Folder 0059. Concordia resort: Proposed new resort for Yosemite, Hazel Green (NEPA coordinator, Jerry Mitchell's files) [Folder 1 of 2], 2000 August

Media: VHS

Folder 0060. Fire Management Plan scoping #2 FMPS2 #1-25, 2001

Folder 0061. Fire Management Plan scoping #2 FMPS2 #26-50, 1996-2001

Folder 0062. Fire Management Plan scoping #2 FMPS2 #51-75, 2001

Folder 0063. Fire Management Plan scoping #2 FMPS2 #76-92, late comments, 2001
Folder 0064. Draft Fire Management Plan comments (working copies), 2002

**SERIES III: BOX 10**

Folder 0065. Draft Yosemite Fire Management Plan Environmental Impact Statement [Folder 1 of 4], 2002 May

Folder 0066. Draft Yosemite Fire Management Plan Environmental Impact Statement [Folder 2 of 4], 2002 May

Folder 0067. Draft Yosemite Fire Management Plan Environmental Impact Statement [Folder 3 of 4], 2002 May

Folder 0068. Draft Yosemite Fire Management Plan Environmental Impact Statement [Folder 4 of 4], 2002 May

**SERIES IV. Historic Preservation Office, 2001-2010**

**SERIES IV: BOX 1**

Folder 0001. Lower Yosemite Fall Project YOSE 049227 project manual construction documents, 2003 January 23

Folder 0002. Lower Yosemite Fall Project MDC# 03013 information binder, circa 2003

Folder 0003. Lower Yosemite Fall Project Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI), 2002 May

Folder 0004. Lower Yosemite Fall Project: Correspondence and project records of Jeannette Simons [Folder 1 of 2], 2002-2003

Folder 0005. Lower Yosemite Fall Project: Correspondence and project records of Jeannette Simons [Folder 2 of 2], 2002-2003

Folder 0006. Cascades Diversion Dam Removal Project Environmental Assessment Review Copy (Jeannette Simons'), 2002 December

Folder 0007. Cascades Diversion Dam Removal Project: Correspondence and records of Jeannette Simons [Folder 1 of 2], 1986, 2001-2007

*Media: CD*

**SERIES IV: BOX 2**
Folder 0008. Cascades Diversion Dam Removal Project: Correspondence and records of Jeannette Simons [Folder 2 of 2], 1986, 2001-2004

Folder 0009. Merced River Plan Core Team Launch Binder, 2009 October 1-2

Folder 0010. Cultural Landscape Inventory, 2004

Folder 0011. Cultural Landscape Inventory examples [Folder 1 of 2], circa 2005

Folder 0012. Cultural Landscape Inventory examples [Folder 2 of 2], circa 2005

Folder 0013. Cultural Landscape Inventory Level 1 Old El Portal, 2005 May

*Media: CD*

Folder 0014. Photographs and negatives of El Portal (archeology office), 2004

*Photographs, negatives*

Folder 0015. Cultural Landscape Old El Portal: Photographs and archival research, 1944-2004

*Media: CDs*

**SERIES IV: BOX 3**

Folder 0016. Communications: Cultural Landscape Inventory, 2004

Folder 0017. Evaluation of historical significance and integrity of the cultural resources in El Portal Administrative Site, 1998 June 30

Folder 0018. Historical overview of recreation residence on the Stanislaus National Forest, 1993

Folder 0019. Photographs and contact sheets: Cuneo Mill, 2004


Folder 0021. Archival research: Johnny Wilson, before 2004

Folder 0022. Archival research: Yosemite Valley Railroad, before 2004

Folder 0023. Archival research: Hennessey's, before 2004

*Sensitive*

Folder 0024. Archival research: National Lead Company, 1930


Folder 0026. Archival research: Historic maps of El Portal, before 2004

Folder 0028. Field maps: Hennessey's, 2004

Folder 0029. Historic Preservation Officer (Jeannette Simons, 2001-2010) reference publication inventory, 2001-2010

Folder 0030. Archaeological Investigations at the Wawona Hotel Complex, 2004 April

**Sensitive**

**SERIES IV: BOX 4**

Folder 0031. Archeological Investigations at the Wawona Hotel Complex (duplicate copy), 2004 April **Sensitive**

Folder 0032. Late Prehistoric Adaptations in Wawona: Archeological Data Recovery at CA-MRP-173/327/H, 2007 June **Sensitive**

Folder 0033. Late Prehistoric Adaptations in Wawona: Archeological Data Recovery at CA-MRP-173/327/H (duplicate copy), 2007 June **Sensitive**

Folder 0034. Badger Pass Ski Lodge Rehabilitation Environmental Assessment, 2010 May

Folder 0035. Cultural Resource Concerns for 2006 Fuels Treatment Project Yosemite National Park, 2006 **Sensitive**

Folder 0036. Archeological Compliance for Fuels Treatment Projects, 2008, 2008 **Sensitive**

Folder 0037. Hodgdon Meadow Trailer Replacement and Utilities Improvement Project Environmental Assessment, 2007 July

Folder 0038. Barrier Fence Effectiveness at a Traditional Mushroom Gathering Area in Yosemite Valley, California, 2007

Folder 0039. Signage and Barrier Fencing Effectiveness at the Lower Yosemite Falls Traditional Gathering Area, 2005 September


Folder 0042. Cultural Landscape Report Camp Curry Historic District (draft with Jeannette Simon's comments), 2009
SERIES IV: BOX 5

Sensitive
Sensitive
Folder 0045. The 1991 Hetch Hetchy Reservoir Archeological Survey, 1995 September
Sensitive
Folder 0046. The 1991 Hetch Hetchy Reservoir Archeological Survey (duplicate copy), 1995 September
Sensitive
Folder 0047. The 1995 Archeological Resources Inventory of selected backcountry campgrounds and lake basins in Yosemite National Park, 2005 October
Sensitive
Folder 0048. Archeological Inventory and Post-Fire damage Assessment for the Lost Valley Burn, 2002 June
Sensitive
Folder 0049. NORCAL Geophysical Consultants, Inc. report of findings of a geophysical survey of Kosano Grave Site and El Portal, 2001 October 05
Sensitive
Folder 0050. Electronic media: Planning reports (Fire Management Plan, East Yosemite Valley Utilities Improvement Plan), historic structure report (Badger Pass), archaeological data, NEPA documents, Yosemite Institute Field Science Program (movie file), 2001-2008
Media: CDs
Folder 0051. Electronic media: five CDs containing digital photographs, 2004-2008
Media: CDs
Folder 0052. Electronic media: seven 3 1/2 inch floppy discs, 2002-2003
Media: Floppy disks
Folder 0053. Magnetic media: eight microcassettes, 2007
Media: Microcassettes

SEPARATED MATERIALS

Oversize Box A – 11” x 17” – 205 items
Oversize Box B – 11” x 17” – 4 items
Oversize Box C – 11” x 17” – 5 items
Oversize Box D – 11” x 17” – 12 items
Oversize Box E – 11” x 17” – 130 items
Cabinet E2 Drawer 01 – 24 items, Folder 07
Cabinet D6 Drawer 07 – 3 items, Folder 27